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STATE OF EMPLOYMENT IN 
FEBRUARY.*

I.—GENERAL SUMMARY.

(fl) General Statisticsof Employment.—Theimprove- 
ment in the state of employment, reported last month, 
has been well maintained during February, and the 
prospect of still further improvement continues hopeful. 
The most noticeable change for the better is in the Iron 
Shipbuilding Industry, in which the percentage of un
employed has largely decreased, but the Engineering, 
Building, furnishing, Printing and Clothing Trades also 
show more or less improvement, partly, no doubt, due to 
seasonal causes, The returns from trade societies show 
in the aggregate a considerable diminution in the pro
portion of unemployed members, at the end of February, 
as compared both with the previous month, and with 
the corresponding period of 1893.

Of the 43 trade societies, with an aggregate 'member- 
ship of 352,846, making returns, 19,667 (or 5’6 per cent.) 
are reported as in receipt of unemployed benefit at the 
epd of February, compared with 7-0 per cent, in the 37 
societies making returns for January.

In the 23 societies from which returns were also 
receivedin February, 1893, the percentage of unemployed 
was 7*2  last month, compared with 9*4  at the correspond
ing date of last year.

As in previous numbers, a chart is inserted, which 
enables the ■ percentages of unemployed shown in the 
monthly returns to be compared with those for last year.

Chart showing the percentage of unemployed members of the 
trade unions making returns at the close of each month of 1893 

mouth-yet completed of 1894. [Owing to the increase 
ot the number of societies making returns, the chart for the year 
1894 refers to 37 societies, while that for 1893 does not include 
more than 26 societies. The comparison of the two curves is 
slightly affected by this difference.]

SMITH’S RAILWAY BOOKSTALLS,
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Labour Department,
Board of Trade,
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The Labour Department is able to include in the 
present number of the Gazette a summary of the 
statistics relating to the strikes and lock-outs of 1892, 
including their magnitude, duration, causes, success or 
failure, distribution among trades and districts, cost and 
financial results.

The full particulars with regard to the disputes of 
1893 are not. yet complete, but a preliminary summary 
(some details of which are subject to future revision), is 
given on page 76),. showing the magnitude, average 
duration, causes and; results of those disputes about 
which information is available.

An account is given on page 82 of the action of 
the Conciliation Board formed at the settlement of the 
Clyde, ship-joiners’ dispute, and of the award of the 
Arbitrator on the .guestion of overtime.

In continuation of the information as to municipal 
relief works given in the Report of the Labour Depart
ment on agencies and methods for dealing with the 
unemployed, an account is given on page 78 of the 
recent proceedings of certain local authorities in London 
and the provinces with regard to providing employment 
for persons out of work in their districts.

A table is published on page 84 showing for the last five 
months of 1893 and 1892 respectively the total amount of 
coal exported and sent coastwise from the various ports 
of the United Kingdom. The effects of the great coal 
stoppage which lasted from the end of July to 
November 1893 on the shipments of coal are thus 
clearly shown.

A summary is given on page 85 of the operations of 
co-operative manufacturing societies during 1892, based 
on materials obtained from various sources.

The account begun in the last number of the Gazette 
0 the arrangements for the shortening of hours of labour 
in establishments under the control of the War Office 
is continued in the present number, which deals with 

e Ordnance Store Department.
Arrangements having-now been made for the exchange 

o early information with regard to the state of employ
ment and other matters bearing on the conditions of 
Offi°Ur ‘?e*:ween the Labour Department and the French

, c.e “u 3 ravail> the reports with regard to France 
Pu lshed in the Gazette will in future refer to the 
same period as those with regard to the United Kingdom, 
ms ead of to the previous month. Consequently, in the 
resent number, the report on France covers two months 
apilary and February).
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(5) Employment in various Industries.—The improve
ment in the Shipbuilding Industry has been generally main
tained in the chief centres, the percentage of unemployed

♦ The Reports on the State of Employment refer strictly to the month of 
February, and do not cover any changes which may have occurred between 
February g3th and March r;ih.______________________________ '____________
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members of unions connected with this trade having 
fallen from 13-8 to 5-9, a percentage lower than at any 
period since July 1891. ;

The Iron and Steel Trades continue, on the whole, to 
improve in most parts of the Northern and Midland 
counties, and the West of Scotland. Some improve
ment has also taken place in South Wales. In the 
Engineering and Metal Trades improvement is observable 
in most districts, the percentage of unemployed in 
unions connected with these trades having fallen from 
9’2 to 8-7.

With the advent of spring an improvement has taken 
place in most branches of the Building Trades, the 
painters particularly having been better employed. The 
percentage of unemployed returned by unions connected 
with these trades has fallen from 67 to 5-0.

The Furnishing and Woodworking Trades also show 
some improvement in most districts, the percentage 
of unemployed in unions connected with these trades 
having fallen from 7’2 to 5’8.

The Printing and Bookbinding Trades have somewhat 
improved on the whole, though still depressed in most 
parts of the country, the percentage of unemployed in 
unions connected with these trades having fallen from 
6-i to 5'8. _ .

Some slight improvement is perceptible in the Ready
made Clothing Trade, but the bespoke branch shows little 
or no change. The Wholesale Boot and Shoe Trade, 
especially in the chief centres of the industry, maintains 
the improvement reported last month. Some improve
ment is also observable in the bespoke trade.

The Cotton operatives are scarcely so well employed 
as last month, and the Wool and Worsted Trade is still 
slack in the Bradford and Huddersfield districts, but the 
Linen Trade has improved. The Carpet, Hosiery and 
Silk Trades are as a rule quiet, but the Lace Trade has 
to some extent improved.

The Miners in Durham and Northumberland are fairly 
well employed. In several of the Midland and York-. 
shire districts, and in Scotland, mining is described as 
somewhat less active, but in South Wales it has been 
fairly brisk.

The number of Seamen shipped during the month at 
the principal ports was nearly 10 per cent, more than in 
January 1893. The supply of seamen, however, was 
still in excess of the demand at nearly all ports. The 
Fishing Industry has been above the average for this 
time of year at most of the principal ports, Yarmouth 
and Plymouth being the only considerable ports at 
which there has been a falling off. Dock and river-side 
work has been active in several of the chief ports.

(c) Reports of Trade Societies and Branches.—Of 
the 43 societies making returns, 10 describe the trade as 
“good,” 12 as “ moderate,” and 21 as “bad.” From 
the monthly reports published by many societies, and 
from materials specially furnished, the following addi
tional particulars of the state of employment in the 
industries named are collected :—

Description of Trade by Branches 
of Societies making Returns.

February. Per
centage of

Per
centage of 
Members 

for Jan.
Z894.Branches Members

Members 
for Feb.

1894.

Engineering and Shipbuilding— 
“Fair” to “ very good" ............... 93 6,301 4 5
“Moderate” or “quiet" m 33« 34,330 23 20
“ Dull ” to “ very bad ” ... ... 690 107,933 73 75

Total ... ... . ... ............... 1,115 148,564 zoo 100

Building Trades—
“ Fair ” to “ very good " ... ...
“ Moderate ” or “ quiet" ...............

10,633190 13 13
438 23.614 30 20

“Dull” to “very bad" 661 45.647 57 67

Total 1,289 79.894 zoo 100

Printing and Bookbinding Trades—
“ Fair ” to “ very good ............. .
“ Moderate ” or “ quiet ” ................

68 4,722 14 10
53 19,865 56 20

“ Dull ” to “ very bad ” ............... , >38 . 10,576: 30 70

Total ... ■. •,........................... 159 35,163. 1 . 100 .. . 10.0

Description of Trade by Branches 
of Societies making Returns.

February. Per
centage of

Per
centage of 
Members 
for Jah.

1894.Branches Members
Members 
for Feb.

1894.

Boot and Shoe Trades—
“ Fair ” to “ very good ” . ... ...
“ Moderate ” or “ quiet" ... ...
“ Dull ” to “ very bad ” ... ...

2 227 X 73
ZI 13,264 84 34

8 2,421 i,5 * ffS

Total ......... .•• ... 2Z 15,912 zoo 100

Furnishing & Woodworking Trades
“ Fair ” to “ very good ” ...... 13 1,299 9 12
“ Moderate ” or “ quiet ” ..; ... 71 4,253 28 35
“ Dull ” to “ very bad ” ... ... 82 9,312 63 53

Total ...... ...... ... z66 X4,864 zoo 100

(d) Trade Disputes.—During the month 57 fresh dis
putes have been reported, compared with 50 in January, 
and 37 m February 1893. Of these, i6arose inthe Textile 
Trades, 9 in the Metal Trades, 8 each in the Building and 
Mining Industries, 3 each in connection with the Clothing 
Trades, Seafaring and Waterside Labour and Shipbuild
ing, and the remaining 7 in miscellaneous industries. Par
ticulars obtained with regard to 42 of these disputes, show 
that the number of persons involved was 5,233. Four
teen of these disputes, affecting 1,372 persons,, together 
with 11 other disputes, affecting about 1,000 ' persons, 
which began before February, were known to be still in 
progress at the end of the month. On the other hand, 
8 disputes, involving 1,643 persons, which began before 
February, are reported to have been, brought to an end 
during the month.

(e) Changes in Wages and Hours of Labour.—A con
siderable number of changes in wages have been reported 
during the month, but the numbers of workpeople affected 
have not been large. About 1,500 men in the ship
building yards at Belfast have had a slight Seduction in 
wages, and 250 men a rise. At Liverpool, Swansea 
and Belfast, seamen’s rates of wages were lower than in 
January.

Several cases have been reported, in which the hours 
of labour in private establishments have been reduced 
to 48 per week, and in the War Office establishments 
nearly 3,000 workpeople, in addition to the 14,000 
reported last month, are now working the shorter time, 
and it is reported that about 1,000 more will do so from 
1 st April.

(/) Pauperism.—The pauperism returns for the selected 
districts of the United Kingdom for February show a 
slight decrease as compared with January, the number 
relieved on one day, in the middle of each month, being 
339,320, or 232 per 10,000 of population, and 342,680, 
or 234 per 10,000 respectively. The returns, however, 
for last month show an increase of 13 per 10,000 of 
population, compared with those for the corresponding 
date of February 1893, when the number was 322,163, 
or 219 per 10,000.

.The following table, or similar to those published in 
previous numbers, will be found useful for purposes of 
comparison.

(g) Emigration.—The ^number of British passengers 
who left the United Kingdom for places out of Europe 
during the month was 6,098, as compared with 12,44a 
in February 1893.

Comparative Table showing the number of Paupers per 10,000 of 
Population in selected industrial districts on a given day in 
December in 1893 and 1892, and January and February 1893 ana 
1894 respectively. . .., . . . ■ ..

District.
Winter 1893-4. Winter Z892-3.

December. January. February. December. January. February.

——•

Metropolis ...... 253 260 253 231 246 ■240
•;’< 234West Ham ... ... 284 287 278 217 244 <

Other Districts % 
(England & Wales) J 221 219 219 201 210 209 

iob
Scotland ... ...
Ireland ...

. 194
266

201
272

202
273

185 .
257 263 ■ • 264

Total (Selected!. 
Districts) J 232 234 232 2Z2 222 219
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II.—EMPLOYMENT IN LONDON.

Employment in Various Industries.—The improve
ment in the Engineering, Shipbuilding and Metal Trades 
reported as having taken place during January has been 
maintained, 76 branches of 8 unions, with an aggregate 
membership of 12,904, returning 826 (or 6-4 per cent.) 
unemployed, compared with 6’8 per cent, last month, 
and 97 per cent, in December 1893. Four branches 
with 148 members describe trade as “ good," 19 with 
3,000 members as “ moderate,” and 53 with 9,756 mem
bers as “bad.” Most branches of the Building Trades 
have improved to some extent during the month; 134 
branches of four unions with an aggregate membership 
of 10,675 return 592 (or 5’5 per cent.) unemployed, com
pared with 6'0 per cent, last month, and 6-6 per cent, in 
December. In seven societies, 13 branches with 797 
members describe trade as “ good,” 63 branches with 
4,548 members as “ moderate,” and i28~branches with 
11,089 members as “bad?*  In some branches of the 
Furnishing and Woodworking Trades a slight improvement 
has taken place, 21 branches of 4 societies with an 
aggregate membership of 3,528 returning 208 (or 57 per 
cent.) as unemployed, compared with 8'9 last month and 
7'6 in December. In no branch, however, is trade 
described as “good,” 15 branches with 1,731 members 
returning it as “ moderate ” and 6 branches with 1,797 
members as “ bad.” Little change has taken place in 
the condition of the Printing and Bookbinding Trades 
during the month, most branches having been very 
indifferently employed, though the prospects of the 
Lithographic Trade are described as somewhat better. 
Eleven unions with an aggregate membership of 17,701 
return 1,003 (or 5'7 Per cent.) as unemployed, compared 
with 5’9 per cent, last month and 6*i  per cent, in 
December. The bespoke Clothing Trade has shown 
little change for the better, though the approach of 
spring is likely to bring an improvement. The whole
sale clothing trade has improved considerably towards 
the close of the month. Among other industries, the 
Tobacco Trades and Glass Trades are described as “ very 
bad,” the number of unemployed in the union making a 
return in the former jease being n‘i per cent., and in 
the latter 16-3 per cent. The number of Seamen shipped 
in London in foreign-going ships was 5,149, compared 
with 5,269 in February 1893.

Dock and Waterside Employment.—Employment at 
the Docks has somewhat fallen off during the month, com
pared with January, the average number of labourers so 
employed being estimated at 7,089, compared with 
7,491 in the previous month. Compared, however, with 
February, 1893, the number shows an increase of 661.

The total estimated number of dock labourers employed 
by all the Dock Companies in the Port of London, for 
each week, is as follows :—

Estimated average daily number of Dock Labourers
engaged by the Dock Companies.
1894. 1893. Increase.

1st week of February ... 7.546' ••• 7.459 ... 87
and „ „ 6,994 ... 6,821 ••• 173
3rd „ 6,353 ... 5.984 369

.. „ ... 7.464 - 5.449 ... 2,015

Average for February ... 7.089 ... 6,428 ... 661
Ditto for January 7.491 ... 6,317 ... 1.174

The falling off in the wool arrivals, and the end of the 
tea season, has caused a decline in the volume of em
ployment at the London Docks and up-town warehouses, 
while the East and West India group have been very 
slack, except in the timber departments. At Millwall, 
however, employment has been exceptionally good, 
especially among corn-porters, who have also been well 
employed at the Surrey Docks. At the Victoria and 
Albert Docks employment fell off during the last half of 
the month. The wharves along Thames-street have 
been unusually busy for the time of year, but along the 
waterside and at Wapping employment has been quiet.

The daily fluctuations of employment at the London 
? n . dia group of docks are shown as usual in the 
tollowing chart:_

Chart showing the total numbar of Dock Labourers employed by the 
Committee at the London, St. Katharine, East and West India, Victoria and 
Albert Docks, and the Town Warehouses, for each day during the months of 
January and February 1894. The corresponding curve for January and February 
1893 is also given for comparison. Dock Labourers employed by Shipowners 
direct, Stevedores and Coal Porters are not included, nor does the Chart extend 
to the labourers employed at the Millwall and Surrey Docks and at the Wharves.

[The thick curve applies to 1894, and the thin curve to 1893.]
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The following are the figures on which the Chart for February X894 is based.

Day of 
Month.

Number 
employed.

Day of 
Month.

Number 
employed.

Day of 
Month.

Number 
employed.

i
l

5.366
5.285
5.263
5.152
S»«3°
4,799 
5.073
4,596

xo
13
13 
>4 
x5 
x6
V

4.503
4,223
4.448 
49°a 
4.817
4,698
4.663
4,651

20 
ax 
aa
23
®4 
a6 
s

4,478
4.353
4,323
4.485 
4.6ax 
4.379
3.985
4.204

Sundays and Holidays are om 
/Ac /erioil me

number of Dock'Labourers employed varied from 
! A> 3.6m (on February 22nd).

Taking the London and Sr. Katharine Docks on 
duringjanuary and February 1894 varied from 1,37 
on January x8th, falling again to 1,9x7 on February 

Wool sales from 12th January to 7th February.

tted.
nibs in 1S93, tfu total 
6.dff January 2fth)

y, the number employed 
on January xst to 4,105 

xath.

Trade Disputes.—Six fresh disputes, mostly of a 
limited character, have been reported during the month. 
The only one affecting more than one firm was a strike 
of glass bevellers, owing to objection to “ hiring agree
ments” in which the employees of ten firms are 
reported to have been engaged. As regards the 
remainder of the disputes, 34 plumbers in South London 
struck successfully against the employment of fitters in 
certain branches of work. A strike among coal wharf 
labourers in the S.W. district resulted in their replace
ment by non-unionists; while 80 cabmen struck un
successfully against the seasonal increase of the price of 
cab hire. Strikes of riveters and labourers (steel tower 
construction) and of van boys for advances of wages are 
also reported.

Employment and Distress.—From the information 
received with regard to the state of various London 
districts during February, it appears that the distress 
showed a marked decline throughout the month. In 
some districts it was stated to be less than for the same 
period in an ordinary year; but in the majority to be 
either normal or somewhat above the average for the 
time of year. In addition to unskilled labourers, dress
makers, tailors, printers and bookbinders are still men
tioned as being specially distressed in certain districts.

The Labour Bureaux at Chelsea, Battersea and St. 
Pancras report fresh applications from 824 workpeople 
and 191 employers during the month. Work was found 
for 193 persons through the bureaux in February, com
pared with 256 in January. Particulars about the relief 
work undertaken by various local authorities in London 
for the benefit of the unemployed are given on p. 78.

Pauperism.—The proportion of paupers in London 
per 10,000 of the population in the middle of February 
had fallen to 253, compared with 260 for January, and 
240 for February 1893. In West Ham, the proportion 
was 278 in February, compared with 287 in the previous 
month, and 234 in February 1893. The changes in the 
different districts of Rondon and in West Ham compared
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with the previous month are shown in the following 
table:—

Rate of Pauperism per xo,ooo of population.

Total.In-door. Out-door.

Feb.
1894.

Jan. 
1894.

Feb.
1894.

Jan. 
1894.

179
243
475
274
269
287

177
240
462
262
260
278

Jan. 
1894.

West District 
North ,, 
Central ,, 
East „ 
South „ 
West Ham

145
140
3i7
191 
*35
48

33
102
150
83

133 
23'9

146
141
325
191
136
48

Feb. 
1894.

32
100
145
7i 

125 
230

Some decrease of pauperism is. usual at this time of 
year, as is dear from the following chart showing the 
monthly variations in pauperism in London in 1892, 
1893 an^ 1894:—
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III.—PROVINCIAL REPORTS FROM 'LOCAL 
CORRESPONDENTS AND OTHERS. 

ENGLAND AND WALES.

Tyne and Wear District.
Coal Mining.—The Durham and Northumberland coalowners are 

considering the advisability of inaugurating a “ Sales Association ” 
with a view to regulating future prices for coal products. Durham. 
—The Durham Coal Trade during the month has scarcely main
tained its usual activity, although still good. Most of the pits are 
working full time, but a few have not done so owing partly to dislo
cation of shipping turns. The demand for gas and household coal 
is perceptibly weaker. The percentage of unemployed pitmen shows 
little change. Northumberland.—The demand for Northumberland 
coal has been quiet but steady. The “unrestricted” pits are, on 
the whole, working full time. Employment throughout the county 
still keeps good.

Shipbuilding and Engineering.—On the Tyne.—Employment in the 
various shipyards as yet is only of a partial character, many 
“ berths ” still being vacant. There are, however, indications of 
continued improvement. Several firms are actively engaged in pre
paring for building operations. Engineering firms generally are 
moderately employed, but three or four are busy, night shifts and 
much overtime being worked, while others are not so well placed. 
Employment at the Ordnance Works continues bad. The 
engineers have 20 per cent, out of work, and the iron ship
builders and boiler-makers 18 per cent. On the Wear.—Shipbuilding 
is fairly busy, but inquiries for further tonnage and orders booked 
are not considered to be well maintained. The whole of the yards, 
however, are more or less active. Marine engine.building shows a 
gradual improvement. Several of the principal firms are employing 
their full complement of men night and day. Repairing work, both 
in shops and dry docks, has slightly fallen off. The percentage of 
unemployed shipbuilders and engineers is practically the same as 
last month, 16 and 92 per cent, respectively. The moulders and 
pattern-makers qn both rivers are busy, only about 5 per cent, 
of the former, and very few (if any) of the latter being out of

employment. The shipwrights, painters and joiners are moderately 
employed, but the latter have over 14 per- cent, out of work.^The 
local iron, steel, tinplate and Angle mills have a i considerable 
amount of work in hand, and are fairly brisk.

Building Operations in the Building Trades, on the Tyne 
have been largely suspended owing to disputes in the Shields and 
Newcastle district. On the Wear, however, all branches are well 
employed.

Miscellaneous.-^-Tn. the Chemical Industries employinent is fair. 
Glass and bottle works, rope and paper manufactories, especially 
the latter, are fairly active. There is a lessened demand for 
shipping in Sunderland for coasting purposes. Seagoing men, coal
porters and riverside labourers are not so well employed. Shipping 
at the port of Bly th is brisk, and work plentiful. The number of 
vessels laid up on the Tyne has slightly decreased, several crews 
having signed on and gone to sea.—J. Ratcliffe.

Oldham, Bolton and District.
The past month has been uneventful as regards these districts, 

and the relations between employers and employed are of a friendly 
character.

Textile Trades.—The Cotton Trade is not quite so good as a month 
ago. The market has been affected by the fluctuations in the price 
of silver and the rates of exchange, and also by the rumours relating to 
the possible intention of the Indian Government with regard to 
the imposition of a duty on imported cotton goods. In the Rochdale 
district three mills have been put on short time, but with these 
exceptions all the mills are employed full time. Whilst the 
month has been a trifle disappointing, the close finds the market in 
a more cheerful condition than when the month opened. Employ
ment continues regular. The question of oiling and cleaning the 
machinery, which is now largely performed in the time allowed for 
meals, is still a bone of contention, and except in the Bolton district no 
amicable settlement has been arrived at.

Engineering and Iron Trades.—The improvement in these industries 
noticed last month continues, and they are slowly regaining activity. 
The number of men out of work, as shown by. the vacant registers of 
the various trade unions is less than for some months passed.;, M 
the present moment the district isfree.from disputes.

Miscellaneous Trades—Those branches continue quiet, although 
there is no feeling of depression, and with the advent of the spring 
season employment promises to be plentiful.—-J. T. Fielding.

Burnley, Accrington and District.
Textile Trades.—There is very: little change to report in the Cotton 

Trade of this district. Only a small number of workpeople, are 
unemployed. The beamers’ dispute in the Burnley district is no 
nearer a settlement, except that a meeting is to be held, between the 
committees of the Employers’ and Operatives’ Associations. ,, The 
dispute as to prices paid for weaving stave work in the ’Nelson 
district, which at one time threatened to assume a serious 'Aspect, 
is for a time settled, the firm having agreed to pay the'prices 
asked for until a new list is mutually agreed to for this class Of work. 
A sub-committee has been appointed from the Employers’ and 
Operatives’ Organisations to draw up the hew piece price list. The 
workpeople at a number of other firms making a similar class ofgoods 
are asking for similar prices. The question of payment for weaving 
corded stripes is still in abeyance. Relations are unsettled: in the 
Longridge district owing to a demand for an advance in the prices 
paid for weaving three and four doup Lenos.

Building Trades.-—In the Building Trades, including the plumbing 
branch, work, is considered fair. In. the Painting arid Decorating 
Trades a slight change for the better has shown itself, but a number 
of men are still unemployed.

Iron Trades.-—There is practically no change in this industry, a 
number of machine men being still unemployed, though it is 
reported that loom makers are well engaged, and likely to- be so for 
some time.

Miscellaneous.—In the Coal Industry the men are fully employed. 
One firm has adopted the eight-hour per day principle, with no 
reduction in the wages of the day-wage men. There is no material 
improvement in the Tailoring Trades. The Printing and Dyeing 
Trades are not quite so brisk, but this decline is reported to be only 
temporary.—W. H. Wilkinson.

Manchester and District.
Engineering and Metal Trades.—In the Iron Trades reports show a 

very slight decrease in the number out of employment. 4 The 
engineers still describe trade as bad, but report that the unemployed 
list has decreased by quite 50 men in this district*  The metal
planers and other branches of the trade report an improvement. 
Trade amongst the, boiler-makers of the district remains bad, and 
the percentage of unemployed is a little higher than in January. 
The same may be said of the brassfounders and finishers, who again 
report trade as moderate, with a slight increase in the number of 
unemployed.

the coal dispute has given way to a 
towards the end of the month there 
At present a considerable number of 
St. Helens and district. The Glass

Textile Trades.—In the Cotton Trade employment is fairly steady, 
and the mills are kept running very well. This applies to Maccles
field and Stockport as well. In the former place no improvement 
can be seen in the Silk Trade, work being exceedingly scarce in all 
the silk manufacturing departments, but a little improvement is 
shown in the Silk Dyeing Industry. Fustian cutters in Macclesfield 
complain of low prices and the scarcity of orders^

Printing and kindred Trades.—In the Letterpress Printing trade is 
not so satisfactory as when last reported, there being a slight 
increase in the number out of employment, and the trade can only 
be described as bad. In Manchester the increase in the number 
of unemployed is somewhat due to an influx of men from other 
places, some of whom have been thrown out of employment as a 
result of the introduction of type-setting machines. Bookbinding, 
lithographic printing and kindred industries are still bad, vdth little 
prospect of improvement.

Building.Trades.—The joiners describe trade as moderate, with a 
decrease of 40 in the number of unemployed. Trade with the brick
layers is also, moderate. Plasterers speak of trade as moderate, but 
not so good as at the end of the previous month, and affected by the 
weather. Amongst the painters a considerable improvement in the 
state of trade has taken place.

Miscellaneous.—With the general body of coachmakers trade is 
described as moderate, with a smaller number of unemployed, 
whilst the railway shops are busy getting the rolling stock ready for 
the excursion season; this involves not only extensive repairs and 
overhauling, but orders for new stock as well. Amongst cabinet
makers trade is moderate,-whilst the Tailoring Trade is reported 
bad, with some prospects of revival. The Hatting Trade is very, 
fair, the men being pretty well employed. Work for outdoor 
labourers has been scarce, and the number of unemployed has 
increased.—G. D. Kelley.

Liverpool and District.
Dock and Riverside Labour.—Dock labour is still very brisk in 

Liverpool, though there is a slight falling off. The cotton imports 
are nearly as large as in the previous month*  and a slight increase 
is shown in the exports. The Mersey flatmen are moderately 
brisk, and the Upper Mersey flatmen very busy.

Shipping.-??A slight improvement has taken place during the 
month in the employment of seamen and firemen, owing to the 
resumption of services suspended during the winter.

Shipbuilding and Engineering.—A marked change for the better has 
taken place r in these trades, largely due to channel passenger and 
pleasure steamers undergoing a complete overhauling before com
mencing the summer traffic, and the work being distributed in 
consequence over a large area. Ship, painters are reported as very 
quiet. Iron and brassfounding remains moderate.

Building Trades.—All branches continue moderately employed 
except the house painters, with whom, however, there were signs of 
a slight improvement towards the end of the month. The wet 
weather has seriously interfered with excavation work, which in any 
case was only moderate.

Chemical and Copper and Glassmaking Industries.—There is very little 
change in the Chemicar Trade. The short period of activity notice
able after the settlement of 
period of dullness, although 
were signs of improvement, 
chemical workers are idle in 
Industries are still very dull.

Mining and Quarrying.—Coal mining in the district still 
continues brisk, nearly all the men being fully employed. The slate 
and stone quarries of North Wales are reported as being somewhat 
brisker, with a continued demand for labour in the sett quarries.

Miscellaneous.—The whitesmiths continue brisk. A slight improve
ment is noticeable in the Tailoring Trade. The bakers and con
fectioners are moderately employed. The carters both in coal depots 
and cross city traffic are very busy owing to increased imports. 
General labourers are dull.—J. Sexton.

Barrow-in-Furness District.
Engineering and Shipbuilding.—Marine engineering has not im

proved to the extent expected, although there are good orders in 
hand. Exaggerated reports of good trade have attracted workmen 
from other parts of the country, and the number of unemployed of 
all grades in the engineering branches has consequently been 
greatly augmented. The pattern-makers are busy, and have no 
idle members on their books, but the iron-moulders have a large 
number, owing mainly to the stoppage of the steel works for want 
0 orders. An early improvement is, however, expected.

Iron and Steel Trades.—Very little improvement has been shown in 
the Pig-iron Trade during the month; five furnaces are still'out of

blast at the Barrow works, and all along the Furness district the same 
state of things exists. Iron ore miners are better employed. The 
re-starting of the Barrow Steel Works on March 5th will make a 
great difference in the demand for labour. At Workington the 
Steel Trade is anything but bright.

Cea/ Shipping and Railways.—At Whitehaven the Coal Trade is 
still in a good condition, large exports being made seaward to 
various ports on the coast as well as to several parts inland. For a 
fortnight the shipping at the port of Barrow was fairly active, a 
considerable quantity of Spanish ore and other material having 
been imported, and heavy freights of steel rails, &c., having been 
exported to foreign ports. Inactivity has, however, prevailed 
during the last few days, and the docks presented a very deserted 
appearance. It has been notified at the railway works that on and 
after the 5th March the working hours for all employees will be 
45 hours a week instead Of 39, as has been the case for the past six 
months. Railway traffic is slowly improving, but it is still far 
from its normal state, and the employees are only working four 
days a week, with no prospect of an early resumption of full time.

Building Trades.—Considering the time of year, these trades are 
fairly busy, very few being unemployed. The joiners have im
proved considerably during the month, comparatively few signing 
their vacant books. Employment with the painters, plumbers 
plasterers, slaters, &c., is fairly good.

Miscellaneous.—The Tailoring Trade is very slack. The Printing 
and kindred Trades are only moderate. The bakers and confec
tioners are fairly well employed, but they have some idle members 
on their books. Paper and pulp works Are still busy. The 
wagon works remain closed, with no prospect of an early start. 
The Jute Industry shows no great activity, owing to the cost of raw 
material.—J. D. Cowper.

Middlesbrough, Stockton and District.
Shipbuilding.—The improvement reported last month has con

tinued. A yard at Whitby, which had been closed for six months 
has resumed operations, so that every yard in the district is now 
working, some firms having their order books full. More men are 
at work, and more will be employed as the work progresses.

Iron and Steel Trades.—The improvement in the Steel Trade is 
fully maintained, most of the mills being well employed, while some 
are reported as very busy. The Finished Iron Trade, however, is a 
little flatter. Bridge works are somewhat better, one Or two being 
quite busy. The foundries generally are well employed ; but one or 
two in Middlesbrough are quiet', and are considerably short of their 
full complement of men. The Pig-iron Trade continues steady, the 
exports during the month being exceptionally large.

Engineering.—The improvement in engineering has been fairly 
maintained, especially in marine engine building firms, all of which 
are reported as very busy, and in some instances working double 
shifts, though the number on the vacant books of the societies is 
slightly larger than last month.

Miscellaneous.—The Salt Trade continues busy. The sailors and 
firemen report trade as still very bad, both at the Hartlepools and 
on the Tees, and dock and riverside labour as moderate. The 
Building, Printing and other TrAdes are about the same as last 
month.—A. Main.

Leeds and District.
Iron Trades.—Some slight improvemement has been shown in 

engineering, but it has been very slight, and has had no perceptible 
effect in absorbing the large proportion of unemployed, which is 
about 20 per cent. Boiler-making continues very dull, with 13 
percent, unemployed, and only a couple of locomotive firms working 
full time. The iron-founders have somewhat improved. The 
steel-workers continue fairly employed.

Clothing Trades.—A decided improvement has taken place in the 
Ready-made Clothing Industry ; some firms have been very busy, 
and overtime is being worked. There has been a fair demand for 
both male and female labour. On the whole, however, the trade is 
not yet up to its usual standard, and the total number of employees 
in work is considerably less—one firm has upwards of 150 less on 
its books—than is usual at this season. The strike of pressers at 
one firm continues. Bespoke tailoring has slightly improved, but is 
still rather quiet. The Boot and Shoe Trade continues rather dull, 
but on the whole the condition is no worse than is usual at this 
season. Slipper-makers are slack.

Building Trades.—The Building Trade has only been moderate, and 
the unsettled state of the weather has made employment of a very 
intermittent character. The bricklayers are rather slack. There 
has been a slight improvement amongst the joiners and painters, 
but about 5 per cent, are still unemployed. The strike of stone
masons at the Post Office buildings has been amicably settled, and 
the men resumed work on March 5th.
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for some time past. The silversmiths report a 
improvement, although many are still either entirely 
situations or only partially employed. The Spoon and Fork 
is very slack. There are still a considerable number of

departments than for some time past. The use of Siemen’s steel in 
their manufacture has caused the smelters and others employed 
in this branch to be busy. The makers of the Patent 
Purves Flues for marine boilers are exceedingly busy, the recent 
marked improvement in the Shipbuilding Industry having given an 
impetus to the trade. In Cerva tubes there is a fair amount of 
work being executed. The makers of railway tyres and axles, and 
of conical and volute springs for buffers, are well employed, as are 
also the railway wagon and carriage spring fitters, and those 
engaged in the manufacture of railway material generally. The 
boiler and girder-makers are also fairly active. The iron and steel 
moulders report little or no change, there being a considerable 
number out of work. The same applies to the engineers and pattern
makers. The workmen who are suffering most are the puddlers and 
mould mill ’men, whose craft is lalmost^entirely superseded by the 
adoption of steel plates, in place of iron or composite plates. A fair 
amount of work is being done in the local rolling mills, there being 
an improved demand for rods, bars, cycle and file steel. Some firms 
in the Wire Trade are slack, while others are well employed. The 
hammermen and filters are fairly off for work, there being some good 
orders on hand for steel forgings and special bars. An improved 
trade is being done in best tool steel, and taken, as a whole, the 
heavy industries are very much better than for a long time past.

Cutlery and Tools.—The File Trade, always one of the first to 
indicate revival, now shows signs of steady improvement. The table 
knife makers complain of slackness, and in the Spring Knife Trade 
there appears to be an amount of uncertainty which tends to 
retard trade, especially among better class goods. Trade is bad in 
the cheaper class of goods, especially those manufactured for the 
Indian market. Edge tool makers are about the same as last 
month. Engineers’ and joiners’ tool makers are quiet. Makers of 
razors in the higher qualities are slightly busier, whilst makers of 
second qualities and common are very slack. The improvement 
reported in the Scissors Trade has not been maintained, the forgers 
reporting a considerable number out of work. The Sheep-shear 
Trade is moderately good on the whole, but an unfortunate dis
pute has arisen at the largest manufactory in the district, affecting 
82 grinders, 21 benders, and about 100 other workmen.

Miscellaneous.—On the whole the Building Trades are worse, there 
being rather more men entirely out of employment. The cabinet
makers, especially in the cheaper class of goods, are better employed 
than 
slight 
out of 
Trade 
men employed on the Corporation relief works.—S. Uttley.

Hull and District.
Engineering and Shipbuilding.—Trade in these branches has been 

fair, many orders having to be completed with great dispatch. 
Repair work as usual has been very spasmodic and irregular, and 
has not given the same average of employment as in January. On 
the whole employment has been fair, but very irregular, and not 
quite so good as during January. The average of unemployed 
ranges, for all trades connected with these industries, from 8 to 
15 per cent.

Dock Labour.—Employment at the Docks has been very irregular, 
and at the end of the month work became very slack. On 
account of the mild winter and freedom from severe frost, 
the lower Baltic and Northern European Ports have continued 
open, and kept the regular traders to these places running. The 
usual traders to the American, East Indian, Australian, and the 
Mediterranean and Black Sea Ports have been giving a fair average 
of employment to the men required to discharge or load them 
but the demand for labour is very irregular on account of the 
bulk of the vessels arriving about the same time. The increasing 
trade with Australia, especially in wool cargoes, gives employment 
not only in unloading, but also in the sheds for unpacking and 
transport.

Seamen.—The demand for seamen has been very slack. The 
suspension of the upper Baltic trade is one of the causes, and the 
increase in the employment of foreign seamen is alleged by the 
men to be another.

Fishing Industry.—The extremely windy weather has affected the 
supply of fish, and has reduced the opportunities for employment. 
Cargoes of fish continue to be brought from the foreign fishing 
centres, the bulk of which is either transported inland or cured 
locally.

Seed Crushing, Oil, Varnish and Colour Industries.—Employment in 
the oil mills has not been quite so good. Some mills have been 
very busy, and have been producing oil and cake to the fullest 
extent of their capabilities. Some have had short stoppages, but 
at the end of the month were in full operation. One of the largest 

Textile Trades.—There is not any very decided change in these 
trades, and the slight improvement that has taken place has had 
little effect in decreasing the numbers out Of work. The willeyers 
and Settlers report the same number of unemployed, but it is be
lieved that the Woollen Trade is improving.

Leather Trade.—The improvement in this industry has been well 
maintained, and the tanners report that they have none 
of their members unemployed. Leather shavers have been hardly 
so brisk, but only about 2 per cent, are unemployed.

Glass Bottle Industry.—There has been no falling off in this trade, 
in which employment since last November has been regular and 
fairly brisk. Both the general and medical branches report trade 
as good.

Miscellaneous.—Cabinet-making has slightly improved. Brush
making continues very quiet. There is no improvement in the 
Printing Trade, in which the number of unemployed has been very 
large during the last month or two, partly owing to the intro
duction of type-composing machines. The wood sawyers are dull. 
Coach-making is rather better than last month. The Dyeing Trade 
has somewhat improved, and employment is a little more regular. 
A report from Wakefield states that the coal miners in that district 
are not averaging more than three days a week.—0. Connellan.

Bradford, Huddersfield and District,
Textile Trades.—The Woollen Trade is still far from good in 

Huddersfield. One firm is still working night and day, and a 
number of men who have been out of work for some considerable 
time in the district are finding temporary employment, but a fair 
number of men and women in the Woollen Trade are wholly 
unemployed, and a still larger number are only partially employed. 
Weavers, warpers, minders and others are still only working short 
time. In heavy woollens, trade is in a bad way. The Carpet 
Trade is very dull on the whole.

In worsted goods, trade is still very quiet in Huddersfield, Halifax 
and Bradford, with some exceptions. During the month one firm 
in Huddersfield began to work night and day, and found no 
difficulty in getting the requisite number of weavers. This 
trade is also quiet in the Worth Valley, where a large 
number of weavers are still out of work. It is said that 
foremen and persons in authority who have rarely had to lose 
time are now obliged to work shorter time. One firm in the 
Huddersfield district has failed during the month, and if a stop
page ensues, about 600 workpeople will probably be affected. The 
Silk Trade is still very quiet in all the centres here. The cotton 
operatives report that their industry in and around Huddersfield 
and Brighouse is fairly good.

Miscellaneous Trades.—The Iron Trade in the various districts is 
still in a very depressed condition, and has rarely been worse. 
The Building Trades are not much better than in January, 
printers report trade as moderate. Tailors and dyers are 
quiet.—A. Gee.

Yorkshire Mining Districts (except Cleveland).
Coal Mining.—During the month there has been a decrease in the 

time worked at many of the Yorkshire collieries. Five and six days 
a week are only worked in exceptional cases. The majority of the 
pits have been working four days per week, but some only three. 
The output for time worked is, however, well maintained, and most 
of the collieries are said to be drawing more coal now for time 
worked than before the stoppage in July last. Small local disputes 
are of frequent occurrence, but. the relations of employers and 
employed for the county generally are fairly peaceable.

Barnsley Linen Trade.—This branch of industry is improving, and 
employment fuller. Many establishments which have for some 
months back been working short time are now preparing to resume 
full work.

Miscellaneous.—The Pig-iron Trade remains firm, and stovegrate 
makers are fairly well employed, while steel and iron girders are 
now in better demand as the building season re-opens. The general 
tone is in the direction of improvement. Trade is not worse than 
before the coal dispute, and prospects seem brighter.—J. Wadsworth.

A report from Castleford states that the Glass Bottle Trade is very 
brisk, very few hands being out of employment. The Pottery Trade is 
also improving. Almost all the manufacturers now have modern 
machinery, which has seemed to increase the demand for Yorkshire 
ware. The Building Trades are very slack. The .miners in this 
district are working only two and three days per week at many pits, 
while none are working full time. Sinking operations are being 
carried on at two firms in the neighbourhood, and it is expected 
that, when completed, work will be found for many hands.

Sheffield and District.
Iron and Steel Industries.—Large orders for steel armour plates 

have been obtained, and there is considerably more activity in these 
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mills in Hull closed altogether at the end of the month, throwing 
upwards of 100 men out of employment, which is very unusual at 
this season of the year. The improvement in the Paint and Colour 
Trade has been fully maintained.

Building Trades .—Employment for men in Building Trades has not 
been very good, but equal to the average at this season of the 
year, and prospects are good. The employment of bricklayers has 
been affected by a scarcity of sand. The painters report a slight 
improvement. On account of the activity in the shipyards, joiners 
have been nearly fully employed.

Miscellaneous.—The general state of trade is not very good. 
Tailoring is very bad. The Printing and allied Trades are very 
slack, a large number of men being out of work. The various 
household trades are not active.—W. G. Millington.

Wolverhampton and District.
Engineering and Iron Trades.—There has been a steady demand in 

the Iron Trade, and some firms are fairly busy. In the Dudley and 
Shropshire districts the Iron Trade is reported to be very irregular. 
There is a good demand for pig-iron; but work is reported moderate 
amongst the puddlers and mill-rollers. The Steel Trade has 
improved, and the steel-workers are fairly busy. The engineers 
and constructive machinists have fewer men out of work. Employ
ment at the railway works in the town is fairly steady. The bridge 
and girddr constructors are busy, boiler and tank makers, gasometer 
erectors and colliery air-tube makers have maintained their position. 
There is no material change reported by the heavy ironfounders. 
The safe makers report a decline in trade, and the tool makers and 
machinists a slight improvement. The Midland Iron Trade Wages 
Board has been re-constructed on a broader basis.

Hardware Trades—There is no great improvement amongst the 
nut and bolt makers, and the Wrought and Cut Nail Trade still 
continues depressed. There is some improvement in the Lock 
Trade, and in the Ironplate and Tinplate Trades. The Brass and 
Copper, and the Chain and Cable Trades are still depressed. Trade 
is generally quiet in the Wrought Iron Tube Trade with the ex
ception of two firms; There is a fair amount of work amongst the 
galvanizers, enamellers and japanners, and a slight improvement is 
reported amongst the light iron-founders and hollow-ware .casters 
during the latter part of the month; The Spring Trap Trade is. 
reported very dull. There is a slight improvement recorded amongst 
the edge topi and agricultural implement makers. The iron hurdle 
makers are fairly well employed, but there! is a falling off in the 
Wire Trade. The File Trade is-. very depressed, and the anvil 
smiths are only working three days a week. The Cycle Trade is 
becoming more active,'and some firms are working oyertime. In 
the Electrical Trades there has been no- alteration , but there is an 
increasing demand for builders’ and coach builders’ ironmongery; 
trade is very limited amongst the steel toy makers,

Building Trades.—The Building Trade in this district is still above 
the average;.but in Dudley it is reported as slack. The carpenters, 
bricklayers and plasterers report trade as fair, with an average of 
2| per cent, unemployed;? Most of. the masons have left the town 
for jobs at Stafford and Kidderminster. The plumbers are busy, 
and the painters and decorators are reported as fair for the season. 
In Shrewsbury the latter have given notice for an advance in wages 
and a code of working rules. The bricklayers and general labourers 
are .steadily employed, and the mill sawyers and machinists are 
busy. The brickmakers are busier.

Coal Mining.—Many of the miners in the Cannock Chase, Dudley, 
Gornal Wood and Himley 'districts are reported as only partially 
employed.

Miscellaneous.—The improvement in the Boot and Shoe Trade 
and in the Clothing Trade has been fully maintained, and there is 
an improvement in the Printing Trades, about 4 per cent, being 
unemployed. The coach-builders, wheelwrights and smiths are 
steadily employed; The saddlers and harness-makers, with the 
exception of the brown saddlers, are better employed. The bakers 
and confectioners are not so busy, but the cabinet-makers and 
upholsterers are fairly so, and the oil, colour, and varnish-makers 
are steadily employed; The cask coopers are very slack. Some 
of the mills in the Carpet Trade at Kidderminster are fairy busy, 
but the trade generally is depressed.—IFr F.

Potteries District.
Pottery Trades.—There has been no improvement since last 

report' March 25th is the date for the annual Settlement of wages. 
For any alteration in prices six weeks’ notice must be given on 
either side. Only about twelve firms in the district have given 
notice of a reduction in certain shapes, but these claims will no 

oubt be settled in an amicable manner. The Hollow-ware Pressers 
report trade as improving a little, especially in the home 
markets, about .two per cent, of their members being out of 

employment, and four days per week being the average amount of 
work throughout the district. Sanitary pressers are fully employed. 
The last week of the month has been the best for over six months. 
Flat pressers report trade as a little better, but great distress still 
exists among their members. The printers and transferrers 
state that trade is about the same, three days per week 
being worked on an average. The cratemakers report fully 12 per 
cent; out of work, and short time prevails throughout the district. 
The ovenmen report trade as bad, a large number working 
short time. The Women’s Society report trade as very bad. 
With no prospect of any improvement.

Iron and Coal Trades.—In the Iron Trade, confidence in a good 
trade is still maintained. Coal is in fair demand for both manu
facturing and domestic purposes, and the colliers are fairly well 
employed, but the slackness in the Potting Industry necessarily 
lessens the demand.

Engineering and Ironfounding.—The engineers report trade as bad, 
nearly 10 per cent , being put of work, but there is an improvement on 
January, as short time does not prevail to the same extent. The 
ironfounders report a similar condition of affairs. The. men 
employed at the Railway Works, Stoke-on-Trent, who have been 
on five days per. week for the past six months, started full time on 
March 5th.

Miscellaneous.—The Building Trades are dull, fully 10 per cent, 
being out of work; but the outlook is better. The wood sawyers 
report trade as bad, the letterpress printers as not so good, with about 
8 per cent, out of work; the lithographic artists and printers as 
very bad; the bakers as moderate, with wages very low; the 
railway servants as good.—I. S. Harvey .

Birmingham and District.
Brassworkers ̂ Coppersmiths and Lampmakers.—The Brass Trade is, 

generally, dull, but the number out of employment decreased 
■towards the end Of the month. Chandelier and best gas-fitting 
work is quiet, but there is some briskness in high-class art work. 
Workers in common gas-fittings are generally making full time, and 
there is some improvement in steam-fittings and plumbers’ brass 
foundry. The coppersmiths are still working short time, and 
the number out of work has increased. Table lamp-makers are 
Exceptionally badly off.

Bedstead Making.—Employment has been very short, though 
better than in January. Bedstead mount makers are becoming 
more fully employed.

Engineers, Toolmakers, Machinists, Metal Rollers, (S'r.—One or two 
factories are very busy, and men working overtime, but a large 
number are still out of work. The machinists and toolmakers 
report about pj per cent, unemployed. Metal rolling has 
shown a quiet advance. The Cycle Trade is getting busier every 
week. In tinplate working employment is fairly good in large 
Wares.

Jewellers, Silversmiths and Electro-platers.—Some departments of 
the Jewellery Trade are brisk, but generally there is much shortness 
of work. Silversmiths are well employed, but mostly on plain 
work. Electro-platers are moderately employed.

Tube and Wire Drawing.—The general Iron Tube Trade is dull, 
but the seamless branch is still active. There is a marked im
provement in wire work for horticultural purposes.

Glass, Trade.—There is no improvement whatever in best blown 
work; but plate-glass work is steadier.

Miscellaneous Trades.—Building work is still dull; the carpenters 
report 10 per cent, unemployed. There is a Small improve
ment in leather and saddlery work. The Boot and Shoe Trade 
is steadier, and relations between employers and workpeople are 
more settled since the Leicester Conference; Journeymen tailors 
report that trade is very bad. The railway wagon-workers and 
coach-builders ate better employed. Work is more plentiful in 
the Fin and Rivet Trade. File cutters are better, working four 
days a Week. There is a little improvement in steel pens, and 
button workers (in linen buttons especially), are in some places very 
busy. Ordinary gun work is very flat, and many machine-workers 
will be thrown out of employment by the stoppage of the Small
arms Factory at Sparkbrook.

Iron Trade in South Sta^ordshir^—There is still the same sluggish 
tone in the market. Some works did not start after Christmas till 
the middle of the month or later, and then only on two-thirds time. 
Puddlers are now getting more work, and steel workers are still 
better employed. There has been a re-organisation of the Midland 
Iron and Steel Wages Board; more firms have come in, and the 
Board now consists of 62 employers, and 62 operatives, with a 
committee of 6 on each side. At the first meeting on the 26th 
February the best feeling was manifested, and there was a hopeful 
tone as to trade.

1
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Coal Mining.—The collieries are not so busy, but prices are only 
slightly lowered.

Other Trades in South Staffordshire.—There is no particular change 
to record: heavy ironwork is still the best, and men are making full 
time. One firm has bridge contracts sufficient to last twelve months. 
The district has not secured a large share of the orders for cast 
pipes now being required for waterworks in various towns, but has 
a good share of the orders for tubes and fittings. There is fair 
employment on horseshoes, edge-tools, hurdles, and general 
agricultural work. Enamelled ironwork is increasing, and men 
working on tinned wares are better employed. Galvanized sheet
work has declined, some men only making three days a week. 
There is also a falling off in anvils, vices, fenders and fire-irons. In 
light work generally there is depression, most factories working 
short time.—W. J. Davis,

Nottingham and District.
Lace Trade.—There is a material improvement to report in the 

Lace Trade. The levers’ branch is much brisker, and a large 
number of operatives have obtained employment, while many others 
are now working full time. The plain net branch is healthy, but 
the curtain branch is only moderate, and short time is the general 
rule. The percentage of unemployed's much less than last month. 
The warp lace branch reports trade as bad, with 18 per cent, un
employed and the majority of firms only making half time. Curtain 
readers continue very bad, and report 25 per cent, unemployed. 
The designers and draughtsmen are very quiet. Levers’ punchers 
are moderately busy, and threaders and winders are better employed. 
Female labour is more in demand, but the Society reports 10 per 
cent, as unemployed. The bleachers are improving on yarn and 
lace goods, but are moderate on hosiery; there are a few still 
unemployed. Dyers report trade as moderate.

Hosiery Trade.—This industry continues depressed. 'jRJie circular 
hosiery branch reports trade as very bad, with 30 per cent, only 
partially employed, and very few working full time.

Iron Trade.—The lace machine builders, although not brisk, are 
in full work, and the hosiery machinists are very slack. There are 
about 9 per cent, unemployed in the Engineering Trade. The 
cycle makers continue well employed. The boiler-makers continue 
very slack, with about 6 per cent unemployed. The iron-dressers 
report trade as quiet, with 4 per cent, unemployed. The 
bobbin and carriage-makers are moderately engaged. The iron- 
founders are very quiet, with a large number still unemployed. 
The sinker-makers are fairly busy, with only a few-men out of work.

Building Trades.—The carpenters and joiners are better employed, 
with about 5 per cent, unemployed. The bricklayers are improving. 
The plumbers are not so brisk, and have about 10 per cent, un
employed. The painters are busier; but have a high percentage 
totally unemployed. The brick-makers are moderately busy.

Mining.—Miners continue well employed throughout the county. 
Meetings are being held in favour of making Saturday a holiday.

Miscellaneous.— The lithographic printers return trade as on 
the decline, with about 10 per cent, unemployed. The lithographic 
artists report trade as quiet, with fewer men employed. The 
Letterpress Printing Trade continues bad, with a large number 
unemployed. The bookbinders report trade as not so brisk, but 
still have no unemployed. Boot and shoe finishing is very slack 
indeed. The female cigar-makers report the best class of work as 
moderate, and common class as very slack. The brushmakers 
report trade as very quiet indeed; the boxmakers as improving ; the 
farriers as very depressed, with quite 8 per cent, unemployed ; 
the cabinet-makers as moderate, but with no unemployed; the gas 
workers are very quiet. The unskilled labour market is bad.— 
W. L, Hardstaff.

Derbyshire District.
Coal Mining and Quarrying.—All the pits continue to be fully 

employed. Stocks of house coal are now greater than in January, 
and are nearly up to the average of the season. Steam coal is 
increasing in quantity, and railway stocks have been greatly 
augmented, a very heavy traffic is reported on the railways. 
Quarrymen in the Wirksworth, Little Eaton, and Bakewell dis
tricts show signs of a slight improvement, although very many are 
still unemployed.

Iron Trade.—There is a greater demand for pig-iron, at slightly 
increased rates, and some more furnaces have been put in blast, 
especially in the Clay Cross district, where all the furnaces are now 
at work, and at least 80 per cent, of workmen are fully employed. 
The Malleable Iron Trade continues good.

Engineering and Machinery. — In Derby the engineering and 
machinery works are somewhat less busy, and the number of un
employed has somewhat increased. The iron-moulders report 
trade as slightly improved, although the number of unemployed 

remains nearly 20 per cent. The locomotive works are fairly well 
employed, and the brass-moulders and finishers show a slight 
improvement. In the Stoye Grate Trade about 10 per cent, are 
unemployed; this trade is still very slack in the Belper district 
Bridge, girder and boiler yards are moderately employed; over 5 
per cent, of the boiler-makers are still idle. The Rivet Trade is 
fair. In the New Mills, Chesterfield, Ripley, and Ilkeston districts, 
trade is reported moderate. In the Long Eaton district it is declin
ing; while in Glossop it is very good. The electric lighting 
engineers are busy laying down mains in streets.

Building Trades.—The bricklayers report trade as improving, all 
workmen being on full time. The stonemasons are very busy. 
The carpenters and joiners report trade as bad, but with few men 
totally unemployed. The cement and plaster workers are quiet. 
Most timber yards are fairly busy, but the sawyers and wood
working machinists, are very dull. The house painters and 
decorators are still very slack, with a large percentage 
unemployed. The plasterers are in a similar condition. The 
plumbers are busy. The Building Trade in Long Eaton and Belper 
districts continues to improve', and in Bakewell it is very brisk, the 
outlook being considered good.

Textile Trades.—The Lace and Silk Trades in Derby are very dull, 
nearly all the workpeople being on short time. In Long Eaton the 
Lace Trade is still very depressed, nearly 15 per cent, being idle, 
and about 50 per cent, only partially employed. In the Belper 
district the cotton mills are moderately employed.

Clothing Trades.—In the wholesale clothing the workpeople are 
better employed, and the bespoke branch is improving; The Boot 
and Shoe Trade is a trifle better, although many are working short 
time. In the Belper district the framework knitters are very dull, 
many working only four days a week.

Printing Trades.—The lithographic printers still report trade as 
bad, and the letterpress printers are also very slack, about 20 per 
cent, being unemployed. The bookbinders are very slack, nearly 
all workmen being on short time, and about 8 per cent, totally 
unemployed.

Miscellaneous.—The paper-makers, paper-stainers and colour
mixers are very busy. The bakers and confectioners are very 
depressed. The hide and skin workers and mineral water opera
tives are very quiet. The chemical workers and basket-makers 
continue very slack. The cabinet-makers and jewellers and silver
smiths report declining trade. The elastic web weavers continue 
vej^y short of work, nearly all employed being on short time, and 
nearly 25 percent, being totally unemployed. The brushmakers 
and all branches of the china trade are very quiet. The gas 
workers and brickmakers are fairly well employed. The railway
carriage and wagon-builders are improving, mostly working full 
timf although a few men are totally unemployed. The coach- 
bv. .... > »’n private shops are fairly employed. In the Long Eaton 
district ct.t wagon-builders and repairers continue busy. The 
organ-1 in i tes • are rather dull; the box-makers very slack. The 
dyers and l >achers in Belper district report trade as very bad. 
Many unskilled labourers are out of employment.—C, White- 
Deacon,

Leicester and Northampton District.
Boot and Shoe Trade.—In all departments of this industry business 

is developing rapidly, and some firms are already running overtime. 
In Northampton and neighbourhood greater activity is observable, 
and notwithstanding the large displacement of hand labour by the 
continued introduction of machinery, employment is steadier than 
it has been for months past. Tanners and curriers experience some 
difficulty in obtaining skilled labour in many departments of the 
Leather Dressing Industry.

Hosiery, Yarn and Wool Trades,—Business in all branches of the 
Hosiery Trade is rather quiet, and employment is only moderately 
regular. Spinners and yarn agents report a less healthy demand.

Engineering and Metal Trades.—A brisk trade in the production of 
cycles is reported, and several firms are working extra hours. 
Competent workmen are in good demand, and employment generally 
is full. Engineering firms are more busily engaged, and there are 
very few skilled mechanics without work. The makers of boot and 
shoe machinery continue to be well supplied with orders, the hands 
engaged in this department of the trade being fully employed. In 
the iron moulding and casting branches trade is still unsatisfactory. 
The hosiery sinker and needle makers are moderately employed.

Building Trades.—The Building Trade is rather brighter, and the 
number of bricklayers, carpenters, joiners and labourers out of work 
is gradually being reduced. The brickmakers, plumbers and glaziers 
are making full time.

Mining and Quarrying.—At some pits in the Leicestershire district 
the miners are only working three or four days per week. Stone 
dressers and general quarrymen are not so well employed.
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Miscellaneous.—Both the wholesale and retail clothing warehouses ■ 
and shops report an improvement in business, and competent tailors 
are now in greater demand. There is an improvement also in the 
General Printing and Bookbinding Trades. The cabinet-makers, 
paper boxmakers, cigar-riiakers, bakers and railway men are 
generally in full work. The demand for shoe webbing continues 
dull, the workpeople engaged only obtaining partial employment. 
In cords, braids and garter webs a larger business is reported. In 
the agricultural districts employment is steady for the time of year, 
but in the towns the supply of general labourers is still much in 
excess of the demand.—T. Smith. .

Eastern Counties.
A report from Norwich states that the condition of the Building 

Trades remains fair, few men being out of employment. The 
Norwich bricklayers have given three months’ notice for one penny 
per hour advance in wages and a slight reduction in hours of labour, 
to come into force on June ist. The Boot and Shoe Trade shows 
signs of improvement, and many firms are now working full time. 
The Printing Trade is busy. I The Clothing Trade is very brisk, and; 
also electrical engineering. The men at the railway works have 
gone on full time for the first time for nearly six months.

Bristol, Somerset and*Gloucestershire  District.
Mining and Quarrying.—The Forest of Dean Coal Trade has 

slackened, some collieries working but three days a week, with 
large stacks of coal on hand. The Iron Trade is fairly good, but 
stone quarrying moderate. . In the Radstock district trade has 
declined, and some pits are working short time. One colliery has been 
closed, and some of the miners have left for other districts. About 
200 men now remain unemployed. Stagnation prevails over the 
Bristol coalfields, and fully 500 men are out of employment. 
The West Gloucestershire stone quarries continue slack.

Shipping and 'Dock'Labour.—At Bristol and Avonmouth exceptionally 
large: importations of grain have arrived, and dock employment in 
consequence has been very brisk. Trade continues bad with ship
wrights ; it has declined also with the sailors and firemen, especially 
towards the end of the month. Shipping at Gloucester and Sharpness 
has been quiet1 and dock employment very scarce. Work with 
shipwrights has fallen very flat. K

Engineering and Metal Trades.—The ironfounders have 4 per cent, 
unemployed, compared with 18 per cent, in January. Employment 
with engineers arid pattern-makers is somewhat intermittent, with 
an average of 2 per cent, unemployed. The boiler-makers and iron 
shipbuilders, tobl. makers and machinists, and electrical engineers 
report trade as "fair; the galvanisers and telephone-wire men as 
good. The iron plate workers continue on short time.

Building Trades.— The number of unemployed among the 
plasterers, carpenters and joiners, painters and decorators, has 
slightly diminished, but the stone masons and bricklayers continue 
depressed. Trade is considered dull with the plumbers, mill 
sawyers and machinists, but improving with shop and bar fitters.

Woollen Trade.—The Woollen Industry in and around Trowbridge 
continues extremely bad, with no prospect of improvement. All 
the mills are on short time.

Clothing Trades.—Trade has improved with the bespoke tailors and 
silk hatters. The Ready-made Clothing Trade steadily improves, 
some establishments making overtime. Employment in the Boot and 
Shoe Industry in Bristol and Kingswood is now fairly good.

Printing and kindred Trades.—The letterpress printers report a 
slight improvement, with 7 per cent, unemployed, but the litho
graphic branch remains very depressed. The bookbinders report 
trade as fair; the wholesale stationers and account book makers as 
moderate.

Miscellaneous Trades.—Bakers and confectioners have suffered 
severely all the winter through lack^of employment; at present 16 
per cent, are idle. The Cocoa and Chocolate Trade is reported as 
very fair. The cabinet-makers are improving, with about 8 per 
cent, out of work. Brushmaking has slightly improved, with 6 per 
cent, unemployed. Basket making has improved, all men being 1 
at work. The Saddle Trade continues bad, but the harness and 
collar makers are improving. Chemical workers are fully employed. 
—7. Curie.

Plymouth and South Western District.
Engineering, Ironfounding and Shipbuilding.—In these trades there 

has been a marked improvement during the month. The firm which 
adopted the 8-hours’ day for four months (not six months as 
was previously reported) as an experiment has now made the 
arrangement permanent. r .
. • Shipping and Dock Labour.—Depression still exists with shipping 
in the various ports of the district. Seamen report trade as 

very dull. Dock labourers employed on coal, timber and other 
imports have been fairly well employed.'

Building Trades.—Exc&pt in the case of the plumbers, who are 
well employed, these trades have been exceptionally depressed. The 
bricklayers, masons, stonecutters, carpenters and joiners, plasterers 
and painters have a large percentage out of employment, especially 
in and near Plymouth. Some have been able, however, to obtain 
temporary employment in Cornwall and other parts of the district.

Furnishing Trades and Local Industries.—The cabinet-makers, 
polishers, upholsterers, and those generally employed in the 
Furnishing Trades report trade as still very depressed. Employees 
in the soap works, candle works and starch works, gas works, jam 
and sweet works, brick works and other local industries report 
trade as steady, but not necessitating the employment of fresh 
hands, as usual at this time of year at some of these works.

Clothing Trades.-—The Ready-made Tailoring Trade is still very 
depressed. The bespoke branch has been exceptionably depressed 
throughout the month. Many tailors who have been steadily 
employed for years have had but very little work. The Boot 
Trade is also in a most depressed condition both in factory work 
and bespoke work. A great many have been working short time, 
while others have been discharged. ’

Mining.—The tin mines in Cornwall are very depressed. At a 
mine near Redruth koo hands have been stopped, and wages 1 have 
been reduced 2d. per day.

Miscellaneous.—The bakers and confectioners are fairly well 
employed. The Printing Trade has been very slack, many being 
out of employment. The saddlers, coachbuilders, and wheelwrights 
and smiths are fairly well employed., The boatmen and those 
engaged on the water are very quiet indeed. The Fishing Industry 
is still very depressed. The unskilled labourers, including 
excavators, have many out of employment, but towards the end of 
the month some few obtained work. Agricultural labour through
out the district is reported as generally depressed.—J. Welland.

Cardiff and District.
Iron, Steel and Tin Industries^Th&ce is indication of a slight 

improvement in the Iron Trade during the past month, the 
Steel Trade looking healthy, with a great demand for steel bars, 
and only one steel works is,reported to be idle in this district. The 
Tin Trade, however, is in a very dull and unsettled state, and there 
is much distress amongst the tin workers. The dispute at 
Pontymister Works is still unsettled. During the month there have 
been a few disputes in the Tin Trade respecting what is known as 
the “ 36 box rule; ” in one or two instances an amicable settlement 
has been effected with but little stoppage of work. The Copper 
Trade is much the same as last month—dull.

Engineering and Ship Repairing.—This branch of industry has not 
been quite so brisk, but nevertheless it is regarded as having been 
fairly good, and the vacant books during the closing days of the 
month indicated improvement. The average proportion through
out the month of unemployed amongst the engineers was not quite 
3 per cent, of the total membership of the district.

Dock Labour and Seamen.—Employment in the docks has been in 
general rather good; the Swansea Docks have not been quite so 
busy as in the previous month. The number of unemployed 
seamen has not been quite so large, and the competition for berths 
has been less intense. There have been a few wages disputes, and 
a few crews have been shipped at reduced rates. 1 The standard 
rate, however, of the Bristol Channel is unchanged.

Building Trades and Chemical Works.—All branches of the Building 
Trades have a considerable number out of work. Employment in 
the chemical works is tolerably steady, and fairly good.

Weaving Trade.—At Carmarthen about 90 hand loom weavers 
have had a reduction in all piece rates over bid, per yard. The 
power loom weavers’ wages have not been altered.—T. Davies.

South Wales Mining Districts.
Coal Mining.—The Coal Trade generally for the last month has 

been fairly brisk. In some weeks the total coal shipped amounted 
to between 60,000 and 70,000 tons above the weekly average of last 
year. Hundreds of full trucks were waiting on the numerous 
sidings between the various colliery districts and the places of ship
ment. A colliery at Pontypridd, closed for 18 months, has been 
re-started. Some large collieries have been idle for two days. 
The arbitration proceedings in connection with the new special 
rules proposed by the Secretary of State for the Home Department 
for adoption at the collieries in Eastern Glamorganshire, com
menced on March 1. There are some 257 new rules proposed in 
place of the 274 now in force, and fche arbitration is in respect of 53 
rules of the new code. , . - ’ ; j

Disputes.—A dispute at some collieries in respect of’ alleged 
illegal reductions in dead work rates has been referred .'-tot the
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Aberdeen and District.
Shipbuilding and Engineering Trades.—There, has been a falling-off 

in the number employed, on account o£ iron not being ready to 
commence new work. Orders are still coming in, and if material 
were to hand shipbuilding would be, fairly busy. Thejron ship
builders have 20’4 per cent, idle; the shipwrights 9 per cent. 
Repairing work is, now active. Ironmojilders report trade as 
improving; prospects look better, but there are still ^7-3 per cent, 
idle. The blacksmiths and engineers report no change. The tin
plate workers are better Employed.'

Building Trades.—The joiners’ dispute is settled, and house
buildingwill be exceptionally; busy, as a number of contracts haye 
to be finished prior to the Whit-Sunday Term. There are no joinersi 
idle. The plasterers and painters, who were affected by the dispute; 
are gradually finding erhpldyment; a few plasterers’ labourers are 
still out, but the nfasons, plumbers and others engaged in house
building will be fully employedrfor the next two months. Prospects 
are good.

The demand for .granite in the rough state continues 
good. There are still a considerable number of stone-cutters out bf 
employment, and although vspme firms have a fair amount of. work 
in hind, others are. practically at a Standstill. The granite 
polishers are fairly well employed. The settmakers are still dull, 

wig.—Line fishing has been better than in January, but 
trawling has been pobr.i The total weight of fish landed was 
25,237 cwt-, and the total1 amount realised on salp was £23,716. 
Large haddocks have been got nearer land than for, some time 
past.

Miicellanepus.-^the lettefpress printers are very slack, 10 per 
cent, being unemployed. The Tailoring Trade is a little busier ; 
the Boot and Shoe Trade is dull.' The rope and twine spinners and 
hemp dresSers report no improvement. The sawmillers have 
begun ah agitation for a nine'-hours day., The Jute Trade shows 
no improvement. Comb-making is better than last month. Work 
at the docks is scarce, there not being many arrivals from Conti
nental and other ports. General labourers are far in excess of the 
demand. —W. J&tiistvn. L1

Belfast and District.
General.—Notwithstanding the unsettled state of the Shipbuilding 

and Engineering Trades*  and the various disputes in connection 
therewith, there has been a great decrease in. the number of 
unemployed. About 1,150 general labourers and platers’ helpers 
are out on strike. The rivetters, who had. been “out’’ since 
January 1st against a reduction of 5 per.-cent, off steel rivets,’ resumed 
.work on thexsth of.February,at areductipn of 2|percent..off.steel 
rivets, and a further 2i per cent;, off bbth iron .and steel. .. The 
platers, holders, up, caulkers, and; boiler-makers have submitted to a- 
reduction of 2^ per cent. Off piece rates.; The returns received from 
84 branches of. trade societies, with a, membership of 18*499.  show 
1,051, or 5 7 per cent., to have been unemployed at the end of 
February, as against-2,060*  or 112 per cent.,: at the end of the 
previous month. , , .... ... h .

Shipbuilding, and Engineering.th& ^49 members in these 
industries, 42.74. or 4 8 percent., are signing the out-of-work bodks, 
as agaipst .1^329*  ok 15 per cent.,, in. January.

< Building Trades1.,-r-Out of 2,491 workers in this trade, 156, of 6:2 
per cenf.» are unemployed, as against ^17, or 86 per cent., last 
month. -t

Linen Trades.returns from the..societies connected with this 
industry show that out of 3,40.2 members, 29'7, or 9-2 per cent., are 
out of.work, as against 363, or 11*7  per cent.,'when last reported; •

Miscellaneous Trades.—Twenty-two branches of trade societies 
forming this group return 171 out of 3,957 members, or 4 3 per 
cent,, to be out of employment, as against 151, br 3*9  per cent., in 
the previous month.—R. Sheldon. r ..

Conk and District.
Shipbuilding and Ewgriwm>g.—The boiler-makers and iron ship

builders,, block and pump makers, riggers and saihnakers show a 
great decline, as compared with January, in- Queenstown and 
Passage, but report no change in Cork. The engineers report a 
deejded,depression during the month in Waterford*  Limerick and 
Cork, while shipjoin^rs and shipwrights report trade as steady in 
those places. Smiths ail'd smiths1 helpers, enginemen,.firemen and 
cranemen also share in the general depression.■ 1..
: Building and Furnishing trades.—Th&hovLse carpenters report trade 
as improving, but the other branches show no change.. . The 
carpenters strike reported -As having commenced> last-May has 
ended satisfactorily td-all concerned. The stonecutters’ strike, 
which lasted a fortnighty has. also been amicably arranged. The 
cabinet-makers and upholsterers are steady.: ,•>

Miscellaneous.—The typographers and bookbinders report trade as 
unusually dull at present, but: consider-this state of things as being 
only temporary. The GlothingTndustry in Blarney is reported as 
steady, but in Douglas trade is not quite ^sq good as reported last 
month. Thte bakers and confectioners are iairly busy.—P. O'Shea.

BOARD OF TRADE PUBLICATIONS ON 
LABOUR QUESTIONS.

Since 1886, the . Board of Trade have published the following 
Parliamentary reports and returns relating to labour questions, in 
addition to various short reports that have appeared from time to 
time in the Board of Trade Journal. They may all be obtained 
through any bookseller:—

IRELAND.

Dublin and District*
Building, Woodwork and Iron Trades.—Work in the Building 

Trades still.continues dull. The slackness among the,.carpenters 
and joiners is still great, and there are a large number of brick
layers idle. The plasterers keep fairly employed ;*  and the paintqrs 
in the city report trade as good for the season. , The Plumbing 
Trade is reported as fair. Depression still continues: in the 
Cabinet-making and Upholstery Trades. The mill-sawyers have a 
dispute on, and thus some of their members are idle, otherwise 
trade is fair with them and also with the packing-case makers. 
Trade with the coopers continues fair. Work in the Engineering 
and Iron Trades is still dull. The Coachbuilders and kindred 
trades are fairly well employed, but the saddlers are still dull.

Food and Clothing Trades.-—Work is good among the bakers 
and the confectioners, but dull among the purveyors’ /assistants. 
Grocers’ assistants*  hotel assistants, ■ mineral water operatives 
and butchers are also fairly employed. The poulterers are 
fairly employed, but a dispute at the commencement of the month 
threw some of them out of work. The Tailoring and Shoamaking 
Industries show no improvement.

Printing and allied Trades.—The letterpress printing trade is 
described as very fair; 188 members signed the unemployed tplLfor 
the month, some being travellers. The number claiming the 
weekly allowance was 59. .. This number has been qtmsidcrably 
added to at the end of the month through the custom, in one 
large office of ’sending batches of men in turns to take a “week’s 
rest.” This happens every year unless the firm is extraordinanly 
busy. Tii^ Lithographic Trade is still.dull, i(5 to 20 men beiiigddle 
out of about ,120. The bookbinders and machine rulers are very 
fairly employed, only a small number being out ..of work. The 
stereotypers and paper cutters are fully employed.

Miscellaneous.—The trade ..among. the cprk-cutters and basket
makers is still bad. The hairdressers’ assistants report trade as 
fair,-but still have idle or .only partially employed members. The 
bottle-makers are busy. With the fishermen employment has improved, 
but it is precarious among the seamen and firemen. Owing to the 
slackness in the Building Trades the labourers are very badly 
employed. Work among the quay and coal, porters is very bad. 
Trade still holds good among the tram-men and the railway-men. 
Employment among the seamstresses and ^dressmakers has been 
better. From the societies making returns, trade is reported in 17 

^s. “ ^alr.” in 11 cases as “Toad,” in 9 cases as “ good,” in 11 as 
I' uml," and in 4 as “ midd]ip^.:’^-i7. P. Nannetti-

are busy. The tinplaters report a considerable improvement towards 
the end of the month. The file-cutters report trade as very good, 
and the iron-dressers as fair. The scale beam and weighing machine 
makers have all their members employed. Electric lighting is very 
dull. Electrical instrument makers report trade as fair; the 
telephone and telegraph men as very good; the tool makers as 
improving; the machinists as fair; the cycle makers as very bad; 
the electrotypera and stereotypers as not quite so rgpod; the orna
mental and range-stove. fitters as slightly improved;. the horse- 
shoers as very good; the coppersmiths as unchanged, but with 
better prospects.

Building Trades.—The rhUsOfis, joinets, plumbers, slaters,plasterers, 
glaziers, paviors and sett makers all report trade as good;1 the 
bricklayers as dull; the painters as slightly improved but still dull.

Woodworking Trades. —The pattern-makers' report trade as good, 
with only 2 per dent, unemployed; the'saw-mill dperativeS as still 
busy; the lath-splitters as very good ; 'the cabinet and chaiWmakers 
as slightly improved; the coopers and wood-turners as dull, and 
the wood-carvers as bad, but with fair prospects. In Paisley 
wood-turners are very busy; saw-millers fairly so. In Beith 
cabinet and chair-making has much improved.

Textile Trades.—rSome of .the 'coloured weaving tfactorjes are run
ning, short time, and most of them have several looms standing idle. 
White cott6n weaVin(g is a little better, but there is’ ho a'ctivity in 
the trade. The beamers report trade as still bad. The 1 warpers as 
a little better; the calender men as exceptionally good for this 
season; the weavers as very good; the dyers as worse than ever- 
In Paisley carpet weavers are working short time.

Printing and allied Trades.--jThe letterpress printers are still 
slack. The lithographic printers, bookbinders, stationers’ ware
housemen and cutters report trade as still dull.

Clothing Trades—The tailors report no■ improvement,, the 
tailoresses a slight one?. .The shoemakers, pump and slipper
makers report , trade as very quiet, the boot and shoe ’rivettefs as 
slightly .improving. ....... ; ... ■> .

Shipping Trades.—-The sailors and. firemem report * that their 
position has much improved. The dock labourers report that work 
in the harbour has been much better. , ..

. Miscellaneous.^The. stoneware throwers report that trade is not 
improving, as three firms, are. only, working two days a iyeok^nd 
another three days. The saddlers are fully employed. The 
brush-makers report trade as most unsatisfactory; the confec
tioners and preserve-makers as still quiet, although slightly 
improved; the upholsterers as not improved ; the wire weavers as 
very good in Glasgow; the plate-glass makers as very bad; the 
tobacco pipe makers as good; the bakers and hackney carriage
drivers as dull. The railway servants have been steadily employed, 
and the general labourers are fairly well employed.—J. J. Hunter.

Dundee and District.
Jute and Linen Trades.—A. slight improvement has taken place in 

these trades, several firms having increased the working hours. 
One firm employing over 200 operatives has just been stopped, 
owing .to . a strike against a proposed reduction in wage^. It is riot 
now expected that there will be any further recourse to short time.

Shipbuilding— There is still a large percentage of unemployed in 
the various departments of the Shipbuilding Trade, notably amongst 
platers, platens’ helpers, and shipwrights.
^.Engineering and. Iron Trades —all departments. of these trades 
there ^rponkfor improvement. . Moulders have had a long spell of 
bad trade, and a very heavy idle roll. . 4 ,,

Building Trades.—The masons, joiners and plasterers continue 
well employed.. An . improvement has taken, place in . the . Painting 
Trade since last month, but a considerable number are still 
unemployed.. The plumbers, are fully .employed; The:.plating 
Trade is at a standstill, owing to a renewal of the dispute. An 
agreement was arrived at, by which the employers were to be 
allowed to engage labourers as required, the men to receive 8d. per 
hour, an increase, pf id., the agreement not to .be disturbed for 
twelve months. The men, however, now demand the disinissal of 
two nbn-union men, who had been employed during the dispute, and 
have left off work until their demand is conceded.

Miscellaneo ffi^the Pri’iitlhg and kindred Tradbs Continue fairly 
busy.-: Some improvement is. noticeable in.the Tailoring Trade; but 
full employment is far from generak ? The. cabinet-makers and 
upholsterers are well employed. The carpet and tapestry weavers 
are still very; slack: 1. ..

Coal Mining.—The Fife Coal Trade is not in so Satisfactory a 
condition as reported; for: several afionths past. Prices are falling, 
and stocks are accumulating. A number of collieries are working 
short time.—R. D. B. Ritchie.

Rates of Wages paid in the United Kingdom in 1886
Principal Textile Trades ... ... : i... ■ (. ...
Minor a.- . j>. ••• ............................
Mines and Quarries ■'-e.■ .**  !•..’< £&»j

; Police, Gas and Water, and Corppratioji Employees 
Rates of Wages paid inthe-United-Krngdoifc: Collec-' 

•tsidh of'StatistidS published betweenjawand 1886:, 
Rates of Wages pajd ./n various Industries and

Working Men’s expenditure in Belgium 
Trade Unions, ipt-Report on

„ - „ 3rd „ ’
p » 4th ,
„ „ 5th „ ' VK0917 ■

Strikes and Lock-outs, 1st Report on (i8?8)
m ; t ,r » gg9)

(1890) 
(1891)

Sliding Scale Committee., Work has been suspended at one; 
colliery, the men objecting to the use of certain, new screens, which 
they allege allow more small coal to fall through than the old; 
screens did, - ■ ;< * £

Tinplate Trade:—This trade. remains in the most depressed 
condition, and a large number of works are still idle. There are 
also disputes going, on at several of the works. Two mills, closed 
two years ago on .account' of a tnspute, have just been re-started; 
but four mills have stopped at Cilfrew, and two others are also to 
be closed.—W. Evans.

SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh and District.
Coal Mining and Mineral Oil Trades.—The Coal Trade in the 

Lothians is still active, but there is a falling off from the brisk trade • 
of the last two months. The Mineral Oil Trade continues brisk.

Building Trades.—The masons,, bricklayers, plumbers, slaters, and 
glaziers report trade as good, the joiners as fair, the lathsplitters 
and plasterers as very bad, with a larger number unemployed than is» 
usual at this season of the year*  Returns from eight branches 
show 3-8 per cent, unemployed. The painters report from 20 td 25 . 
per cent. idle. The masons*  bricklayers, and joiners have asked for i 
an increase in their present rate of wages.

Printing and Allied Trades.—The typefounders are still working 
only four days per week, and report tirade as worse ; compositors : 
are much the same as last month ; bookbinders and press and 
machine men have more unemployed, but the stereotypers and : 
lithographic artists are well employed. Returns from seven 
branches show 2*3  per cent, out of work.

Cabinet-making and Furnishing Trades.—Cabinet-makers and 
upholsterers report trade as about the same ; the FrCnch-polishers 
are slightly better. Returns from four branches show 5 per cent, 
out of work. *

Shipbuilding Trades.r-The shipyards are still fairly busy with 
Repairs. The ship-joiners are fully employed. The .shipwrights 
have.2‘4 per cent, idle, and the boilermakers 7*7  per cent.
' Engineering and Metal Trades.—The engineers, blacksmiths, and 
hammermen show, a slight falling off in the number out of work. 
The pattern-niakers, brassJounders, tinsmiths, and gas meter 
makers are much the same as in January. The coppersmiths are 
quiet. Trade, with the iron moulders' continues very bad. 
Returns from 13 branches show 9 pet cent, unemployed. ,

Miscellaneous —Tailors And shoemakers report , trade as still 
bad, but improving; stanewure throwers and settmakers as fair. 
The sawmill operatives, horSeShders and skinners Are > fully em
ployed. The .coopers report trade as very bid .; the flint: glass
makers as about the same. The glass-cutters have none.idle, and 
the glass bottle-ihakers at Portobello are expecting to begin work 
next week. The ;bak$rs, saddlers, coach-builders, gilders, tanners 
and curriers report trade as quiet.. Returns from eight.branches 
of the coopers, curriers, coach-builders, glass^makers, glass-cntteifs, 
saddlers, and sawmill operatives, show 8 9 per cent, out of work. 
Seamen and firemen .report trade as fair ; dock and general labourers 
are quiot.—J. Mallinson.

Glasgow and West of Scotland.
Mining.—In Lanarkshire the aggregate output of coal has been 

good, but there <hag been great disproportion in tjie way f^e tj$(ie 
has . . be^n, distributed ,to„’jhe y^riops collieries. , In . several . ^ases 
wages have been partially reduced. In Ayrshire also trade is 
variable and work irregular. .. In Stirlingshire the . miners, at a 
colliery near Grangemouth came out in resistance to a proposed 
reduction of 20 per cent, in Wages, but resum’ed work after fiv& days 
at a reduction of 10 per cent.

Shipbuilding.—The tone of the shipwrights’ report is again more 
cheerful, and they efcpect .shortly:that there will fiot be an idle man 
iq. that branch on the,Clydp< The joinersjalso say that, tra.de in 
the district is. very good, ai$ ,in a,.short, time will-be very busy. 
The boiler-makers and iron shipbuilders report that, there has been 
a great improvement during the mop.th. i ;The Paisley, shipwrights 
and joiners report trade as dull; the . shipyard helpers as good. 
The Dumbarton shipyard? are fairly busy. , ) ; ( /.

1 Metal Trades.—The blast-furnacemen report that io-more furnaces 
have been relit. The steel smelters report that trade is busy and

■ prices better. The millmen report trade as brisk, but prices are 
still low. The blacksmiths report improvement all round, with a 
great decrease in the number of unemployed. The .iron moulders 
report trade as much improved<i62 of them having got. work during 
the month. The engineers have still about 10 per cent. 
unewloyed» but expect that shortly their numbers will be greatly 
reduced. The locomotive shops, are still quiet. Some of the Kilmar- 
jipdr Ironworks are slack, but those employed in the largest works 

(1887) ...
(1888) ...
(1889 & 1890)

. _____ _ —_ J. ...A , ;
„ ,, ; . m 2nd „
„ „ ’’3rd „

» -4th „
Emigration and Immigration :—

' Immigration of Foreigners into the Um ted Kingdom 
Einigrationand:Imnugration.(i89o) ... 

„ 7, (1891) .;. 
> . » . (1892) 

Alien Immigration into United States  
Miscellaneous:— ■ ■ .• J V
Cost: of Production in relation to Wages in certain 

Industries 
Weekly Hours of Labour in 1850, i860,1870,1880, and 

1890 , .
Sweating in East End of London ... •••

■ .Leeds  - •••
Nail and Chain Makers in South Staffordshire, &c. .4. 
Expenditure of- Working Men ... ... . 
Profit Sharing... ... .... ... ••• ••• •••
Unemployed, Report of the Agencies and Methods 

for dealing with the
Labour Department, Board of Trade Memo, on the 

Progress of the Work of the  ■ ■ .

Official number to 
be quoted 

oh ordering.
Price.

C.^—5,807 of 1889
s. d
1 6

‘C.—of 1890 0
£.-^6,455 :of 1891 , I 0
C.—6,7’rs of 1892 1 8
€.-^5,176 of I807 4 B

’C.—5,269 of 1888 ! I 0

C.^-5,104 of 1887 0 7i
C.—^,‘505 of 1888 2 5
■C,-*51808  of 1889 , ® i|
C.-^’6^75 of‘r8$i 5 4
C.—6;90od 1893 2 .4
C.—5,809 of 18.89 0 10
C.—6,i76'6f 1890 i 3

. -C.—‘6,476’0/ aBgi 2 II
C.—6,890 of 18931 4 4

P.P.— H2 Of 1887 0 2
P.P.^- 1470/389! 0 51
P.P.— 1340/3892 0 5i
P.P.~, 1380/1893 0 5*

C.—7,II3 of 1893 I 7

0.-6,535 of 18^1 1 7

P.P.— 375 of 1890 0 7j

PJP.—7 331 of 1887 0 2A
• C-.—5,513’ of 1888 O I
PIP.— 3850/1888 0 6

C.—*5,861  of 1889 O 5i
C.—6^67 of 1891 0 44
C.—7,182' of 189’3 1 11

P.P.— 1940/1893 0
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Causes or Objects of Disputes.

Questions of Wages. Total
Others.

ft

No.No.

at

625Si13314189103Total Disputes

F

602,66816,98346,401173,253

151592020Average

Nos
36

Against 
reduction.

Days.

19.

or regula
tion of 
Hours.

3
3

For 
advance.

23,640
107,580
41,480

553

No.
67
33
53
36

49
20

Days.

J3
23
21

343,468
5.376 

10,975
4.568

Days.

3 
X4
9

1,190
302
77
75

Days.

14
28
22

Days.

9
15 

- 22

14,671
18,920
12,121 

^89

Days.

7
40

7.875
2,686
4,281
2,141

390,844
134.864
68,934 

8,026

Results, Magnitude, 
and Average length 

of Disputes.

(3) Average length 
of Disputes: + 
Successful ... ...
Partially successful 
Unsuccessful

No.
229 
no
186
100

TRADE DISPUTES IN FRANCE IN 1892.*  
Details of the disputes which occurred in France in 
1892 have now been published by the Office du Travail. 
The corresponding particulars for 1891 were referred to 
in the Labour Gazette of July. 1893, P- 71-

In addition to' givirig particulars as to the cause and 
result of each strike, the Office du Travail has selected 
eleven of the most important strikes of the year for more 
detailed treatment in the appendix to the present volume. 
It also gives an account of the conflicts between French 
and Belgian colliers, of October 1892, at Bethune, and 
a record of the proceedings arising out of the first effort 
to settle a dispute in conformity with the Conciliation 
Law of December 1892.

There were altogether 261 disputes in 1892, as com
pared with 267 in 1891, and 313 in 1890. The numbers 
of persons affected in the three years were about 50,000, 
110,000 and 120,000 respectively.

The following figures show the disputes of 1892 
classified according to their causes.

In the aggregate about 920,000 days of work were 
missed owing to strikes in 1892, two-thirds in conse
quence of strikes for increased wages, against direct 
reductions of wages, and on questions of hours of labour. 
138 strikes lasted a week or less, 50 lasted from 8 to 15 
days, 27 from 16 to 30 days, 30 from 31 to 100 days, 
5 for more than 100 days, and in the case of n the 
duration was unknown.

Of the 261 strikes reported in 1892, 84 took place in 
the Textile Trades; 32 in Building and Pipe-laying; 
27 in Mines, Quarries, and Metallurgical Works ; 27 in 
Metal Working (except precious metals) ; 23 in the 
Woodworking Trades ; 15 in the Transport Trades ; 15 
in the Cutting and Dressing of Stone, and the treatment 
of stones and earths by fire; 14 in the working of Hides 
and Skins, and the remainder in various miscellaneous 
trades.

No.
71-
47
53
24

(1) Ho. of Disputes:
Successful ...
Partially successful 
Unsuccessful 
Result not known, 

or unfinished 
end of year

other sources. Employers’ Associations contributed 
support to the extent of £55,5^ for the employers 
engaged in 10 disputes, involving 34,648 persons.

The aggregate amount of fixed capital laid idle owing 
to disputes in 511 establishments making returns, is 
estimated at nearly £19,000,000 ; and the cost of laying 
down, maintaining and re-starting Works thus laid idle 
is returned by 475 firms as amounting to £165,385. 
The total wages not paid during the period of disputes 
amounted, according to the estimate of employers, to 
£485,000 per week, and according to the estimate of 
trades unions to £496,000 per week, compared with 
£381,000 per week for 1891. For various reasons, 
however, it would be fallacious to assume that this 
amount of wages was actually lost.

TRADE DISPUTES OF 1893. 
PRELIMINARY figures.

The following figures embody the results of the first 
preliminary calculations, which have been made with 
respect to the number, magnitude, duration, causes, and 
results of the trade disputes of 1893. In making com
parison between these figures and those given above for 
1892, it must be remembered that the particulars for 1893 
are still subject to some revision, in the light of. more 
complete information yet to be received.

The number of disputes as yet reported for 1893 was 
638, of which more or less complete particulars are 
forthcoming in the case of 625. In 100 cases either the 
disputes were unfinished at the end of the year, or the 
result is not known to the Department. Of the remain
ing 525 disputes, 229 were successful, 110 partially 
successful, and 186 wholly unsuccessful. The year was 
remarkable for the magnitude of some of the principal 
disputes, including the disputes in the Coal Trade, which 
involved 422,000 persons, the dispute in the Shipping 
Trade at Hull, involving 10,000 persons, and the Lanca
shire cotton dispute, involving about 140,000 persons, 
which began in 1892, but lasted through the first three 
months of 1893.

The number engaged in 551 of the disputes was 
602,668, a very large increase on the. previous year, 
and the average duration of the disputes was 18 days.

Three hundred and eighty-four disputes had reference 
to wages; and only 14 mainly to questions of hours. 
Wages disputes involved no fewer than 537,640 persons. 
Preliminary Statement, giving the provisional results of the informa

tion as yet received with regard to the Trade Disputes of 1893

(2) Ko. of Persons 
involved in Dis
putes: *

Successful ... ...
Partially successful 
Unsuccessful 
Result not known, 
or unfinished at 
end of year

Total Persons'! 
Involved J

364,387 | 1,6M

(unionism 
reduction, anj 
uniformity working 
<->r merit In- •_ . ___ .arrange

ments.

TRADE DISPUTES OF 1892.
The following is a brief summary of the main con
clusions to be drawn from the statistical information in 
possession of the Labour Department with regard to 
Strikes and Lock-Outs in 1892. The full statistical 
tables, and the Report of the Chief Labour Correspondent 
thereon, will be presented to Parliament shortly.

Throughout 1892 the decline in the state of employ
ment which began in 1890 continued, the average per
centage of unemployed in the Trade Unions making 
returns to the Department being about 5-8 in 1892, com
pared with 3-4 in 1891. Almost the only important trades 
unaffected by the decline were the Building Trades.

With this falling off in the demand for labour, trade 
disputes diminished in number, the total number reported 
during the year being 700 (:.«., 692 strikes and 8 
lock-outs) compared with 906 (893 strikes and 13 lock
outs) in 1891. The magnitude, however, of the strikes 
increased, the average number affected per strike in 
1892 being 413, compared with 395 in 1891. The 
aggregate number affected by 572 disputes was 352,947.

Of the disputes in 1892, the Building Trades accounted 
for 21’4 per cent., the Textile Trades for 19'5 Per cent., 
Mining and Quarrying for 15-5 per cent., Shipbuilding 
and Engineering and Metal Trades for 18-6 per cent. 
These four groups of industries, therefore, included 75 
per cent, of the whole disputes of the year.

As regards local distribution of the disputes, 74 Per 
cent, of the strikes took place in England, 15-9 per cent, 
in Scotland, 7.5 per cent, in Wales, and 2’6 per cent, in 
Ireland. Turning to the objects or causes of the 
strikes, we find that 57 per cent, of the strikes of the 
year, embracing 66 per cent, of the persons involved, 
were due to differences as to wages. In the previous 
year 54 per cent, of the disputes were due to these 
causes. Of the persons engaged in these wages strikes, 
less than 18 per cent, were entirely successful, compared 
with 45 per cent in the previous year.

Disputes as to hours of labour were not numerous, 
but 12,500 workmen were .engaged in 9 “ demarcation 
disputes, arising out of rival claims of different classes 
of workmen to certain kinds of work.

As regards the success or failure of the total strikes 
of the year, it appears that 417 per cent, of the strikes 
were wholly succesful, compared with 41’3 per cent, in 
the previous year. The proportion, however, of persons 
engaged in the successful strikes was only 21 per cent, 
of the total number, compared with 26 per cent, in 1891. 
18 per cent of the strikes, including nearly 48 per cent, 
of the total persons engaged, were known to be partially 
successful, compared with 20 per cent, of the strikes, 
and 37 per cent, of persons affected in 1891; 35 Per cent- 
of the strikes embracing 30 per cent, of the total persons 
were entirely unsuccessful, compared with 30 per cent, 
of strikes and 35 per cent, of persons involved m 1891. 
The results of the remaining disputes were.indefinite or 
unknown. Some of the most important disputes included 
under the head of partially successful, only succeeded 
to a very slight extent, so that it is clear that the balance 
of results in 1892 was against the strikers. - .

The most successful strikes were, as a rule, in the 
Building Trades, which were exempt from the general 
depression; but the numbers involved were usually small.

The average duration per strike in 1892 amounted to 
about 31 working days, compared with 24 working days 
in the previous year. In 1892, however, the strikes of 
longest duration were also the largest, and the average 
time lost by each person striking was more than 49 days.

As regards gains or losses in wages, returns from 
trade unions with respect to 247 disputes, in which an 
aggregate of i5i>357 persons were concerned, show that 
the amount of weekly wages paid before the disputes 
was £164,143, and after the disputes £i53>5J3> showing 
an aggregate reduction of £10,630 per week, or 6J per 
cent., contrasted with a rise of 5 per cent., due to the 
wages strikes of the previous yeq,r. This result confirms 
the statement given above, as to the general want of 
success which attended wages disputes during 1892.

In support of 94,179 men engaged in 235 strikes, the 
trade unions making returns expended £163,092 from 
their funds, besides a small amount subscribed from

THE “EIGHT HOURS’ DAY” IN WAR 
OFFICE ESTABLISHMENTS— Continued.

In continuation of the particulars given in the February 
Labour Gazette respecting the weekly working hours 
in the Ordnance Factories at Woolwich, Enfield and 
Birmingham, and at the Pimlico Army • Clothing 
Factory, the. subjoined tables show the old and the 
new hours of labour in the Ordnance Store Depart
ment under the War Office. Similar particulars for 
the inspection Department are held over for want of 
space, but will appear in the next number.

At Woolwich the’ hours of the Ordnance Store 
Department workmen have been arranged, as far as 
possible, in conformity with the new hours in the 
Ordnance Factory there, but in view of the necessity 
for outdoor labour requiring daylight, the year has been 
divided into two periods, with suitable working hours. 
The hours of the General Stores Inspection Division 
in the Royal Dockyard, Woolwich, nave been made 
the same as those for the Ordnance Store Department 
at Woolwich.

At other Ordnance Stores, where no factory had to be 
taken into consideration, the year has been divided into 
three periods, giving an average throughout the year of 
48 hours per week. The hours of working for the- 
employees of the Inspection Department at the Royal:

* Statistique des Graves Survenues en France pendant Fannie, 1892, Office du 
, Travail, Fascicule vii.
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' . Particulars of numbers engaged have as yet only bpen received in the case of 

5Sj aged on particulars reported with regard to 5og disputes begun and ended 

during the year.

Cause of Strike.
Number 

of 
Strikes.

Number 
of 

Strikers 
engaged.

Percentage of Strikers engaged 
in Strikes resulting in

Success. Com
promise. Failure.

For increased wages 103 26,303 22’2 52’6 25'2
Against reduction of wages 4 5.354 12’3 4S7 39'0
O ther wage questions 38 12,624 20’1 30*4 49'5
For shorter hours ... ... 17 2,359 I2‘X 68-i 19’8
For change in sick club 

management, &c.
Appointments or dismissals

X 2,800

• 7'5

XOO’O

56 11706 39’4 53'i
Disputes as to rules, or 

recognition of powers of 
unions

19 1,568 505 38-8 107

Arsenal, Woolwich, are in conformity with those laid 
down for the Ordnance Factories there.

On the whole, the numbers affected in the Ordnance 
Stores and Inspection Departments by the reduction of 
the weekly hours to 48, on the average throughout the 
year are about 3,900, which, added to the numbers in the 
Ordnance Factories, gives a total of nearly 18,000 men 
and women whose hours of labour have been reduced in 
consequence of the introduction of the, “ eight hours’” 
system into the War Office establishments :—•

ORDNANCE STORE DEPARTMENT.

(Number affected, about 969 men and 27 women; new hours will 
come into operation on 2nd April 1894.)

II.—Woolwich Arsenal and Dockyard.

I;—All Home Stations except Woolwich.

— Monday- 
Friday. Saturday. Total Hours 

per Week.

Old Hours:
March to October.

Morning ... ■[

Afternoon .................

6—8
8.40—1
2—5.30

6—8
8.40—I

85}

Total hours per day ... 9f 6}

November and February 
Morning ... 
Afternoon .............

7-1
2—5

7—1
61

Total hours per day ... 9 6

December and January.
Morning .................
Afternoon .................

7.30-1
2—4.30

7.30—1

Total hours per day ... 8

New Hours:
April to September. 

Morning 
Afternoon .............

7—12
1—5

. 7—1 I 81

Total hours per day ... 9 *

February, March, Octo
ber and November.

t Morning .................
Afternoon .................

7.30— 12.30
1.30— 4.45

7-3?—j
1 (About) 
r 47

Total hours per day ... »i. h

December and Januar y. 
Morning ... 
Afternoon ... ...

7.45—12.30
1.30—4.15

745—1 ) (About)

1 “
Total hours per day ... 7i 5i

(Number affected, about 1,624 men and 45 women ; new hours came 
into operation on 1st March 1894.)

— ■ Monday— 
Thursday. Friday. Saturday. Total Houts 

per Week.

Old Hours:
March to October.

Morning... |

Afternoon

6-8
9—1
2—5.30

6-8
9—1
2—6

6—8
9—1

- 54

Total hours per day , 9} 10 6

November to Feb
ruary. 
Morning............

Afternoon
7—1
2—5,.

7—1
2—5

7—1

Total hours per day 9 9 6

New Hours:
March to October. 

Morning... 
Afternoon

8—i
2—5-4°

8—t 1
2—5.40

8—12.40

- 48

Total hours per day 89 48 )
November to Feb

ruary. 
Morning............
Afternoon ...

7.15—12.30
I-3P—4-45

7.X5—12.30 
i-3°—4-45

7.15—12.45

1 48

Total hours per day 8} 8} Si
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RELIEF WORKS FOR THE UNEMPLOYED. 
During the past winter' the various local authorities, 
both in Lohdoil’and the provinces, have had pressure 
brought to bear upon them to provide work for’the 
unemployed, and ibis reported that relief works similar 
to those carried out in the winter of 1892-3 have again 
been undertaken by seven metropolitan, seventeen pro
vincial*  and three Scotch local or municipal authorities, 
while labour bureaux or registries have been 
opened by fifteen metropolitan, fifteen provincial, and 
two Scotch local bodies. Statistics' relating to the 
more permanent of these bureaux are now published 
monthly in another column (p. 79).

Particulars received from nine of these local 
authorities show that a total of 6,173 individuals were 
provided with work for a period ranging from one day 
to several weeks during the winter, the average number 
employed daily during the time when the work was in 
full progress being about 1,200. The following particu
lars relate to softie of the more important of these relief 
works of which information has been received.

A report issued by the Corporation Of Leicester states 
that a registry has been opened during the winter, and 
that relief work has been provided, consisting of road
making, digging up garden land, excavating trenches 
for sewers and drains, and other work of a similar 
character. The report further states that from 'Novem- 
ber 28th 1893 to February 10th 1894, 2,310 persons 
registered their nanies, of whom 1,045 were in the Boot 
and Shoe Trade, 180 in the Hosiery Trade, 340 ip 
miscellaneous trades, and 745 were general labourers'; 
1,050 stated that they were single men, and 1,260 
that they were married. Employment was given 
to 1,462 persons in all; of these 607 receiyed 
employment for one turn of three days, 43'6 
worked two turns, 281 worked three turns, 116 worked 
four turns, and 22 worked more than four'turns. Thepr 
worked eight hours a day, and were paid 4^*  an hour. 
Of the 848 men (388 married and 460 single)1who wefe 
not employed, 109 refused to work, 109 gave a wrong 
address, 339 were in work, 221 were n®t considered 
deserving or pressing cases, and 70 were rejected on 
other grounds. Altogether a sum of ^2,265 has been 
expended in labour and materials, of which *̂1,849  has 
been charged to capital account by the Corporation.

At Leeds nearly 2,000 men have been entered as 
unemployed at a registry opened by thg Corporation, 
and of these, after inquiry by the Corporation officials,, 
about 700 have been set to work making a new road 
round a public park. The men have been selected in 
the same way as last year.f They are employed three 
days a week, are paid 6d. per hour, and work eight 
hours a day.

The Corporation of Halifax has also selected, after 
inquiry by its officials, some 200 men from a register 
kept at the Town Hall, and has employed them in the 
construction of new water works and at drainage work. 
The men are paid 5d. per hour, and work eight, houssia 
day for three days a week. The work still continues.<

At Sheffield the Corporation has provided relief works, 
consisting of roadmaldng and levelling a recreatic^i 
ground. About 125 men are employed for six days a 
week, and work seven hours a day at 4d. per hour. It 
is estimated by the surveyor that probably 25 per 
cent, of the men employed were also employed on the 
relief works provided last year. . * .

Among the more extensive of the relief works in the 
metropolis were those undertaken by the vestries of Mile 
End, Shoreditch and Bethnal Green, and the Hackney 
Board of Works. .

At Mile End the vestry commenced relief work for 
the unemployed on 23rd November, and still has about 
100 of the men engaged upon sewering work, which it 
has undertaken in addition to road-paving and cleansing. 
The men employed have been taken from the vestry 
register after inquiry by officers specially appointed for 
the work. Out of 312 men summoned to work after 
inquiry only 209 answered the call, and these were set

♦ Including West Ham, where the Relief Committee Was partly nominated by 
the Local Authority. '

t11 Report? upon Methods and Agencies.for dealing with the umemployed.
(p. 222 etseq.).

to continuous work seven hours daily at 6d. per hour, 
except on-Saturdays, when the men work five hours (but 
are paid fof seven.; ' Gut of the 209 set to work 113 have 
eitherbeen discharged or Eave left of their own accord. 
The registerhKs iidw been closed, but a certain number 
of men Will be kept at work until the sewering works 
are completed.

At Shoreditch the Work consisted of stonebreaking, 
roadmaking and sweeping, and about /"i,2oo yyas 
expended between September 26th and January 26th, 
when the work was stopped, the wages paid varying 
according to the class of work from 3s. 3d. to 3s. nd. 
per day ot nine hours, the men being employed in suc
cessive batches for three days erich; Particulars as to 
the actual number of men employed during the four 
months hre not yet available, but a report upon the first 
four weeks’ work issued by the vestry states that 388 
men had received three days’work, and that i.81 men 
had been employed a second term of three days, the 
amount expended during the four weeks being £316.

At Hackney the work provided by the Local Board 
began oh November 9th, and consisted of (1) stone
breaking at piecework rates varying from 2S. to 4s. per 
yard, according to' the class of material broken; (2) con
verting a disused burial ground into a public recreation 
ground, the labourers employed upon'this.being paid 6d. 
per hour for an 8|-hburs day; •'(3)' cleansing houses^the 
small number of men so employed being ^aid -4s. Jer 
day. The painting of water-vans and carts, road 
sweeping and miscellaneous work of various kinds has 
also been giveh’to the unemployed by this authority, 
and up to the 5th March a sum' of ha^teen 
expended in relief work, in addition, to *̂809  paid for 
extra labour in snow clearing between the 3rd; and 12th 
of January. Some of the work is, still in prqgres^ and 
exact statistics are not yet prepared, but it is esti
mated that -between 1,300 and 1,400 men have been 
employed during the winter. All these hayebegn, taimen 
on throtigh' the Labour Registry established by,, fhe 
Board, the officials of which have made an inquiry into 
each case before employment was given. This registry 
closed on March 1 oth. . . j

The Bethnal Green Vestry has kept a register at the 
vestry depot;'and. applicants for work, if ^oiund.pn in
quiry to be! satisfactory, have been provided with one 
day"-s work of 8 hours at 6d. ‘ per hour in leyelhng a 
churchyard, or at road sweeping or road repairing. At 
first-the men were/ given three days’ wpjk a.fortnight, 
but the number of men registered being very large it was 
decided to give each man in turn one day’s work only.

At West flam a relief committee was appointed, some 
of the members being nominated by the Corporation and 
Board of Guardians. The (Cbrpofah'on defrays part of 
the cost. ' Work was begun on December 20th, and it is 
estimated that 2,036 men, or an average of 130 per day, 
have been employed in laying out a portion of 'Wanstead 
Flats for football, cricket and other purposes, and trees 
have been planted in various streets. ’ The men are 

; employed in batches’for four ;day^each, and are^baid 
6d. per hour for a 6-hours day. They are all selected 
from a register. Twfehty;‘the ;best}'men have'‘been 
selected as gangers, and are employed regularly. '
LABOURERS DWELLINGS IN IRELAND.*  

A return; mide up to AugusT'§isFi893, has . been presented to 
Parliament, from which it appears: that ®oiI42r/c9)tta§?s, bave/heen 
built under the^provisipns of the Labourers’ (Ireland) Acts, at a 
total cost of £1,205,829.

The particulaijs for each province, are as follows 1 ■ < t

Naime of 
Province.

Ulster..............
Munster
Leinster
Connaught ...

Totals ...

Number of
- Cottages - 
Authorised.

246
7-528
4»596

95

-Estimated 
Cost of.Qot tages 

Authorised!

Number of Actnai Cost
Cottages Built.

£ ' f s', ’d?

3O.769. 3 8 
821,653'10 6 
536(399/>2 8’

9,666.12 XO;

201
6,192
3.675

74

/ , ‘s.; d.
25,553, o 8

767^49^-16 2
464,863 X3j 5

7.9J,9 11 2

12,465 1,398,488 9 8 10^42

♦ Parliamentary Paper 469 (Price 4d.).

1,265,829 I 5
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District.
Total.

Occupations.

24039,93i
23427810,1408,40ft-1^74°

Total Men

Lads and Boys ...

209113,71350,352

202 19031,21133,21225,8217,39iGrand Total ...

26424,54427329,40410,05515,349

219322,163232339,320197,926Total for above 35 districts 141,394

222325,800234342,680Total, previous month ... 200,337142,343

* Agricultural Statistics of Ireland for 1893. (C.—7,264-) Price 3Jd.

Out
door.

217
190
184
183 
233
148

259
139
456
209

Total 
Number.

166
230
459
245
246

210
355
181
231
181 

202 
140 
153
182 
194 
166 
292
241
189
201
328
118

327
243

202
180
179
166
222
140

Rate 
per 

10,000 of 
Popula
tion in 
18914*

Total Women'
and Girls ‘

6,281
3,7i8
4,933.

417

2,363
9,937
3,592
4,984 

19,055

8,561
3,729
11,505

749

3,537
755 

1,333 
1,014.

500
252

13,245
2,105
4,792
2,393
2,377

909

9.064
4,039

11,492
809

4,927 
6,449 
7,8x5 
6,998 
5,884 
8,583 
4,2x1 
4,855 
5,741 
3,536 
4,222 
5,O3i 
6,243 
5,263
2,663 

14,268
2,156 
9,370
5,558

In
door.

1,563 
i,i54 
3,268 
1,438 
8,246 
9,985 
1,204 
1,093 
1,781

735, 
2,295 
1,219 
1,772 
1,504 
1,142 
3,380 
4,398 
2,484 
1,691

Rate per 
10,000 of 
Popula
tion in 
189X.*

15,641
2,708
5,939
3,088
2,737
1,098

16,782
2,860
6,12S
3,407
2,877
1,161

2,783
321

6,559
392

Paupers on corre
sponding date 

in 1893.

Men.
Building Traded ... ’ 
Engineering tand

Metal I’rades '' 
Wobdwbrkihg arid 

Furniture-TradeS 
Printing and Book

binding Trades 
Clothing,TrMe?, 'v 
Carrnenj'Stablemfen,' 

Horsemen,’ ; 
Clerks and Ware^; 

housetrieh' - Si.vi 
, Portersand Messen-r 

gers - , 
General Labourers 
Other Occupations

Paupers on one day in second 
week of February 1894.

Agriculture in Ireland, 1893.*- —The area under crops in 1893 
compared with 1892 (see Labour Gazette for November 1893) 
showsa hht deefiafee bFi,56‘7’dcr‘es, there being a decrease in the 
case of wheat, barley, bere1, potatoes, mangel-wurzel and beet root 
and flax, and an increase in oats, rye, turnips, clover, sainfoin and 
grasses under rotation,: and of permanent pasture or grass not 
broken up in rotation. There was a decrease in the quantity of 
wheat produced as compared with 1892 of 24'8 per cent., in that of 
barley of 3*7;  of hay from clpver, sainfoin and grasses under rotation 
of 3*2.  There was an increase in the quantity of oats of 7'4 per. cent.; 
of rye of 8’3; of potatoes of 18’5 ; of turnips of 19’1; of mangel- 
wurzel and beet root of 2*9;  and of flax of 58’7.

Women and Girls.
J .aundresses ,,, 
Dressmakers’ and

Sempstresses ’ 
Charwomen, -daily 

work, &d.,
Servants ... ' ... 
Others 'L

245
129
456
193

* The figures in this column do not show the number of ii

of Applicants on Registers at End of February.

ENGLAND & WALES.} 
Metropolis.

■West.District ... • ... 
North District ... 
Central District............. *'

• East District
Sopth District ...

Total Metropolis..............

West Ham..............

Other Districts.
Newcastle District 
Stockton & Tees District 
Bolton, Oldham, &c. ... 
Wigan District ... 
Manchester District ... 
Liverpool D istriet • 
Bradford District ... 
Halifax & Huddersfield 
Leeds, District ... 
Barnsley District 
Sheffield District 
Hull District -r,............

’ North.Staffordshire ... 
" Nottingham District ...

Leicester District 
Wolvethampton District 
Birmingham District ... 
Bristol District ... 
Cardiff & Swansea

Total “ Other Districts ”...

SCOTLAND.!
Glasgow District.,... _ ... 
Paisley & Greenock Distr t 
Edinburgh &.Leith Distr’t 
Dundee & Dunfermline ... 
Aberdeen ... ,' ,............
Coatbridge & Airdrie ...

Total for the above Scot-"I 
, , tish Districts ... J

IRELAND.!
Dublin District ... 
Belfast District ... 
Cork, Waterford, & “ 1 

Limerick Districts J 
Galway District ..............

Total for the above Irish ) 
Districts ... ... )

' ♦ Based on the populations in 1891, revised in accordance with subsequent
1 changes in Poor Law areas.

+ Exclusive pf Vagrants; of patients in the Fever and Small-pox Hospitals pf 
the Metropolitan Asylums Boards; and of Lunatics in Asylums, Registered 
Hospitals and Licensed Houses. Vagrants in the Metropolis numbered 1 037 on 
one day in February 1894, and 914 on the corresponding date in February X893.

i Excluding Casuals, but including persons maintained iu Institutions for the 
• Blind, Deaf and Dumb, &c., who are classified as not able-bodied

Note.—The particulars given in the above tables are similar to those published 
in the last number of the'G’AZE'T’fE, dnd^ela't'e to the same-Labour Bureaux with 
the addition of the o^e recently opened in Liverpool.-.

* In the Liverpool return the fads and boyfe, of whom there were 85, are 
included with the men. - -

10,757
13.9,44
7,841

13.457 
20,563

66,56^

13,120
23,881
11,433
18,441
39,618

106,493

177240
462
262
260
253

6,934
6,493 

12,501
8,097 

14,47f 
17,381 
4,798 
5,429 
7,051 
3,625 
5,671, 
6,248. 
7,42(7
6,262
3,515

17,140
5,937

10,656
6,991

156,620

197416 
161 
241 
177 
216 
158 
168 
194 
228 
190 
292 
260 
202
218
337
130
363
252
219

12,268
22,833
11,365
17,304
87,465

101,235

8,553

6,490
7,603 

11,083
8,436

14,130 
18,568
5,415
5,948
7,522
4,271
6,517
6,250
8,015
6,707
3,805

17,648
6,554

11,854
7,249

164,065

PAUPERISM IN FEBRUARY.
(Based, on information stifflicd by the Local Government Boards in

’ England and Ireland, of the Board of Supervision in Scotland, and of 

the Scotch Office.)

The pauperism returns for the 35 selected districts show 
a diminution as compared with January. In’all the 
London' districts, in West Ham, and m Several of the 
provincial English dis^iefs, slight decreases have taken 
place, and where the February returns show an increase 
over January, it is, with the exception of Bristol, very 
slight. In Scotland and Ireland, pauperism during the 
two months h^s been almost'stationary.

As compared with February 1^93, the returns show 
an increase of 13 per 10,000 of population. In the 
Metropolis the increases ‘ range from 3 P®r J^ooo m 
the Central District to 17 in the East. In West Ham 
the increase in pauperism ’ was 44 per 10,boo; at 
Stockton and Tees, 61; at Bristol, 36 ; at.Barnsley, 34 5 
and at Sheffield, 24. The only districts in which there 
has been a decrease of pauperism are Newcastle, Bolton, 
Oldham, &c., and Manchester, which have fallen 13, 
20, and 4 per 10,000 respectively. In Scotland and 
Ireland the rate is somewhat higher than in February 
1893, but the increase is hpt great.
Table showing the number of paupers in certain selected districts of 

the United Kingdom on one day in the second week of February 

1894; and on the corresponding date in 1893.

WORKpFpABOUR BUREAUX IN FEBRUARY. 
THE-number of new applicants registered during February 
bwthe undermentioned 8 Bureaux, waS'2,378, which num- 
ber added to the 2'834 persons on the registers at January 
qist giyps a total of. 5,212. applicafofofor ernployment. 
Work was found for 471 persons, of whom 420 were 
men or boys, and 51 woftien or girls. Of the 2,186 
men arid boys remaining on the register at the end of 
February, 777 were general labourers, 257 belonged to 
the Fuilding Trades, 232 were 'Qarmen, stablemen, &.c., 
i6h were porters od messengers, and 153 belonged to 
the Engineering and Metal Trades. Nearly all the 
females described themselves as charwomen or domestic 
servants, 154 out of the total number (223) being so 
returned. .. The number of employers applying to the 
eight bureaux for workpeople was 347.

. (1) Work Done in February.

(2)

Name of 
Labour; 
Bureau.

No. of Workpeople 
on Register.

No. of Applicants during 
February! ,

No. of Workpeople 
"found Work by 

’ Bureaux.

At end 
of Feb.
1894.

At end 
of Jan.

Workpeople.
Em

ployers.
During

Feb. 
1894.

During 
Jan;' 
i894- 'Fresh 

Appli-. 
cants.

Re
newals.

• ; *'

Chelsea 
St. Pancras 
Battersea'-...i 
Salford: ,' 
Ipswich ... 
Egham*, ’; ... 
Plymouth...
Liverpool..;,

■ x8o,
57i
119
374
I3S 
67.

27ft
687

247 
534;
188 .
312
97 r 

'32" 
i 3991

J»025

' 388 
f 203 

'. * 233
-, 180

• r 7°
54 

i > 296 
i 954

386
55 

195

369

120
1 ’33‘

3$- 
16, 
46 

1 ’
49'

88’'
47
58-
87 

, 32
19

»(j 95
'• 45j ■

136 
43’ 
77 .
72
34
25

XIO 
, 42

Total... 2,409 2.834 ^.378 1,005 347 47i " 539

persons.

Chel
sea, Pan- 

ctas
Batter
sea.',

Sal
ford.

Ips
wich. ham'. 1

Ply-*  
nouth.

Liven- . 
pool.f ?

". k ■
150-; - 

' ■ 2^ , .
13

; ‘9i” !
? 33
5i

2
6

24 . 179
12.

v35 1 ••
48

1 2 ’ 12 ’ 4 3-''1 4 ! 71 ■■ 6

... ' 6 ■ " 'V ’ 3 1 ’ ’ ' 3 8

1
6

X
. '3' 3 36 17 13 ;

2, . :
30 83

•; 9 '' 6 16 4 19 49

-3^! 69 , 6 , i 3 . ,10 12

-: 19 i ' 42
93

.38
J3 .

182
: 38;

30
24

; . 20 5 
' 3

45
'. i3° 4

401

i°6 347( . IOI 365 60 254 643*

22 5 9 16 *

4
4 

■’12
I
5

37 32 9 ...

.7
4

4 45 ! . 3'
I I ■

c’-' 21 3*8

52 93 1 13 21 1 - 44

. 180 571 119 374 735 1 67 276 687
1
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STATE. OF EMPLOYMENT OF SEAMEN.
{Based on information supplied by the Marine Department of the Board of 

Trade.)
The number of seamen shipped in February at the 
principal ports shows an increase of 2,636, or nearly 
10 per cent.-over that of February 1893. England 
the East Coast ports show an increase of 1,117, or 3°’3 
per cent., and the Bristol Channel ports of 1,816, or 
35*2  per cent. On the other hand, there have been 
slight decreases at London, Liverpool and Southampton, 
as well as at Glasgow, and Belfast.

* Army and Militia Report of the Inspector-General of Recruiting for 1893^ 
(C.—7291.) Price 3d.

During January and February 7,503 more seamen 
have been shipped than in the corresponding months of 
1893, an increase of nearly 14 per cent. Reports, how
ever, state that the number of men at many of the ports 
is.still in excess of the demand,’ especially at London, 
Liverpool, Swansea and Middlesbrough. Other reports 
as to the supply of men are as follows:—

Hull, Cardiff and Glasgow ... Men plentiful.
Newcastle and Sunderland ... Slightly in excess of demand. 
Southampton ... ...' ... ... No scarcity.
N. Shields 1  Supply equal to improved

demand.
S. Shields  Supply and demand fair.
Leith  ... ... ... Good demand. Some difficulty 

in securing men for two 
sailing ships.

■p.‘ ... (Sailing Vessels ... Men Scarce.
Dubhn ] steam „ ... „ fairly plentiful.

The wages of seamen were unchanged at most of the 
ports, but at Dublin a rise of 5s. per month for firemen 
and of ios. for A.B.’s on steamships is reported. On 
sailing vessels at the same port, and at Liverpool, A.B.’s 
rates were reduced ,5s. per month, and there have also 
been reductions of 5s. per month from firemen’s wages 
and i steamship A.B.’s .at Swansea and Belfast. For 
details of these changes see p. 83.
Table showing the number of men, &c., shipped as the crews of 

foreign-going vessels at some of the principal ports of the United 
Kingdom in-February 1894 and 1893 respectively:—

Principal Ports.

Number of Men, &c.,‘shipped 
in February 1834.

Total in 
Feb. 
1893.

In
crease1.

De- / 
crease.'In' • 

Sailing 
Vessels;

In
Steam 

Vessels, 
i .

Total.

ENGLAND;
East Coast.

Tyne Ports... ... 2/624 2,759 2,299 -460 -
Sunderland... i 9 ' '456 465 -446 19
Middlesbrough • 27 > ?424 451 260 191
Hull ......; ... 44 , 917 . 961 671 290
Griihsby ‘ ... ’ ... 31 139 170 13 157

Bristol Channel. 
Bristol • ... ... 13 I98 211 .193 18
Newport, Mon. 24 i,o6t 1,085 640 445 ...
*Gardiff ... ... 4,179 5,250 3,986 1,264
'Swansea ... .... ,96 . 340 436 347 89

Other Ports.
.Liverpool ... 359 ■ 7,943 8,301 8,538 237
London 310 4,839 ’ 5,149 5,269 120
Southampton 1/409 ‘ 1,409 1,557 ,48

SCOTLAND,
'Leitli, ’ KirkcaFdy 

and Grangemouth 
Glasgow .......

49' 444 493 320 173

82 1,854 1,936 .1,941 5

IRELAND;
Dublin ...' ;.. ’.7 90 07 29 63
Belfast ...; ii 70 81 109 28

Total for the above
Ports in Feb. 1894 1,368 27,286 _ 22,254 2,636

Ditto, Feb. 1893 7,052 .. 24,906 ... 26,618

* Including Barry and’Penarth.

CO-OPERATION IN FEBRUARY.
One new distributive society has been registered during the 

month, new branches have been opened by two existing 
societies, and a new depot for the sale of goods has been opened 
at Cardiff by the English Co-operative Wholesale Society. The 
quarterly balance-sheet of this society (which is a federation of 
1,010 other societies) shows that its sales, for the quarter ended 
December last amounted to £2,538,108, a decrease of one per cent, 
as compared with the corresponding period of 1892. The net 
profits, after providing for all expenses (including depreciation and 
interest on capital), amounted to £16,958 as compared with 
£39.589 in 1892. The effect of the stoppage in the coal trade in 
the latter, half of 1893 upon the purchasing power of workmen in 
the Midland and Northern districts is ■ shown in the fact 
that the value of the output of boots and shoes iron)

the Leicester, factory of the wholesale society (by which a large 
number of federated stores are supplied) shows- a decrease from 
June to December of £37,864, or 31 per cent., compared with the 
corresponding period of 1892, resulting in a loss upon this depart
ment .of £6,895 in six months.

The balance-sheet for the quarter ended 30th December 1893, of 
the Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Society (a federation of 
278 “ other societies) shows sales to the amount of £805,223, 
an increase of nearly two per cent, upon the corresponding period 
of 1892, and a net profit of £22,949 after allowing for all charges, 
as compared with £29,314 in 1892. £768 of the profit is allotted 
to the employees of the society in the form of a bonus of ^d. per 
£ upon wages. During the quarter 170 shares in the society have 
been allotted to employees.

Reports of 48 co-operative distributive societies, with a member
ship of 70,160, show a total trade for the last quarter of 1893*  of 
£1.705,535, an increase of £20,463 compared with the correspond
ing period of 1892. Out of 31v of these societies in England 
and Wales 22 with a membership of 47,155 and a total trade 
of £794,122, show an over the Corresponding period of
1892 amounting in the aggregate to £22,182, while the 9 Others with 
a membership of 46,928. and a trade of £547,623 show -a decrease 
amounting to £31,067. Of 17 societies in Scotland, 10 with a 
membership 0^23,005 and a trade of £283,836, show an increase 
amounting to £33,102, while the other 7, with.a.membership of 
7,318 and a trade of £79,954,/show a decrease of £3,754.The 
Societies which show an increased trade are chiefly in the Edin
burgh and Lanark districts;

During the month two productive societies in England have after 
discussion decided against the policy of permitting employees, to. be 
eligible for a seat on the managing committee. At five societies in 
England and one in Scotland the employees have formed them
selves into branches of a Co-operative Employees’ Association.

At Bristol the local branch of the National Union of Boot and 
Shoe Operatives has decided by a ballot of its members to invest 
£100 of its funds in a Co-operative Boot and Shoe Manufacturing 
Society to consist only of Trade Unionists; provided a similar 
amount is raised by the individual shareholders.

The Parliamentary Committee of the Co-operative Union has 
issued a circular to its affiliated societies calling their attention 
to the provisions of the Shop Hours Act.

THE FISHING INDUSTRY IN FEBRUARY.
England.—The quantity of fish, exclusive of shell

fish, landed on the English and Welsh coasts last month 
was 343,833 cwt., or 9:7 per cent, less than in February 
1893. The value of the fish (including £21,192 for 
shellfish), was £"370,159 last month, a decrease of 
£10,790, or 2*8  per cent, compared with the correspond
ing month of last year.

The value of the fish caught affords some indication of 
the state of prosperity among fishermen, many of them 
being paid by receiving a. share of the catch. The 
following table gives the value of the fish landed at 10 
of the principal fishing ports, and from it, it appears 
that the fish landed in February was valued at £299,254, 
or 11 per cent, more than the average in February for 
the past four years. This increase Was confined to'ports 
on the East coast, the ports oh the. South and West 
coasts showing a decrease.

As compared with January, there was a decrease last 
month at these ten ports of £31,751.
Table showing the value of fish landed from the fishing grounds at the principal 

Ports in February 1894, and thp average for February 1890-1.893.

Ports. Feb. 
1894.

Average 
for Feb.

1890-1893.
Ports.

Average 
for Feb. 
1890-1893.

East Coast. £ € South and West £ O
N. Shields ... 12,470 8,584 Coasts.
Hull ... ... 47,654 34,755 Plymouth ... 5,569 12,983
Grimsby 107,000 99,186 . St. Ives 3? .1,023
.Yarmouth ... 10,172 11,121 Milford 11,608 ‘15,496
Lowestoft ... 38,333 31,849 -
Ramsgate ... 8,762 6,970 Total for these
London 57,654 47,172 ten Ports 299,254 269,139

Dftto January j 331,005 282,431

Scotland.—The total quantity of white fish landed in 
Scotland last month was 181,488 cwts., which, when 
compared with 312,768 cwts. landed in February 1893, 
shows a decrease of 131,280 cwts.

Ireland.—The quantity of fish (exclusive of shellfish) 
landed, in. Ireland last month was 26,907 cwts., an 
increase of 11,841 cwts. when compared with 15,066 cwts. 
landed in February 1893. North coast ..was the 
only one on which'there was a decrease ; on . the West 
coast the catch increased to 15,066 cwts. last month, as 
compared with 5,141 cwts. in February 1893. -

* lu the*c<u>e  of five societies tae figures refer to the last hutf of 1893.
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FOREIGN TRADE IN FEBRUARY.
The improvement noticed in the January returns has 
continued in February, and is- of much the same 
character, being largely made up of an increase in the 
imports of raw materials, especially textiles, and in the 
exports of cotton goods. The imports valued at 
£33,984,085 have increased by £*4,224,445,  or 14 per 
cent.; and the exports of British and Irish goods valued 
at £i7,679»449> *̂5^» T4°?or 3 Per cent- January
last the increase, compared 'with January 1893, was 16 
per cent*  in imports, and less than 1 per cent, in exports.

Taking the two months together the imports show an 
increase of £*9,556,000,  or 15 per cent., and the exports 
of £*712,000,  or 2 per-cent. The re-exports of foreign 
and Colonial merchandise on the other hand show a 
decrease of £"1,120,000, or over 10 per cent., the total 
for January and February last being £*9,398,363-  \

Included in the total increases of £4,224,000 in the 
imports is an increase of £*2,815,000,  or nearly 48 per 
cent., in raw materials for textile manufactures, of 
£339,328 in other raw materials for various manufac
turing purposes, and of £"1,623,000,: or IO’^ Per cent*,  
the value of food and drink imported duty free. On the 
other hand, there have been decreases in chemicals, oils, 
metals, and tobacco; The decrease in the total for 
chemicals, dye stuffs' and tanning substances is almost 
entirely accounted for, as in the January accounts 
by a fall in the imports of indigo and valonia. Nearly 
all other articles grouped'under this head show increases.

Of the increaseof £2,815,oooin raw materials for textile 
manufacture no less than £1,822,000 is due to raw cotton, 
the imports of which, as compared with February 1893, 
appear, to be abnormally large. The Comparison with 
February 1893, is, • however, somewhat misleading, 
because the great cotton dispute in Lancashire was 
then going on,' and . the imports of raw cotton in that 
month were abnormally low. During last month the 
quantity imported was nearly equal to that for 
February 1891. There has, however, been a very 
marked falling off in prices, there being a drop of about 
£1,000,000, or 18 per cent, in value, compared with 
February 1891. The figures are shown below : — 

Imports of Cotton in February.
Quantity; Value. Quantity. Value.

Cwts. ■£ . Cwts. £
1894 2,003,063 4,474,141 ... 1891 2,042,926 5,457,001

.1893 1,025,992 2,651,848 ... 189O 1,486,184 3,965,643
1892 1/707,244 4,075:287 ... 1889 1,608,234 4,355’45°

Not only do flax; hemp, and jute imports continue to
show increases, but sheep and lambs’ wool imports, 
which fell off in January, now show an advance in 
value of nearly half a million, or 21 per cent.

The increase‘of £586,140 in British and, Irish exports 
mainly consists of an increase of £418,000, or 44 per 
-cent., in the exports of coal—the quantity sent to every 
country, except British East India, showing a rise as 
■compared with February 1893. There has, however, 
been an increase in the exports of yarns and textile 
fabrics of £752,000, or over 9 per cent., and of £123,000, 
•or nearly 14 per cent., in machinery and millwork. 
These increases,, however, are balanced to some extent 
l>y decreases in the value of the exports of metals and 
nnetal manufactures, apparel, chemicals, and miscel
laneous articles. The decrease under metals is not so 
marked as in the January return, amounting to 
£185,600, or 8 . per cent., as compared with a fall of 
•2i percent., in January. The increase of £752,000 in 
the exports of yarns and textile fabrics is arrived at 
by deducting from the increase (£1,139,000) in the exports 
of cotton goods (especially to the East Indies, China and 
Turkey), the decrease in the exports of jute, linen, 
silk, and especially in woollen and worsted goods.

Army Recruiting.—The Inspector-General of Recruiting reports*  
that although there has been a very considerable and widespread 
disturbance in the trade of this country, partly caused by the coal 
dispute, recruiting has not been much affected by it. Very few men 
concqrped directly, in mining have enlisted. The net result of 
recruiting in English districts in 1893 was 6,475 ^ess than in 1892, 
and 3,417 more than in 1891. In the Welsh districts there was an 
increase of,194 on .the number recruited in 1892, in Scotland a 
decrease of 1,121, and in Ireland a decrease of 524. ■

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES OF THE MONTH.
Cotton Statistics.—The imports of raw cotton in February we^e 

considerably more than in February 1893, but show the usual 
seasonal decline from the figures for January. As is stated in the 
article' on foreign trade, the comparison with February 1893 is 
Unsafe, and the imports in -February for six years are accordingly 
given in the following table, which also shows the quantities for 
warded to inland towns, and the exports in bales. (The "weight 
of a bale varies according to the description of cotton.)

February. Imports. Forwarded from Ports 
to Inland Towns. Exports

Bales. Bales. Bales.
1894 468,175 ... 266,753 29,783
1893 264,816 ... 206,056 39.867
1892 ... 394’191 ... 309.175 30,706
1891 ... 505. “3 ... 301,192 36,311
1890 359,833: ... 292,039 ... 48,349
1889 399.427 ... 286,800 50.755

From this table it will be seen that, although the imports as com
pared with February 1893, have increased 77 per cent., the quantity 
forwarded to inland towns has increased by, 29 per cent. only.

Traffic Receipts—The receipts of 23 of the principal railway 
companies in the United Kingdom during the four weeks ended 
February 24th amounted to £5.157,073, an increase of £196,927, or 
4. per cent., as compared with the corresponding period in 1893. 
This increase was entirely due to increased receipts from minerals 
and goods, for though there was a slight increase in passenger 
receipts on English and Scotch lines, it was exceeded by the 
decrease in passenger receipts on Irish lines.

It is worthy of note that this increase of 4 per cent, in the 
February receipts, follows on an increase of 3 per cent, in January, 
arid of 1 per cent, in December last, so that although the increase 
in February is riot large, the revival following the series of decreases 
in the latter part of 1893 has been more than maintained.

Emigration.—The number of passengers of British nationality 
leaving the United Kingdom during February for places out of 
Europe, was 6,098, a decrease of 6,350, or 51 per cent., compared 
with the number in February 1893. As will be seen from the 
following summary, the decline in emigration was mainly in that to 
the United States and Canada. The emigration to South Africa, on 
the other hand, small in volume, continues to keep up, showing a

of 27 per cent.•rise

Total
In

Decrease.
62’4 

*269
36*8
53’1
91

United States ......
South Africa ............
Australasia .
British North America.
Other Places ...........

February, 
1894.
3.420

957
592
402
727

5IO 
were 2,865

12,448
there 
stated, making the

February, Percentage. 
1893-

9.099
754
937
858
800

6,098
addition to the above British passengers, 

foreigners and others whose nationality was not 
total emigration for the month 8,963, a decrease of 9,114.

Alien Immigration.—The number of aliens recorded as arriving 
in the United Kingdom during February was 3,884, and of these 
1,419, or 37 per cent., were stated to be going to America. These 
figured; show a considerable decline when compared with those for 
February, 1893, when the total alien immigration was 7,261, of whom 
4,648, or 64 per cent., were stated to be on their way to America.

Bankruptcies—During February 404 bankrupts were gazetted, 
an increase of 9 when compared with February 1893. Of these 
404, 32 were farmers, 32, publicans, hotel keepers, &c., 23 builders, 
22 grocers, 11 bakers, and 10 drapers, haberdashers, &c.

British Corn.—-The average prices of British corn per quarter at 
the end of February show a decrease in the price of wheat and 
barley, and an increase in the price of oats, when compared with 
those at the end of January. The average prices per quarter at 
the end of January and February respectively were as follows

The average price of British wheat during the four weeks ending
March 3rd, was 24s. qd. compared with 25s. 6d. in the corresponding 
period of 1893. It may be interesting to give the price per quarter 
for British wheat in February at intervals of ten years for 50 years

February.
s. d.

January.
s. d.

Incr. (+) Deer. (—] 
in February.

s. a.
Wheat ... 24 3 25 7 ... — I 4
Barley ... 27 5 28.II ... — I 6
Oats .. ... 18 5 - 18 I ... + 4

s. d. s.

1894 • •• ... 24 9 1864 ... 40
1884 ••• ... 37 3 1854 ... 80
1874 ... ... 62 11 1844 ... ... 53

Hay Imports.—The Imports 61 hay in February again show a 
large increase over those of February 1893, the figures for the two 
periods being respectively .26,745. and 9,322 tons. .Of this large 
importation last month 15,530 tons came from the United States, an 
increase of 9,687 tons over the quantity imported from that country 
in February last year.
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CHANGES IN WAGES AND HOURS OF LABOUR REPORTED IN FEBRUARY.

8

Locality. Locality.Particulars of Increase. Employment. Particulars of-Decrease.Employment.

INCREASES IN RATES OF WAGES. DECREASES RATES OF WAGES.

Slaters

Banksmen

f

Smiths’ Strikers

Labourers

Ironshifters ....

Ditto ...

General Labourers DECREASES IN HOURS OF LABOUR.

11

Cotton Weavers

Ditto ...

Ditto ...

I
Silk Ribbon Weavers

Fl

3 hours per week (6o| to.57j).

* Small Workings.

io per cent, from Feb. 27th.
2d. per day from Feb. 17th

Plasterers.
Ditto ...

18s.)

18s.)

17s.)

Grant of 48-hour week from 
’ March xst.

Grant of average 48-hour 
week from April xst.

Metal Trades.
Blast Furnacemen ...

Approximate 
mumber of ' 
workpeople 

directly.
affected,so 

far as,stated.

re? 
st!

■I su»

8 per’cent, from February 
18th.

7 A per cent. from . February 
;I2th.

and
:ly

Grant of 48-hour week 
from Feb. 26th.

2} per cent, off piece rates 
from.Febi x8th.

(Based on information obtained from Local Correspondents, Superintendents of Mercantile Marine, and from Newspapers and 
other sources, with corrections and additions supplied by many of the principal Employers' Associations and Trades' Unions,)

The changes in wages reported in February, though numerous, are comparatively unimportant as, regards the 
numbers of persons affected. The change affecting the largest number has probably been at Belfast, where about 
1,500 men engaged in shipbuilding have had a slight reductibri, arid 250 h rise in wages. In the Textile Trades several 
changes in rates have taken place, but in most cases they have been at individual mills, and are not applicable to 
a district. A noticeable feature this month is the number of firms which have adopted a shorter working day.

6 hours per week (54^0 48). 
Majority from Feb. 26th, 
others'from'March 12 th.-

Approximate 
number of ~ 

workpeople
'diteqtiy, , 

affected,so 
far as stated.;

Quarrying.
Limestone Quarry

men

Shipbuilding.
Platers’ Helpers

Ditto ... ...

Linen Thread 
Spinners

Clothing Trades.
Tailors...

Pump-bobt and 
Slipper Makers

Miscellaneous.
Corporation Em

ployees: 
Layato,ry 

Attendants 
Carters and Porters...

Coal :—
Yorkshire—Gildersome (Main Seam), near Leeds.
Laiicashire—Peel Hall' (Black and White Seams), Bolton ; Ince 

Biding Mine, Platt Lane Colliery, Wigan. (2)
Derbyshire—St anfree (Clown Seam), Bolsover, near Chesterfield. 

Grace Mary, NO. 1 Pit (Thick Seam), Dudley;
TipljpnMoat, Nd.' 21 Pit (Bottom Seam), Tiptori. (2).

Lanarkshire—Belisdyke (Upper Drumgray Seam), Airdrie;
Struther (Virtuewell Seam), Larkhall; Drumshangie, Nos. 6 and 8 
Pits (Kiltongue and Virtuewell Seams, Airdrie. (3).

Leitrim.—Arigna, No. 1 Drift, Carrick-on-Shannon.
Zinc Ore-.—Cardiganshire.—’Esgair-lle, Great West Van. Merioneth

shire— ’* Blende Mine, Lllanelltyd. I
Lead Ore.—Cardiganshire—’Pendinas, Red Rock. Carnarvonshire.-L 

’North Cyffty, Llanrwst. D^digAs7wr^*Maes-y-safn,  JLlanarmon. 
Flintshire—’Holywell Silver-Lead, Rhydwen; ’Sir Edward, 
Holywell. (2)

Gold Ore.—Denbighshire—’Llanganhafal. Merionethshire—*Caer-  
bendy, Llanelltyd ; ’Garllwyn, Barriiouth ; *Mpel  Ispri, Dolgelly ; 
’Prince of Wales, Llanelltyd ; ’Sett Each, Dolgelly. (5) ’

Copper Ore.—Merionethshire—’Crib.-ddu, ’Syguri; Beddgelert (2).

CLEVELAND PIG IRON.
Production,—From the return issued by the Cleveland 

Ironmasters’ Association, it appears that the production 
of pig iron in the Cleveland District during February 
amounted to 212,163 tons, an increase of 1,922 tons 
.compared with the production in February 1893? This 
increase is entirely due to the increase in the make from 
•foreign ores, the pig made from Cleveland ore showing 
an actual decline of 11 per cent. The number of fur
naces in blast in February was 89, or 3’more than in 
January.
Table showing the production of pig iron and number of furnaces in blast in the 

Cleveland district m February 1894 and 1893

NEW MINES AND MINES ABANDONED. .
(Supplied by the Home Office.)

During the month of February it is reported that 22 
minbs,’ including 1.9 collieries, were opened or re-opened, 
or To less tKan in January, and that 25 mines, including 
10 .collieries, were discontinued or abandoned, or 7 iess 
than in January. Of the new collieries, 4 are in 
Lanarkshire^ 3 each in Lancashire and Glamorgan
shire, and 2 each in Staffordshire and Monmouthshire.

New Mines.
Coal:— '•

Yorkshire—Oakwell or Queen’s Drift (Barnsley Seam).
Lancashire.—Brearley (Little Seam), Littleborough; Starring (Foot 

Seamf, Littleborough; Marklarid (Bonie Seam), Black Rod. (3)
Flintshire—Pontblyddyn ‘ Pit, near Mold. ' Derbyshire — Old 

Brampton, Chesterfield. Monmouthshire—Aral Griffin; Cefn. (2) 
Breconshire—-Llwyn Pwll.

Gldinorganshir^—Ceih. Morfydd (Mountain Seam), near Neath ; 
Braich-y-cymmer (No. 2 Rhondda Seam) ; Trefor Pit, Lewis’s 
Merthyr (Five-feet Seam). (3) ’**•

Staffordshire—Coppice (Deep and Shallow Seams), near Walsall; 
Tiptori Moat, No. 21 Pit (Thick Seam), Tipton. (2)

Lanarkshire—Bellfield Colliery, No. 3 Pit (Six-feet and Ell.Seams), 
Lesniahagow, Udston Colliery (Humph Seam), Hamilton; Glentore 
(Drumgray.Seam), Greengairs ; Drumshangie,-No, 10 Pit (Humph, 
Splint and Musselbarid. Seams), Airdrie. (4) Stirlingshire—Banton, 
Kilsyth. 1 7 ;
Oil Shale.—Linlithgowshire—Albyn (Broxburn Seam), Broxburn. 
•FLAGSTbNES.—Lancashire—Barton, Darwen.
Slate.—Merionethshire—Blaen-y-cwm.

Mines Abandoned. 6 hours per week (60 to 54) 
from March’jth.

3 hours per week (53 to .50), 
from! February 12th.

8yhours per week (565*0  48), 
to come into operation as 
soon as possible.

5 hoursper week (54 to 49) 
from Feb! 23rd.

3 J hours per week (56 Io 55!)
81-hours per week (56^ to .|8) 
for three months. "From 
March 3rd.

60 hours to be reckoned a 
full week’s work, beyond 
that overtime to be paid. 
Ordinary hours formerly 

, varied from 60 to 70. Front 
March X2th.

• '♦ TnchidiAg Haematite, Spiegel' and -Basic Pig -.Iron.

Stocks.—The stocks of pig iron show a decrease of 
23,666 tons, or nearly 13 per cent, when compared with 
those for February 1893 > an<^ a decrease of 10,85>.tons, 
or 6 per cent, since January.

Shipmehts^-Tli^ Shipments from Middlesbrough last: 
month were 69,063 tons, an increase of 13 per cent over 
the previous month, and of 36 per cent, over February 
1893.

Building Trades.
Painters ' ...

Seamen.
Able Seamen

(Steamships), 
Firemen .1 “s 
Able Seamen 

Firemen- • (Weekl 
Steamers).

Textile Trades. 
Winders , ... ..

Rates reduced xo per cent. 
' for-“ stock ” work for two 
months.

9,d. per - week ’(29s. gd. to 
29s.) from Feb. 15th. • ‘

8d. • per week (£7$. to 
'26s. 4d. from Feb. 15th.

3s. per week (12s. to. 15s.). 

is. per week (22s. and 24s.
to 23s. and 25s.). From
February 24 th.-

Id. per scare increase for 
winding,36’s and 38’s ’twist. 
Average increase. about 
is. 3d. to is. 6d. peoveek., 

2 to 12 per cent, adyance 
according' to number of 
staves in loom. From 
February 21st.

5per cent, advance on 
coloured stripe goods.

' FromApril xst.
15 per cent., bringing rates 

up,, to Li st: price. From 
February. 28 th.

Increase about xs. 4d. per 
week.

Abolition of piece-work. Men 
weavers’ wages to be 23s. 
per week; women weavers 
17s.; Menders 15s., and 
Buriers ns. from first 
week in March, There are 
to be no. deductions for 
broken time.’t

is, to is. 6d. per week on 
pne make,of goods. .From 
February 28th. '

6d. per week from February 
19th.

2% per cent, making rate 
for steel work 7 J per. cent, 
more than,for iron. From 
Feb, 18th.

5s. per month <£4 58. to £4). 
Minimum Reduced ss. per
month (£3 15s. ano £4 to 
£3 jos. and £3!-1534 Ac
cording to voyage.

5S. per month (£4 to£s 15s.). 
Minimum reduced from
£3 f 5Srjto. £3- ios< per 
month.

5s. per month (£2 15s. to 
£2 IOS.).

5s. per month (£3 to £215s.). 
js.per month (£3 to,£5215s.).

Piece, rates reduced from 
is. sd. and nid. per yard 
td'isf id.' and ojd.' respec
tively from February ,19th.

Piece ratesreduced, result 
ing in an:estimated fall of 
3s. 6d. per week*  ■

Settled by arbitration. Award announced February 8th, but increased pay to 
Gate from January 1 St. u * —

+These are the numbers of Seamen affected during February.

t he rates given are believed to be slightly above the earning*̂  last year.

jd. per hour (6d. to 6Jd.) 
from April 4th.

id. per hour.
|d. per hour (yd. to 7id.)
. ;frpm.March_6th.
id? per hour (yd. to 8d.) from 

February 20 th.

2d. per day from February 
26th.

Increase 2d. per day.
Ditto 3d. per day from' 
February 15th.

2| per cent, from January, 
ist.*

Increase 10 per cent, (return. 
pf reduction during coal 
strike). .From February, 
3td. .

Time men formerly paid' 
2s. 8d. pet day now put' bn 
piece Work, which, on the 1 
basis of1 an' o u tp u t 'of 20 • 
tons per day,’ would give, 
them 3s. id. per day;.; 
2s. gd.per day guaranteed.; 
From Februaryyth;

is. per week from February 
25th.

is. per week from. February, 
25th.

2S. p£T, week (275. to 29s.): 
from February i5th‘.

2id. per week (36s. lAd. vto. . 
26s. 4d.) - from February; 
15th.

is. per week (17s. to 
from February 15th.

2s. per week (16s. to 
from February 15 th.

is. per week (16s. to 
from February 15th;

Minimum raised ios. per ’ 
month .(£3 ios. to £4).

5s. per month (£4 to £4 5s.)., 
as. per week (28s. to 30s.)

’5 hoursper week (53'to 48). 
Trial for 6 months. The 

* men’s wages to be red treed
5 per cent, during the trial. 

'Froip Feb. 16th.
/■•Jho’ur per day (8J to 8). 
J 1 hour per day to, 8). 
I 4 hoursper day (12 tp 8).

^•Fro'm'F’ebruary-igth'. -
-Grant 'of 8-lf0ur day(or 48- 

hour weak, from April 1 st.

Note.—The large engir^ering firm in Plymouth which temporarily adopted 
tire 8 hour day in October last nave announced their intention of making the- 
change a permanent one.

OVERTIME; - AMONG THE CLYDE SHIP.
JOINERS.—THE ARBITRATOR’S AWARD.

The last .number of the Gazette contained a summary 
of the Clyde .ship-joiners’ .dispute and df the action of 
the Board of Trade in promoting its settleihent, which 
was ^brought about at a joint Conference of employers 
and workmen, under the presidency of the Lord Provost 
of Glasgow, on 31st January. , The Conference haying, 
in the first place, arranged for the resumption of work, 
proceeded as a Board of Conciliation to deal with the 
'Overtime bye-laws, .which had been the original cause 
of dispute.. . These bye-laws had in.the first^place been 
drawn up?by the men only, but: it was now understbpd 
that, if possible, such; regulations .should be the 
subject of mutual arrarigement, or failing agreement 
by the Board, that any points left in dispute) sHbuld 
be referred to the arbitration of Sheriff Berry. The 
Board was able to settle all the questions raised,;save 
that relating to the maximum dimit of overtime. .sThe 
following is the substance of Sheriff .Bercy’s award on 

I this -pointw t ; • f r -
The first rule agreed to by the Conciliation Board 

provided^ >
r t^c/Vj^at the daily .working >hours be arranged, in the, yarious 

yards, jbut. that the normal week’s work .be.54,hours.”
• The j oiners proposed a second bye-law as follows

*’ No time, (p be wrought over the above-mentioned hours, except 
in cases where work cannot be done during the usual working hours. 
In such exceptional cases members may work after the usual daily 
forking. hours,*  and be paid afcthpfrate oftime^rid-half for such 
time wrought, arid in all cases necessitating. the working of time 
beyond theusual working hours, the members engaged working, said 
time to stay off an equivalent number of hours the following day."

This bye-law was intended to discourage, if not to put 
an. end to, pyertirne work, it being stated that irien not 
uncommonly apply in vain to the society to aid them in 

, getting work while at the same time others have more 
JhfiU full employrpent. Reference was made to a rule of 
restriction of overtime contained in the bye-laws of the 
United Society of Boiler-makers and Iron and Steel 
Ship-builders. On the part of the employers, objection 
was taken to the proposed bye-law as unnecessarily and 
injuriously interfering with their freedom ’ in managing 
their business. . , They did hot;.object tp payirig at’? the 
rate of time-and-a-half for overtime, and stated that the 
additional cost of overtime would be a sufficient check 
against recourse being had to it except when really 
necessary. Occasions, however, arose in the eburse of 
a ship-builder’s business which m^de it necessary to 
resort to overtime. A table was submitted showing the 
usage , and extent’ to which there had been overtime 
work .among the joiners, and the causps of it, in, the 
different yards. - It was .further stated that the proposed 
bye-law would tell unfavourably on the Ship-building 

' Industry of the Clyde, .as compared with-.other ship
building centres where no similar rules ejd^ted.

The. Employers proposed at a meeting of the’ Concilia
tion Board, under the presidency of the Lord Provost, 
that a bye-law,should be adppted in the follpwjng terms

“ Overtime may be wrought on new vessels to, the amount of 
38 hours per man per vessel, and must be paid foy, at the rate 
of time-ana-half.” , ' . . . ,.

To this, the joiners made a counter proposal that the 
words “twelve hours” be substituted for “thirty
eight hours.” The Arbitrator considered that the line 
of compromise indicated by the proposal and. counter
proposal , respectively might be usefully followed 
as a guide. The returns furnished by the employers 
showed a great variation among the different yards in 
tfie amount of overtime worked, but in mdst instances, 
recourse to any,.large,.amount. of overtime was due to 
exceptional circumstances.Taking the 'returns, of the 
different yards as a whole, the average overtime per man 
on each ship was found to be under 20 hours. The 
Arbitrator, - therefore, after., consideration, resolved to 
adopt this limit for, the bye-law. He received,.however, 
an assurance from the representatives of the joiners that 
there would be a disposition on their part to relax the 
stringency of ..the rule wfie,re that seemed necessary. 
The bye-law will run as follows

“ Overtime may, be wrought on*  new vessels to ;the.amount 
of 20 hours per man per vessel, arid must Jfce paid at-the raw 
of time-arid-half.”

Weavers (Italian, 
Narrow and Broad)

Woollen Weavers, 
Menders
Buriers

Mining.
Coal Miners (Day

workers)

1
Kind Of Pig Iron.

Production in February.
Increase + 

or 
Decrease—' 

in 
February 

1894.

No. of 
Furnaces • 
in Blast in j 
February.

1894. 1893. 1894. i893-

TprisJ Tons. Tons.
Cleveland Pig Iron ... 100,151 I I2,q82 .-12,831 47 52
Other Kinds of I-’ig’ ... 112,012 97.259 ' 42 37 :

Total ... 212,163 210,241 . ..+1,922.. 89 .89 .

Macclesfield About 60

.Perth,.. ...
Ayr... ,j.

Not stated
22

Dundee ... 76

Buckle
church, 
nr. Bristol.

Clifton; 
Notts.

Not stated

{

Z'TufliiiifSun- 
) derland 
1 Fauldhouse, 
(. Ediribrd’ 35

Clyde 8

West Hartle
pool

Ditto .

16

84

Belfast^ 5

Ditto 20

Ditto' 7

Di|t.o 28

Ditto 190

Dublin

Ditto
Ditto

(•I23 Fire-1
4 men >
H21 A.B.’sl

Burnley ... Some 
employers

Nelson ... 200

Littleborough 
District.

* About 5od:

Garstang ... 5°

Saltaire : About 200

Deighton,- 
Hudders- 
field

1*122.  males 
-36 females

Coventry ... 12

Lisburn ... 200

Hanley 23

Glasgow *.. About 300

Oldham ... 6

Ardwick, 
Manchester

27

Mining.
Coal -Miners .;. ....
Tin Miners ... ; ...

Metal Trades.
Spring Trap Makers

Grangemouth
Redruth, j 1 

'Corriwall

Wednesfield

380
About 150

?3

Shipbuilding.
Platers’ Helpers Belfast ,’,..1 30

-Ditto w. ... Ditto .... 150

Platers, x
, B,oiler-makers,
Riveters,-
Holders-up, Ditto .... 850 ■
Caulkers, .and

• Drillers ' ‘5 . '
Riveters (Steel) ,... Ditto , ...

Seamen.
!’ Firemen ................ Swansea ... 351

Ditto ................ Belfast fit

Able Seamen
(Steamships)... Swansea 55t

'Ditto Belfast 5t

Able Seamen -
(Sailing Ships) Liverpool ... ?5f

Ditto ... Cardiff 98+.
. Ditto ' ... Dublin ..i Not stated

Textile Trades.
-Woolleu-Weavers ... Halifax G

Hand-loom Weavers Carmarthen About 90

Ordnance Stote Wbolwich ... Abbxit 1,624
Department ’■&en,

(War Office)
Other Home

. 45 women 
About 969

Stations men-;’ "
vj women.

Inspection Depar.t- Woolwich.?. About 630
meat (Woolwich 
Arsenal)

Small Arms Inspect 'Birmingham 419
tiori Department Enfield 130

Chelsea 3
Bow................ 31
Hoxton 27

Marble Preparers, )
Gateshead... 50 Men, 

•io BoysLabourers, P
Apprentices, &c. . 1,

Coal Miners, )
Surface Men, -
Winders - )

Accrington... 650

All workpeople, Kirig’s'-’ About 300
including Metal £1 J-Horton,
Rollers, ^Annealers, 
&c.

Biriningham

Stamped Hollow-ware, Bilston 320.
and Japann'ed Goods 
Makers ,

BirminghamFitters, Turners, 25 to 30
Pattern-makers and 
Blacksmiths

Woollen Cloth 'Deiglitoh,' 120 '
Operatives Hudders-

,T field
Cabinet and Looking-- Birmingham 285

Glass Makers, and 
Upholsterers

' Abeut 200Drysalters Bradford ...
Alum Works ... Goole • . -v' 120 ■

Lurrymen ... Manchester 80

Shop Assistants East Twer- 8
ton, Bath
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'1

EXPORTED .TOTAL.

Port,

1892.1893. 1893., 1892.

(Thousands Of Tons).

and

4,344 3,5393,783 7,9024,117 7,883

Total, Eastern Ports... 2681,024189 49 238 1,292

Liverpool 167 443 15710352 615

51541 95 447 488 610

1,443Total, South Wales ... 5,393 1,438 6,247 6,8364,809

6,21311,023 17,2366,155 15,0328,876

Trades.

Total, East Scotland ... 1,9561121,844 366 2,0831,717

1,225Total, West Scotland... 721504 1,104 1,520413

Total England3,181Total Scotland 3,6032,133 2,348

Percentage18,633 120,417Total, Great Britain 11,009 7,04613,371 7,626may be summed up as

Fi

Total Scotland...

2,204,000
Percentage

Total Scotland 422,000

Total Great Britain ... 1,782,000

5

August to
December.

127,000
295,000

1,054,000
458,000
589,000
122,000

1,717
1,066

173
740
89

29
10
10

Increase. 
Tons. 
19,000

Decrease. 
Tons.

August to 
December.

J8J
561
684
.265

2,287
261
106

1,146
317

194
481
36

393

Textiles
Printing
Bakeries

57
271
50

38

158
17
93

4,004
1,327

279
1,886

406

251
753
86

431

August to
December.

119
556
89

468

177
203
583
709
284

118
147
463
710

71
241

5

404

1,919
111

49
1,148

312

3,599
64

697
449

1,986
1,106

332
779
141

SENT 
COASTWISE.

Other English Ports...

South Wales:
Cardiff*  
Llanelly  
Newport ...
Swansea ... ...

3,905
1,217

381
1,927
<■45 J

4,157
• 66

757
413

72
82
81

251
334
439

682
26 

448 
£82

409
351
532

74
90
51
67
84

41
315
84

64

192
237
514
777
363

23
23
22
25
19

Fanning and Dairying ... 
Building Trades  
Quarrying
Metal Trades
Watch and Jewel Makers... 
Textile Trades
Printing and Bookbinding 
Wobdworking Trades 
Boot and Shoe Trades 
Com Milling... 
Food Preparation ... ...
Miscellaneous ... ...

The Agricultural Labourer.* —The Royal Commission on 
Labour has issued an analytical index and a general index to the 
Reports of the Assistant Agricultural Commissioners on Irish Dis
tricts. The object of the analytical index is to give a synopsis of 
the information contained in the reports on the main heads of the 
inquiry set out in the instructions to the Assistant Commissioners. 
The object of the general index is to show where information on 
any particular topic is to be found. This completes the series of 
indexes to the reports on the Agricultural Labourer, and contains 
in a concise form a large amount of information as to the general 
condition of the agricultural labourer, cottage accommodation, con
ditions of engagement, land held by labourers, relations between 
employers and employed, the supply of labour, trade unions and 
strikes, wages and earnings. 

4,281
90

1,145
731

4,777
84

1,276
699

♦ The Agricultural Labourer. Vol. IV.—Ireland, Part V. Indexes, 1804. • (Cr 
6894.—XXII.) Price, 6d.

Northumberland and Durham Ports 
Eastern Ports ... 
Liverpool ... ... . ... , ...
South Wales Ports  
Other English Ports 

Total England and Wales

East Scotland 
West Scotland With the exception of £2,321 allotted by the Scottish 

Co-operative Wholesale to its productive workers as a 
dividend of gd. per £ of wages, the profits of the produc
tive departments of the two Wholesale societies were 
divided mainly among the federated societies, on th^ same 
principle as the profits on their distributive departments.

EIGHT HOURS’ DAY IN COAL MINES.
The owner of two thin seam collieries near Accrington, 
at which 650 workpeople are employed, has introduced 
the eight hours’ day for all classes of his work
people, and intends to extend the system to the Great 
Harwood collieries if the experiment proves a success. 
Only one shift is worked, and all ordinary underground 
workpeople are employed eight hours from bank to bank, 
a reduction of three-quarters of an hour on the previous 
time. An interval for a meal-time is allowed. The 
men go down from 6 to 6.30 a.m., and return to bank in 
the same order from 2 to 2.30 p.m. The winding of 
coal is stopped for a quarter of an hour per day.

The hours of surfacemen have been reduced from 9 
to 8 hours per day, and of winders from 12 to 8 hours.

The hours of the officials have been proportionately 
shortened, but are not limited to 8 from bank to bank, 
the owner considering that the “ firemen ” who are in 
charge during the day should go down 40 minutes 
before the men to see that the working places are safe. 
They, however, come up in the first cage.

The working hours on Saturday are the same as on 
other days, the system introduced being not an average, 
but an actual eight hours’ day. It appears that the 
men chose a full working day on Saturday in preference 
to the system of having a half-holiday on that day, with 
a corresponding increase in the hours worked on the 
other five days.

No reduction has been made in the wages of the day 
workers, and of course the earnings of the piece-workers 
will depend upon their output.

5 Exclusive of Productive Departments of Scottish Wholesale Co-operative 
Society.

620
18

519
286

EFFECT OF COAL DISPUTES ON COAL 
SHIPPED.

A table showing the exports of coal from England and 
Scotland, and the quantity of coal sent coastwise in 
the last five months of the years 1893 and 1892 respec
tively, has been prepared for the Labour Department by 
the Customs, and covers the period in 1893 during 
which the production of coal was directly affected by 
three important disputes. In Northumberland' and 
Durham the increase of 578,000 tons, or 16 per cent., in 
the quantity of coal shipped coastwise appears to have 
been largely balanced by a decline in exports, the total 
shipments (export and coastwise) being nearly the same 
in the last five months of 1893 as in the same period of 
1892. The same remark applies to some extent to the 
shipments from the ports of East Scotland, where the 
quantity sent coastwise was more than three times as 
great as in the same period of 1892. The fall in the 
shipments at the eastern ports of England and Liverpool 
from 1,90,7,000 tons to 395,000 tons, a decrease of 
79 per cent., shows the effect uf the prolonged stoppage 
of the Yorkshire, Lancashire and Midland pits.

In South Wales the decrease of 589,000 tons, or 
nearly 9 per cent., probably does not fully represent the 
dislocation caused by the strikes, as this district became 
very busy after the termination of the Welsh dispute.

In West Scotland the miners did not go on strike 
until the end of the English dispute, and their diminished 
output during the fortnight they remained out was not 
sufficient to counterbalance the increased supply during 
the dispute in the English “ Federation ” districts.

The figures of the table 
follows :—

43
72
74

ENGLAND.

Northumberland 
Durham:

Newcastle .... 
North Shields 
South Shields 
Seaham 
Sunderland , 
West Hartlepool...

Total, Northumberland 
and Durham

Eastern Ports:
Gooie ... ...

. Grimsby 
Hull

West Scotland:
Ardrossan -... ...
Glasgow ... ...
Greenock and

Glasgow
Other Ports ...

On the whole it will be seen that the quantity shipped 
from the ports in Northumberland and Durham in
creased*  very slightly, while the Scotch ports showed 
large increases, which, however, were not sufficient to 
outweigh the large drop of over i,ooo;ooo tons in the 
quantity shipped from Gooie, Grimsby and Hull, and of 
nearly 1,200,000 tons at the Welsh, Liverpool and other 
English ports.
Table showing the Exports of Coal from England and Scotland in 

the last five months of the years 1893 and 1892 respectively; 
and the quantity of Coal sent Coastwise.

(The quantities are stated in thousands of tons.)

1893. 1892.

The following tables ate based partly upon the 
statistics contained in the report of the Co-operative 
Union, partly upon information obtained from the 
balance-sheets, and officials of the' societies con
cerned, and partly upon statistics contained in the 
Co-operative Wholesale Societies Annual for 1894. The 
tables (except the summary of sales) do not include the 
productive departments of the Wholesale Societies.

It will be seen that no fewer than 22 out of the 
99 societies in England and Wales are included in the 
Boot and Shoe Trades, Textile Trades coming next in 
number with a total of 18 societies. As regards volume 
of production, however, the nine corn mills are easily 
first, with annual sales amounting to Z'i,383>346 
out of a total of ^2,282,937 for the whole 99 societies. 
In Scotland the three co-operative bakeries lead the 
way as regards output, while in Ireland the whole of 
the 23 societies included ate concerned with butter
miking. The following is a summary of sales :— 
Summary of the amount of sales given in the above Tables, together

with the corresponding figures for the productive departments of 
the English and Scottish Co-operative Wholesale Societies in the 
year 1892.

Total, England and
Wales

SCOTLAND.

East Scotland:
Alloa ... ...
Borrowstones .... 
Grangemouth 
Kirkcaldy *1
Methil J
Other Ports

CO-OPERATIVE PRODUCTION IN 1892. 
The Report of the Co-operative Congress held in 1893, 
nublished by the Co-operative- Union, contains a 
collection of statistics relating to the growth of the 
co-operative movement during 1892, based upon returns 
obtained by the Union from the various societies. From 
this report it appears that there were at the end of 1892 
t7q co-operative manufacturing establishments in the 
United Kingdom, and that of these 148 had supplied 
returns showing a total of share, loan, and reserve 
capital amounting to £1,603,843 » and sales of pro
ductions amounting to ^3,657^9; upon which a m et 
profit had been made of Z’i49>738. Fifteen of the 
establishments for which returns were made are manu
facturing departments of the English and Scottish 
Co-operative Wholesale Societies. These two societies 
are Federations of “ Associations of Consumers,” and 
supply their goods to registered associations only. The 
manufacturing departments have from time to time been 
established for. the purpose of manufacturing the goods 
required iof distribution to their members by the asso
ciations forming the federation. These associations 
supply the necessary capital, and manage the federations 
by means of meetings of delegates and committees 
elected quarterly. There being no individual member
ship,*  the employees are not members of the federations, 
and have no voice in the management.

The remaining bodies which have made returns are 
mainly Associations of Producers, 7.5., associations con
sisting fit the employees and their friends, the capital 
being supplied, and the managers being elected by the 
shareholders. The workers in these establishments are 
frequently eligible for membership of the managing body, 
and in all cases, provided they are shareholders, are 
entitled to a voice in its election. The goods produced 
by these associations are sold in the open market.

The Creameries in Ireland are mainly associations of 
small farmers who have combined for the purpose of 
producing butter, the management of the society being 
in the hands of a committee elected by the shareholders.

The following table shows, so far as can be given, for the 
Co-operative Productive Societies in England, Scotland 
and Ireland respectively, the number of members and 
amount of Capital and Sales in the year 1892, distin
guishing the principal branches of Trade.

1,470 833

England and Wales (99J3ocieties) 
Scotland (11 Societies) ... ..
Ireland (23 Societies) ...

Total for 133 Societies
Productive Departments of 

English Wholesale Society .. 
Scottish „ ,t

Total for 2 Societies1 .. 

Grand Total..........

Forty-eight societies make returns showing the dis
tribution of their profits, from which it appears that 
out of ^104,173, ^5,799, or 5| per cent, of the profits, 
was: divided among the workers as bonus on wages.

Distribution of Net Profit.
Table showing the amount of Net Profit allotted to Capital, 

Workers and Customers respectively, by the 48 Co-operative 
Productive Societies in England, Wales and Scotland (excluding 
the Productive Works of the Wholesale Societies), which 
have furnished these particulars for the year 1892 to the Co
operative Union:—

Amount of Sales. 
£ 

2,282,937 
254,820 
98,542

2,636,299

780,887
251,882

1,032,769
8,669,068

No. of
Societies 
making 

Returns.

Amount of Net Profit allotted to

Total.Share
holders on
Capital.

Workers 
on 

Wages.

Custom
ers on

Purchases

England and Wales.

£ £ - £ £
1 31 31
2 69 6 4 79
1 800 Fft)
8 720 608 227 1,5*5
1 12 H
7 3,562 1,298 2,561 7,3<il
2 1,792 508 889 3,1 9
2 292 24
8 527 1,428 963 2.’ 18
5 11,922 57 54,986 66,965
3 928 35 76 1,»<39
1 183 183

41 20,655 3,964 59,829 84;448

24-9 <•7 70*8 130*0

 Scotland.

3 2,068 583 2,903 5,554
1 741 185 926
3 645 1,067 11,533 13,245

7 3,454 1,835 14,436 104723

17*3 9*3 73*2 100*0

* Since the period to which the tables relate, the Scottish Wholesale Society 
has modified its constitution in order to enable its employees to become share
holders.

+ Loss.
t Exclusive of Productive Departments of English Wholesale Co-operative

Trades.
No. of 

Societies 
making 
Returns.

No. of
Share

holders in 
these 

Societies.

Capital 
(Share & 
Loan & 

Reserve).

Amount 
of 

Sales.
Net 

Profits.

England and Wales.!

£ £ £
Farming and Dairying ... 4 415 4,724 6,133 207
Building Trades .............. 5 252 4,355 25,493 d61
Quarrying ... ...... 1 140 10,612 13,868 800
Metal Trades ... ... 12 862 18,333 40,770 2,1-22
Textile Trades ... ... 18 4,242 306,034 532,465 8,961
Printing and Bookbinding... 4 1,104 36,851 76,099 5,165
Wood Working Trades 9 545 21,122 21,123 487
Boot and Shoe Trades 22 2,349 24,240 134,622 6,044
Leather Trades ... ... 2 98 306 1,130 66
Corn Milling ... . 9 8,497 478,141 1,383,346 76,628
Food Preparation .............. 4 438 15,887 23,990 776
Watch Making & Jewellery 2 179 3,070 3,023 +40
Miscellaneous. ; .............. 7 1454 17,760 20,874* 7,187

Total England & Wales.! 99! 20,273 941,435 2,282,037 108,764

Scotland.}

Farming 1 283 8,546 7,649 2T3
Textiles 3 1,579 60,717 74,164 6,016
Printing and Bookbinding... 1 138 16,330 7,954 926
Baking ... 3 64 81,223 161,945 14,049
Miscellaneous ... 3 562 14,824 3,108 22

Total Scotland.} 11§ 2,623 181,640 254,820 21,301

Ireland.

Creameries ... ... ... 23 1,081 ■18,182 98,542 1,580
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f The majority of these prosecutions were for infringement of Special Rules.
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INDUSTRIAL PROSECUTIONS IN FEBRUARY. 
Th# number of industrial prosecutions duiring Feb
ruary, as shown in the following tables, was 225, 
compared with 277 in the previous month. Under the 
Factory and Workshop Arts there were 174 prosecutions 
and 160 ‘convictions, With an average penalty of 
£1 15s. 4d., including cost’s. Under the Mine's Ac ft', 
31 convictions were obtained against workmen, arid 3 
against owners or managers, the average penalties, 
with costs, being 17s. .id. and £t 13s. 46*  respectively. 
Of the 14 convictions under the Merchant Shipping Act's, 
12- were against owners or masters of vessels^ and 2 
against boarding-house keepers, the fines and costs 
imposed oh the former averaging £ii 17s. 3d., and on 
the latter/5 n’s. 6d.

and that ho action could be maintained unless all the members of the 
society were parties .to it. Ultimately; the Case was adjourned to 
enable plaintiffs to qonsider what course tp adopt.

Two pases brie reported pf offehces agaihst F^itehdly Societies, 8rie 
df bdnspi^acy to defraud; and the other of Obtaining money under 
false pretences. |.

V.—Three Building Societies Registered ...
Second Penzance District Perfect Thrift.
First Waterhouse Popular.
Thornaby-on-Tees Safety.

Fourteen Building Societies were dissolved during the 
month.

♦Calendar, History and General Summary of: Regulations,of the Department 
of Science and Art, 1894. (C;—77,214,) Price 2s. 3d. See also Local Taxation 
(Customs and Excise) Act 1890. Abstract of Returns to Department of 
Science and Art 1893. (C —7,ip). PricpS^d,

LABOUR CASES IN FEBRUARY.

The following are among the more important legal 
crises of the month under various Statutes specially 
affecting labour, of which the Department has received 
information. The accounts are based principally upon 
reports appearing in local newspapers. The list is not 
intended to be in any way exhaustive of all such cases 
decided drifihg the month. ’ Prosecutionsunder the 
Factoty 2nd Workshops Acts, the Mirtes RegiiMtion Acts, 
and the hterchdrit Shipping Acts, are summarised in 
the preceding column.

(1) Employers’ Liability ACT.
City of London Court, February 1st.—Dock labourer claimed £200 

fbr personal injuries, alleged to be due to. negligence of servants of 
defendants. . Defence, that there was no negligence on part of any
one in the service of the defendants having superintendence. Ver
dict for defendants. '
. Queen's Bench Division, February 2nd.—BaWway servant, a minor, 

had sued railway company in County Court for damages for per
sonal injury; had contracted out of the-Act,. but claimed that con
tract was invalid on account, of minority. Verdict for defendant. 
Plaintiff now appealed. Appeal dismissed on the ground that the 
contract with the infant was a beneficial one.

Court of Appeal, February 3rd.—61 miner, killed by the 
catastrophe in Rhondda Valley, appealed against a decision of the 
Divisional Court reversing the decision of the County Court, which 
awarded her £234'damages (see Labour Gazette, January, page 
22). Court restored the decision of the County Court, with costs in 
both Courts. . 1 '^7.4:; .. -k-T

Blackpool County Court, February 7 th —Widow of railway guard 
•sued railway company to recover £210 damages for death of 
husband^, knocked off the footboard of a truck by a lamp, 35 inches 
from the rail.. Defence, contributory negligence. ,Verdict for 
plaintiff for full amount. . .......

. Cardiff Assizes, February 7th.—Collier sued railway company for 
£1,000 damages for injuries received by being run over by an 
engine of the defendant company. Defence, contributory negligence 
and signature of contract indemnifying uorhpariy against any injury 
that might be sustained by him on the railway.. Jury awarded 
£175 damages ; judge reserved decision as to validity of contract.

Kilmarnock Sheriff's Court, February 7th —Rivetter claimed £30 
for damages sustained by fall of drum to which he and others 
were rivet ting casting, alleging accident to be due to insufficient 
instructions from foreman. Sheriff -considered the error of judg
ment on part of the foreman amounted to negligence, for which 
defendants were responsible.. Verdictfor plaintiff, £20 and costs. 

, Doncaster County Court, February; 1.5^.—Plaintiff sued ; to recover 
/16316s. under the Act, or, as an alternative, £50 at common law 
for personal injuries from rebound of carriages, while working at a 
;tunnel. plaintiff was employed under;his father, a sub-contractor. 
Judge held that defendant :was riot, liable under the Act, but at 
common f^w. Verdict for plaintiff for ,£50.

Hadleigh County Court, February 17th.—Widow of farm labourer 
sudd in December last to recover £8g damages for death rif her 
husband, caused by his using a rotten rope; Deceased was on top 
of a wagon, assisting to secure, a load pf ba,rley, and whilst pulling 
the (rope it broke, causing him to fall off, and break his neck, 
Defence, that.deceased..-had better, opportunities of knowing rope 
was rotten than defendant, Jridgrrientt. which had been deferred, 
for plaintiff, for amount claimed with cOsts.

Westminster County Court, February igth.—Widow qf man 
employed by a builder's contractor, sued latter for £500, for (ieath 
of - husband, Owing to collapse of roof , when repairing an. arch. 
Judgment for plaintiff for £5—£3 for the widow and £1 for each of 
the children. Notice.given of application for-new trial, on account 
of ^adequate damages’.

Bradford County Court, February 20th?—Brickmaker had left arm 
crushed in mixing machine, necessitating amputation. Damages 
claimed £i&>. Verdict by consent for £30 and costs.-

Barrow County Court, February 22nd.—Widow of man employed by 
contractor sued the latter for £238 for death of husband, killed in 
defendant’s employ- through the fall of an iron bucket weighing 
nearly a ton. Verdict for £215,

High Court,'Queen's Bench Division, 26M.—Widow of ccal
porter had sued in County Court to recover damages for death of 
husband, caused by. fall from gangway formed by two.bafcges, 
Verdict for £73 was given: on ground that the absence of a rail on 
thri barges was a defect in the plant. Defendants appealed. 
Appeal dismissed with costs.

High Court, Queen's Bench Division, February 27th.—Widow of 
platelayer sued, qn behalf of daughter and self, for damages for loss 
of her husband, killed, whilst piling points; by one of defendants’ 
trains. Negligence was alleged against driver of train in hot 
whistling to warn deceased. Defence, edntributory negligence; 
deceased having failed to keep proper look Put. Verdict for 
plaintiff, damages £400.

St. Helens County Court, February 28th.—Colliery lampman sued 
contractor for ^100 damages for injuriesreceived when employed in 
getting clay from pit by undermining. Defence that plaintiff knew 
employment was dangerous, and voluntarily submitted to risk, and 
was negligent in standing Qn the top of the clay. Judge directed 

SCIENCE, ART AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
AND CLASSES.*

The Calendar, History and General Summary of Regulations of the 
pepartmentcpl Science, and Art fcr i894jtpntains, asi^sual, a history 
of the various divisions of the Department. From this it appears 
that the number of persons examined in Science Schools was 108,858 
iii 1892 j or more than twice as many as in 1882 ; the number of 
worked papers was nearly three times as^many, and the direct pay
ment on results-rose. from. ^49,908:. to. ^123,648. The number of 
students in organised Science Schools who were examined rose from 
456 to 5,488 during the same ten years. The number of persons 
tepefying instruction in Art in some form through the agency of the 
Department rose .frorri 900,498 (including .84.2,100 scholars of 
elementary schools) in 18.8.4/0,2,111,332 (including 1,991,468 scholars 
of. elementary .schools) in. 1892 ; and the ,direct payment on results 
from ^56,352 in 1882 to '£183,891 in 1892.

i lil December 1892, a letter was addressed by the Science and Art 
"Department to the Councils of Counties and County'Boroughs in 
England and Wales and to the County Councils, the Town Councils 
of Burghs and the Police Commissioners of Police Burghs in Scot
land, asking them to. furnish information as to the extent to which 
the fufids accruing under the Local Taxation (Customs arid Excise) 
Act 1890, had been, or were intended to be, applied to technical 
education, and the amount, if any, raised for the same purpose by 
rate under the Technical Instruction Act 1889; and also to give 
particulars as to the manner~in which the funds had been applied 
and/he subjects taught.

From'tlie answers to 'this circular it appears that of the 49 
English County Councils, 42 were giving the whole amount of the 
residue of the local taxation (customs and excise) duties to Technical 
Education, and seven, a part of it; of the 61 Councils of English 
County Boroughs, 51 were devoting the whole and 10 a part to the 
same :purpbse.. Ih Wales and Monmouthshire practically the 
whole amount was being applied to intermediate and technical 
education. In Scotland 21 out of the, 33 County Councils (were 
applying ..'the whole and six a part to technical education, the 
majority of the Burghs still applying their share to the relief of the 

\rates, .Jn ,Ireland, Dublip,; Belfast, Londonderry, Galway Union, 
Cork and Gort Union, were the only places where the local authori
ties had levied a rate, pi decided, to make grants out of the rates, 
under the Technical Instruction Act 1889.

Tne total amount of the residue paid to the Councils in England 
and Wales for the financial year 1892-93 was £786,000, out. of,-which 
if was estimated that over £606,000 had been allocated to 
educational purposes. Jn Scotland £34,000 out of the residue-of 
£54,000 was to be devoted to technical education.

INDUSTRIAL ORGANISATIONS' REGISTERED 
AND DISSOLVED DURING FEBRUARY^ 1894.

(ffuppiled tb the Department ty the Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies.) 
I.—Five Trade SpciEl^ES Registered

Pianoforte-1 Actiriri Makers’ Labour Protection Union 
• _ r (London, N,). .

Auxiliary Sp’ciefy df Male La'cfe Wd^keTs (Nottingham), 
feilesmere Port Working Mens’ Association (Cheshire).
Ormskirk Uriited Operative'Hoiise Painters', Plasterers', 

. Plumbers’, and Glaziers’ Association (Lancs.). .
United Operative Paviofs of the City arid County of New- 

uastle-ori-Tyne and District (Newcastle-on-Tyne).
II.—One Trade SbtJife^Y Dissolved During Month.

.. “Sheffield Lamplighters Trade Society; ■
III. —One Industria.l and Provident Distributive Society

Registered
New Boro’'of Hackney industrial Co-operative Society, Ltd.

IV. —Friendly Societies Registered
(a) Eleven Key) Societies:—

Ordinary Friendly Societies 
Working Mens’ Clubs 
Dividing Societies' ... ... ...

(&) Forty-six New Branches of Existing Societies

* Including Costs. ^Including £10 damages.

the jury that if. plaintiff continued working in fear, of dismiissal if 
he complained, he was hot a free agent, arid was entitled to recover, 
jury found there was rio negligence on part of defendant; verdict 
for latter with costs.

(2) Employers’ and Workmen Act. ; 3
Stratfvrd Bolide >CaUri, February :3rd.—stokfer- hued for 32s. 

wages in lieu of notice; he had been disabled by accident for .some 
weeks, and, on application to foreman for light work was told to 
consider himself discharged. Defence that plaintiff had refused, 
work offered him. Verdict for plaintiff.

Walsall GuildhliU', February y/A.—'SaddleVs’ tool mririufactufer 
summoned workman for neglecting work, claiming £10 damages. 
Agreement -'had been made between- the. parties ..in, 1884, and 
defendant left in 1888, having still several months to serve. 
Defence that complainant did, not find work in accordance with 
terms of rigreeirieiit, affd that no money was owing, at the lime. 
Judgment for plaintiff for £4 and costs.

Paisley Smal^Deht. Cburt,;Eel^ary Painter: sued .for 23s. as 
due to him in lieu of notice. Defence, that as .pursuer had rio 
lying-time (work not paid for) in the hands of his master at the 
time of his dismissal, employer 'by custom of the trade Was entitled 
to dismiss him without notice; also that immediate dismissal was 
justified by refusal: bf .pursuer, to give evidence for employer against 
fellow-workman, owing to fear of consequences. Sheriff repelled 
the second defence, employer having legal means of' coiripellirig 
attendance by citation. Pursuer had not proved himself 'entitled to 
notice, and judgmenTwaSlbr' defender.

Preston County' Court, February 22M^.-f-Femaie weaver had sued 
employer for wages in lieu of notice, wages ehrned',’, ahd<yalue of 
work on the rollers unfinished'; employe/ /ouriter-claiiried for 
balance of value of spoiled cloth after allowing for wages deducted. 
Verdict had been given for defendant ori bit points, except as regards 
work on rollers, in which decision was preserved.1 judge now gave 
decision that as plaintiff wa’s. a woman the case did not come under 
the Act, and was merely one .of contract; -.beirig paid by the piece 
she was not Entitled to anything uiftil’ the piece was finished, and 
she left through her own default. Verdict for defendant.

(3) Mines ' Regulation Act.
Hamilton Sheriff Cohrt, February . 20^.—’Mines inspector prose

cuted manager of an iron arid steel company for deductions from 
wages, in respect,of dirt in hutches of coal going to the surface. 
Sheriff decided that Such deductions were illegal, that the defendant 
believed they were legal-, arid had reason for rib believing; A 
nominal perialty of 10s. in each case, or £2, was imposed. .Notice 
of appeal was given. ,■?./,• ;.

• (4) TrAde Union Acts.
Newcastle Police Court, February 2/<i.—-Trade society charged late 

secretary with; withholding books belonging to the society. 
Defence, that secretary, although discharged by executive com
mittee, retained the books pending appeal. Order made for 
recovery qf books/ with fine of is. and costs.

Two cases are reported of prosecutions of Trp.de Union officials at 
the instance of the societies for misappropriation of funds.

(5) Friendly Societies Acts.
High Court, Queeii's Bench, February 7th.—A. representative of. a 

district of a Friendly Society Sued the Mayor and Corporation of 
Barnsley, and others,, in order to ascertain the proper parties entitled 
to repayment of a loari of £r,000 advanced By the Society to trife 
Corporation. It appeared that; in 1878 the Order was registered 
under the Act,’chariging its name at the same time ; but plaintiffs’ 
branch with others refused; arid retained the original name. Subse
quently,. nearly'the whole of the lodges joined the-registered order,; 
but plaintiffs’- lodge still declined, and now claimed the sum in 
question.. Defericb Submitted that the district as a whole had 
decided to join the registered Society, arid that plaintiffs’ branch was 
bound by that decision, arid as it would riot conform, it ceased to 
remain a part of the district, and therebyt forfeited its right to any 
portiqri of the iridhey. Judgment for defendants With Costs, stay of 
execution being granted for a fortnight pending consideration of 
appeal. u i;<

Hull County Court, iFebruary , yth.-^K branch lodge bf a Friendly 
S°ciety was sued for £25 5s. gd., amounts levied for district manage
ment expenses, after an application'from the lodge to secede' had 
been rejected: Ari injurictlcm was alsb applied for to Testrain the 
lodge from applying, its funds'otherwise than as a branch of the 

. .qistrict, and .from, acting contrary to the district rules. Injunction 
granted, with’costs.

Goto Cow/fy Cdrir?, FtfJrtojj The officers and members of 
a friendly society sued one of the secretaries of the society for £20, 
which it was alleged he. had neglected to pay to the treasurer, in 
the coti/se qf the carie the ribjeetion was raised that as the society 
was unregistered, cqiisi^ted of more than twenty members, and y/as 
a society for the purpose of gain, it was an illegal society within the 
meaning of the 4th sectibri bf the Companies’ Act, 1862, and there- 
.?re OBri At the first hearing, in January,, the Judge ruled
“e bbje’etidri to be good/arid adjourned the case to enable the whole 

m 2If memfi8rs to be joiribd as partners. The;names of 177 
embers had how been added as plaintiffs, it being submitted that 

e- eS|,c?mP^se<^ lhe whole of the present members—42 having been 
irS^C6 SS adjourned hearing. Objection was again raised 

all th defendant that no'action could be maintained’unless 
tne members sued; and that the 42 persons, including defendant, 

t . stlll inembers. For plaintiffs the minutes were produced 
TnHW1^F exPulsi°ns had taken place under Rule 44; but the 
haH^e d°uhted whether the expulsions were valid, arid held that it 

• M hot been proved that the 42 members had been properly served, 

I.—Under Factory and Workshop Acto.*

Offences.
No. of
Prose

cutions.

No. of 
Con-, 

victions

Total
Amount 

of • 
Penalties.

.Total
' Amount ' 

of 
Costs.

Neglecting to Limewash... ... ...... 5 4
£ s. d.
4 2 6

£ s. d.
0 18 6

Neglecting to Fence Machinery 13 13 52 7 6 6 5 8

Employing .Young Persons under Illegal
Conditions ....... .................

27 25 ,s 19 4 C 15 5 6

Illegal Hours or Times of Employment.
Before dr after the legal hour ... ... 19 17 23 13 3 13 0 1
At night...................................................................... 2 2 2 0 0 2 12 6
During /’meal times, or w-ithout proper 10 8 22 8 6 18 2 0

interval fbr meals ... ..
Beyond legal hours oh Saturday or day: 27 26 14 17 0 16 14 9

substituted
(Children) Full time or otherwise than in 4 4 3 4 C 13 3

^morning and afternoon seis, &c. ... ' ...

Neglecting Rules as to Registers, Abstracts, 
Notices, &c.

Not kbeping registers ... v;. v <„ • ... 13 12 6 14 1 4 14 0
,, n list of outrworkers 1 1 0 10 C 0 4 6
„ affixing Or‘properly filling up-riotices SO 23 14 z4 t 9 2 -9

and abstracts .....
„ sending notices required by Act 21 IS 20 2 7 9 13 1

Other Offences ... _. ' „. ‘ ... .... 3 3 .6 0 < ? ? 6

Totals for February 1894 174 . 160 IM 8 2 97 n 1
Totals fot January 1894 ' 7y;‘. 777 1 7W 2 f9 3 G 0'9 4 1

II.—Under the Mines Kots.*

Nature of Offence. Prosecu
tions;

Coh- 
victidns

(Jases 
with- 

airawn;

Cases. 
dis

missed;

!1 ' Fines 
and Costs 

imposed on 
Defendants.

By Owners, Managers, &c.— : £ s. d.
Fencing ... ... ... ...^
Ventilation .........

... «.

Shafts and Manholes ... ... 2 2 3 0 0
Miscellaneous . ................ ; 1 1 2 P 9

By Workmen—
Safety- Lamps ... ... ... 6 5 ... 5 jr 0

Shot-firing and Explosives ... 2 2 2 10 6
Timbering ... 6 6 6 19 IO
Lucifer Matches, &c. ... 3 3 3 14
Miscellaneous ... • ... .... 16+ IS i i ;£ I9 6

Totals.?. ; . 35 35 1 31 10 6

Monthly Average f/r last 8 
months of 1893

35 31 7 3 1 y

III.—Under Merchant Shipping Acts.

Nature of Offence
No, of

Prosecu- 
tions.

No, of
Convic

tions. .
Total 

Penalties.
Total
CgSits.

By Owners or Masters of Ships
Submerging Disc . ... . ... . 3 3

£ s. d.
60 0 0

£ i
10 14 11

Carrying excessive deck cargoes... X 1 500 1 io 0
Do; grain- in bulk' between 5 5 30 6 0 13 19 4

decks
Illegally ehgagihg seamen...... X i *100
Under Sea Fishery Act 1883 1 1 ti5 0 0 j
Miscellaneous... >...... 1 ■1 500 046

By Seamen:—
By Boarding-House Keepers:— 4 2 xo 0 0 130

Total in February 16 H 126 0 0 27 11 9

Total in January ... ... 1 30 30 128 0 0 30 0 1

-^46

A.O. Fbrbsterk 4)
g.u.o.o.f. 5
1.0. Oddfellows, M.U. ... ... 8
I.O. foechhbites/S.U: ...... 4
L.Q.A. Shepherds A.U. ... 3
O. Sons of Temperancb ...... 5
Vhnbus ... ... • 7J
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Trade Alleged Cause or Object Result.Locality.

Still unsettled.

F

No details.of settlement.

Proposed reduction withdrawn.
Replaced by non-union labour.

re 
st 
ai

Work resumed at previous rate oi 
wages.

Men summoned to Police Court, but 
case dismissed.

Work resumed on understanding that 
the discharged man should be re-in
stated. '

Still unsettled, but most of the men 
have found work elsewhere.

Proposal withdrawn, work*  being re
sumed at weekly wages.

Still unsettled.

No details of settlement.
Work resumed on an understanding 
limiting the production to 36 boxes per 
week.

Against introduction of scientific instrument 
makers to replace engineers upon certain fine 
work

Against alleged excessive number of apprentices

Objection to proposed increase of apprentices, 
the number having fallen below the agreed 
proportion

Dissatisfaction with return of work to be re- 
executed

Misunderstanding as to the introduction of an 
outside apprentice to fill a vacancy

Objection to an alleged excessive number of 
apprentices

Against reduction in wages............ . ... ...
For advance in wages........... . ... ...
Dispute as to wages and production of tin
plate

Against alleged encroachment upon their work 
by masons

Against employment of fitters upon sanitary 
pipe work

Employers*  Association locked out the trades of 
the Building Federation, to bring to a close 
disputes of plasterers and bricklayers in two 
firms

Refusal of certain extra duty on completion of 
voyage, but before actual discharge from 
ship

Against proposed reduction of coal working 
payment from 8s. to 6s. per day

Against refusal of employer to advance money 
on account of daily wages

Mutual arrangement effected as to de
marcation of work.

Meeting with employers, and arrange
ment made’ that plumbers should con
tinue the disputed work.

Mutual settlement of the matters in'dis
pute at the two' firms effected, by a 
committee of Employers’ and Men’s 
Associations, and the lock-out with
drawn.

Employer agreed to pay half wages to 
men in one shed, but not to those in the 
other. Both sheds to be thoroughly 
overhauled.

Still unsettled.
Ditto.

For advance in wages... .........
Objection to alleged new system of fines

Dispute as to the tonnage price in cutting certain 
coal

Against proposed’reduction in wages ... ...
Against proposed reduction in wages of 20 per 

cent.
Dispute as to amount of deductions for dirt in 

coal
Against alleged reduction in certain allowances
Against alteration in gauge of screens, causing 
a greater rejection of small coal

Refusal of. employer to pay half wages during 
enforced stoppage’through defective shelter in 
wet weather

Refusal to work alongside non-unionists
Against importation of building material pro-, 
duced by piecework at less than union rates

Against withdrawal of a man from fine work, in 
favour of new comers who had not performed 
any part of the rough work

Refusal to alter working hours to a desired, uni
formity with those of the carpenters and joiners

Against proposed introduction of piece working
For advance in wages of 15 to 30 per cent, on 

certain classes of goods
For advance in wages...... ... ... . ...

Work resumed pending conference with 
Employers’ Association, two appren
tices being suspended in the meantime.

Work carried on by apprentices and 
non-strikers, the men who came out 
obtaining work elsewhere.'

Still unsettled.
Work resumed, the lads being advised 
that they had no real grievance.

Six apprentices dispensed with, four 
others reduced, and journeymen 
.engaged in their stead.

Still unsettled.

TRADE DISPUTES.
Fifty-seven new disputes occurred in February, as compared with 50 in January, and 37 in February 1893.

In the Building Trades 8 disputes took place, 6 being due to questions of unionism and working arrangements 
and 2 to demarcation of work disagreements.

Tha 3 disputes in the Clothing Trades were all traceable to wages questions.
Four of the 9 disputes in the Metal Trades arose in respect of limitation of the number of apprentices 

3 upon wages questions, and the remainder were due to working arrangements.
Of the 8 disputes in connection with Mining and Quarrying, 4 arose upon questions of wages, and the remainder 

upon the internal working arrangements of collieries.
Five of the 6 disputes in Seafaring, Waterside Labour, and Shipbuilding Trades were more of less due to wages 

questions.
In the Textile Trades 4 of the 16 disputes arose from dissatisfaction with action of those in charge, 9 from wages 

questions, and the remaining 3 from other causes.
Of the 7 disputes in Miscellaneous Trades, 4 were due to wages questions, 2 to working arrangements, and 1 

to a question of unionism.
The geographical distribution of the 57 disputes was as follows:—Northern Counties 25, Midland Counties 2, 

South and South-Western Counties and Wales 8, London 6, Scotland 10, Ireland 6.
Of disputes which occurred in previous months, 8 were brought to a settlement in February, including the long

standing disputes of carpenters at Cork and plasterers at Preston, and at the end of the month it was known that 
14 old disputes Were still unsettled, including 3 which occurred in January, information respecting which was 
received too late for insertion in the February issue of the Gazette.

 I* —Disputes which began in February 1894.

Still unsettled.
Men summoned to Police Court, and 
adjudged to pay compensation for the 
stoppage, Work resumed on a promise 
that grievances, should be looked into.

Work resumed after a discussion with 
employer upon the question: in dispute.

Proposed reduction withdrawn.
Reduction of id per cent, accepted.
No details of settlement. .
Work resumed,no reduction being made.

No.' of 
Firms 
or Es

tablish
ments.

Approx
imate ! 
No. of 

Persons 
oh 

'Strike 
or 

locked 
put.

Date of 
Com

mence
ment.

Date of 
Termi
nation.

1 40
Feb’

1
Feb

13
1 34 9

Mar.
1

23 700 10 • 3

1 64 17 3

9 76 ’91 20 Not
Feb.

271 ...
stated

25.

1 30 19 ...

1 11 4 12
1 24 ,®3
1 Da fes

1 200

not k

. 2

nown

1 16 2 ...

X 15 13

I 118 dir. 15
I

xooindir
30 20 21 :

I IO 23 24

X 70 About
'I

23
About

X
23 Last ed a

I 20

fertn

1

ight

I 300 2 5

I 12 13
Not About

Mar.
1

stated 14 Feb.
• 1 300 23. 27
I ... ... ...
1 80 26 27
I 27 ...

I 5

I 65 9 " ... ''

■ 18 22 22

Building Trades.
Stoneputters ... ... 
Plumbers... ......

Bricklayers, Joiners,
Plasterers, &c.

Cork ... ... !
London, S.E.

Newcastle- 
on-Tyne

Masons ...................... Leeds ... s...

Slaters ............. Dundee ...
Stonemasons ... ... Glasgow
Plasterers ... ... Bury .., ...

Saw Millers Dublin ...
Clothing Trade.

Tailors and Pressers Leeds... ...
(coat making)

Tailors’ Pressers Ditto ......
Tailoresses Ditto............
Knickerbocker making)

Metal Trades.
Engineers ... ... Weymouth ...

Boilermakers ... ... Aberdeen ...

Wire Weavers ... ... Glasgow ,i.

Sheep Shear Grinders.. Sheffield ...
Apprentice Engineers;.. Greenock ...

Wire Weavers ... ... Glasgow ...

Rail way Wagon Builders Motherwell ...
Riveters and Labourers London, N.W

(tower construction)
Tin Plate Workers ... Ammanford, 

Carmarthen
Mining & Quarrying.

Aberdare ...Fitters ... ... ...
Coal Miners ... ... South Shields

Ditto .......... Llancaiach ...
Quarrymeri ....... Crich, Derby

shire
Coal Miners ...... Grangemouth

Ditto ... ... . ... Shotts...
Lanarkshire

Ditto ......... Ferndale,
Glam.

Ditto ...... ... Penybont ...
Seafaring, Dock 

Labour, etc.
Seamen ......... Southampton

Dock- Labourers and Liverpool ...
Quay Porters

Coal Wharf Labourers London, S.W.

I.-^Disputes-WHjicH brganjin February 1894—

Trade. Locality. Alleged Cause or Object.

No. of 
Firms 

^bf Es-. 
tablish-
ments*. ’

Approx- 
'imate 
No. of 

Persons 
on... 

Strike 
or' ' 

locked, 
out.

Datepf
Com-’ 

mendfe
ment.-

Date of 
Termi
nation. ■ • Result.

Shipbuilding.
platers’ Helpers andLabourers

Belfast ... For advance in wages, .and in, sympathy with ■x- ■ 190
Feb.

I w Advance of is. per week granted.
iron shifters who were on strike for the same

North' Shields
cause

Fitters ...................... Against refusal of a customary extra rate of pay 
in repairing oil vessels

1 4 9 16 Work in question completed by appren
tices.

Platers’ Helpers, ; Belfast Against reduction -in wages, by platers,,who had X .500 19 ••• z ■Wages question settled, but -helpers
previously accepted a reduction remain out on strike in support of their 

contention to be paid. their wages by
Textile Trades. Huddersfield Against reduction in wages ...' ......

For advance in wages on certain goods
employers, instead of by the platers.

Worsted Weavers ... ■" ...V I 34 1 ... Still unsettled.
Ditto Saltaire ... I 200 2 8 An improved price list arranged, after

Against deductions for damaged goods ...
comparison with prices elsewhere. ■

Press Setters ............ Morley ... ... I 8 2 3 , Work resumed'oh employer’s terins.
Thread Spinners Lisburn ... To have a recently granted advance of 6d. per I ■800 dir. 5 7 Work resumed on previous terms, an

- « week- confirmed 'as wages, and’ not considered & indir. apology- being tendered for the stop-
as a bonus page.

Cotton Weavers Ramsbottom... Alleged bad material ... ... ... ... ... I 200 8 8 Work,resumed on undertaking, to im-
prove material.

Cotton Spinners >..? Preston Alleged bad material ... ... ... * ... ... I 85 dir.
50 indir.

8 Still unsettled.

Ring-frame Spinners... Shaw ... ... Dissatisfaction with price offered for certain I ••• 13 ... No details of settlement.
extra work

Little Piecers ... ■' Bolton ... Against employment of an outsider as side I ... 16 Not Work resumed on previous terms.piecer, instead off promotion of one of- their stated
number

Shawl Weavers Delph, York- Against reduction in wages, and also for: an I ?0 V 16 Still unsettled.
shire increase on present prices (21 fe males.)

Cotton Weavers ... Bolton............ .Objection to a new clothlooker, on account of i 90 17 20 Work resumed unconditionally.
alleged excessive fining

Bleachers, Dyers, Standish For advance in wage's of id. per hour, and for 1 ... 17 ••• Still unsettled;
re-instatement of certain discharged men

Silk Weavers. (Ribbon Coventry For advance in wages ... ... ...1 ••• 1 233 21 28 Advance of is. tb is. fid. per week
manufacture) granted to 12 men upon a particular 

class of work.
Cotton Weavers Stacksteads,

Manchester:
Rochdale ...

Alleged payment at less than 1st prices... ... 1 99 21 ... Still unsettled.
Ditto ...........   ■ -a.' Against discharge of operatives, for failure,to. 1 200 22 23 Settlement effected by Union executive,

reach a certain standard of earnings; also the employers agreeing to a modified
Woollen Weavers

against system of “ driving ”
Against reduction in wages ... Last ed a

course of action in the future.
Halifax ... ••• X ••• Work resumed at the required reduc-

few; days. tibn.
Cotton Weavers . Walkden, Against alleged unfair dismissal of one of 1 ••• ■ Dates not Weavers who struck obtained employ-

Bolton their number sta ted. ment elsewhere.
Miscellaneous Trades.
Unhairers (Leather- Bristol. .... Alleged insufficiency of lime ... ... ... 1 7 X . 3 Work resumed on promise of a sufficient

Trade);
Journeymen; Poulterers: Dublin ... Against employment of non-union men 

alleged refusal bf employer to recognise
and er 3

supply of lime.
Still unsettled.

men’s fcshops)
union

Van Boys ... ..., London, N. ... For advance in wages to a minimum of 10s. per X’ 1 40 ‘ 5 6 Work resumed, no alteration.' being
week made.

Carters and Porters ... Manchester ... -For advance in wages ... ... , .-.-i ... . 1 27 11 24 Advance of is. per week granted.
Upholstef.ers „...! ... Renfrew Against proposed reduction in wages of 

25 per cent.
Objection to. pay the usual seasonal incre

20 to i* " 9 14 Still, unsettled.
Cabmen ... ... ' ... London, W.C. ase in 1 80 16, ->22 Work resumed on employer’s terms.

price of rubber-tyred cabs, on account or 
depressed trade during the Lenten season

Glass Bevellers, London ... Objection to “ hiring agreements ” 10 No details of settlement.
Silverers, &c.;

IL—Disputes which began before February, And were settled in that month.
Plasterers

Still Unsettled.
Still unsettled.

Ship Joiners. ...
Tinplate Workers
Ditto

Dispute with shipwrights as to demarcation of 
work upon accommodation gangways

Against proposed increase of output from 36 to 
40 boxes per week

Against proposed reduction in wages of 20 per 
cent.

Iron Shifters
r 1 (Shipbuilding) Coal Miners --

Carpenters and joiners
Riveters t

(Shipbuilding)
Slaters .... . i.. ....

Newcastle-on-
Tyne

Gorseinbh,
Glam.

Blaina... ...

Work resumed at previous wages and 
terms.

Reduction' of 2} per cent, off steel rivets 
agreed to.

Men gave- way upon the apprentices, 
labourers,.and eight hours’^.questions, 
and accepted a twelve ■months’’ agree
ment at an hourly wage of 8d. for the 
time worked.

Advance of. is. per week granted to 7 
mien, and 2s. to 28 men.

Work resumed at a reduced rate, which 
is considered’ to be 'balanced by the 
employerg providing explosives.

III.—Disputes which began previous to February, and were still unsettled, at the end or that -month, 
m disputes reported in last month’s issue as occurring in January were still unsettled :—Ironstone miners, Kilsyth and
Maryhill; ironmoulders, Edinburgh ; tailors*  pressers, Leeds.
fil ^°^owin8» which began before January, were also still unsettled :—Stove-grate wbrkers, Derby ; woolsorters, Saltaire ; gun Jock
filers, Darlaston ; shuttle makers, Dudley Hill, Bradford ; tailors, London, W. ; cotton spinners and cardroom hands, Darwen : brush
makers, Dundee. ; | f

In addition to the above, the following 3 disputes were still unsettled. They began in January, but information respecting them was 
received too late for insertion in the February issue.

Work resinned at previous rate of wages, 
but a code of working rules granted.

Employer agreed to ; employ unionists 
only.

Meh obtained work elsewhere and their 
places were filled up.

Carpenters ... ...
Buckle Casters

(Harness Furniture)

Preston ... For advance in wages of id; per hour ............ 10 45
1893

x June
1894

22 Feb.
Cork ... ». Against employment of non-unionists 1 14 16 May 24
Walsall An increase in the number of articles to the 

required weight, consequent upon the manu
facture of a lighter type of castings, being con
sidered as equivalent tb a reduction in wages

i- 9 8 Sept. 12

Aberdeen Against proposed reduction in wages and aboli
tion of t>ye-laws

42' 464 14; Dec.
1894 1 14

Belfast ... Against withdrawal of 5 of the 10 per cent, 
extra paid for steel rivets, as compared with 
iron

Against employment of labourers upon slating 
work, the question bf apprentice work after
wards arising, also a request for an eight-hour 
day at a rate of 8d. per hour

1 500 lijanj 15

Dundee .... 9 70.. . 22 Jan. 19

Belfast ... For advance in wages to a minimum of 20s. per 1 35 . 25 Jan.
St. Helens ... Dispute as to prices for getting coal in difficult 

places, the employers desiring a reduced price
X 500 31 Jan. x

Still unsettled.x 30
Jan.

26
. 2 225 - —

1

i

480 
dir. & 
indir.

29 ...
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INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS REPORTED IN FEBRUARY.
The number of fatal accidents to the undermentioned classes of workpeople reported in February was aao 

which compares with 559 in January last, distributed as follows’ 
February 1894 ... ............... “co”* .. Factory “d Workshop Operatives. Seamen. Total.
January 1894 ................... 63 ... .’. 82 ’’’ 55 359

figures sho,w a decrease in the number killed in each of the four classes amounting in the aggregate to 
1 -J he decrease is most marked in the case of the Railway Servants, in which the number of fatalities 
reported during February is 50 per cent, less than in January.

Non-fatal accidents reported numbered 752 in factories and workshops, 312 in mines, and 220 to railway 
servants, as compared with 699, 395, and 274 respectively in January. Accidents occurring at sea of a non-fatal 
character are not reported.

Note.-—The exact percentage which the number killed in each of these classes of employment bears to the total number employed 
nP.° °?ures’ where given, being either for the number employed at a previous date, or for a portion only of those liable to

injured or kille?-° OWin^ Partlcuars ma^ use^u^ hi forming some idea of the proportion that the numbers employed bear to the persons 

• Parliamentary Paper (402 of 1890) gives the number of persons employed on 31st December 1889 by railway companies
in the United Kingdom as 381,626. . J r

. The number employed in mines can be given more closely, being 702,466 in 1892, exclusive of 19,342 persons employed on
private branch railways and m washing and coking coal. • ’

*nd Workshops.—Frorn. a Parliamentary Paper (402 of 1890) it appears that the number of persons actually at work in factories 
° returns were funnshed to the Home Office was 3.270.835. but there are no figures available as to the number of persons employed 

in workshops, although the number is very large.
included****  re*urns t^le numher °f seamen employed in British registered vessels in 1892 give 241,735 persons, all grades being

I.—Railway Servants.
(Supplied by the Railway Department of the Board of Trade.)

Tables showing the number of railway servants reported as killed 
or injured on the premises of the railway companies during 
the month of February 1894.

A.—Distinguishing the various classes of persons and nature of injuries.

Class of Service. Killed

Number of Persons injured, distinguishing 
Class of Accident.

Ampu 
tations

Frac
tures.

Crush*  
es.

Disloca
tions, 
Cuts, 

Sprains, 
Bruises, 
Burns, 

&c.

Unspeci
fied and 
Miscel

laneous 
Injuries.

Total 
of In
juries.

Brakesmen and Goods Guards 3 X 10 X3 24 48
Engine Drivers......................... I I X 7 7 17
Firemen.............. ... 1 I X 5 x3 z4 34Guards (Passenger) .............. T“ X 2 3 6Permanent Way Men (not

including Labourers) 5 2 3 X 4 xo
Porters ..................................... 3 X 6 8 X2 28
Shunters..................................... 4 X 4 9 13 27
Miscellaneous (including Con-

tractors’ Servants) ... m. 14 5 X 7 u «3 50

Totals .M .M ... 81 10 0 85 66 100 220

Monthly average for 1893 ... 88 7 14 82 64 102 219

* Including Accidents from their own want of caution or misconduct.

B.—Distinguishing England, Scotland and Ireland; and accidents in connection 
with public traffic from other accidents

England and 
Wales. Scotland. Ireland. United 

Kingdom.

Killed Injured Killed Injured Killed Injured Killed Injured

From Accidents to 
Trains, Rolling 
Stock,Permanent 
Way, &c. 3 3

By Accidents from 
other causes*  ... 26 x97 5 x9 X 3X 217

Totals ... 26 200 6 19 - 1 81 220

Monthly average 
for 1893 ... 80 191 6 26 2

... 2 88 219

II.—In Mines.
(Supplied by the Home Office.)

Table showing the number of persons reported as killed or injured 
in or about mines, during the month of February 1894.

Cause of 
Accident.

England and 
Wales. Scotland. Ireland. Total.

Killed Injured Killed Injured Killed Injured Killed Injured

Underground:—
Explosions of Fire

damp ..........
Falls of ground ...

6 2* 7
27 104 4 23 31 127

Miscellaneous in 
shafts ........... 6 2 4 7 10

Miscellaneous 
underground ...

Surface
Miscellaneous ...

14 98 2 25 5 16 128

5 32 1 8 ... 6 40

Totals.............. 61 246 9 62 6 60 812

Monthly Average for 
last 8 months of 1893 75 243 7 48

1
82

HI.—In Factories and Workshops.*
(Supplied by the Home Office.)

Table showing the number of persons reported to H.M. Chief 
Inspector by Certifying Surgeons as killed or injured during 
the month of February 1894.

* The classes of accidents reported are those specified in the Labour Gazette 
for July, p. 66.

Nature or effect of 
injury.

Adults 
(over 18).

Young 
Persons. ~ Children. Total.

Males Fe
males Males Fe

males Males Fe
males Males Fe

males
Males 
& Fe
males

Killed ... ... , ............... 26 1 6 1 ... 81 2 83

Injured
Amputations... ............... 45 xo 44 12 2 9X 22 xx3
Fractures .............. 47 9 23 ’IO X 7X IQ 90
Injuries to head or face ... 45 7 15 9 2 60 18 78
Loss of sight of one or both 

eyes........... 2 X 3 3
Lacerations, contusions, or 

other injuries not enumer
ated above .M ... ... 242 42 136 38 8 2 386 82 468

Total injured ... 381 68 219 69 11 4 611 141 752

Grand Totals ' ... 407 69 224 70 11 4 642 143 785

Monthly Average in 1893 370 60 192 57 16 6 578 123 701

IV.—Seamen.
(Supplied by the Registrar-General of Shipping and Seamen.)

Table showing the number of masters, seamen, and other persons 
forming the crews of vessels belonging to the United Kingdom, 
reported to the Registrar-General of Shipping and Seamen 
during the month of February 1894 as having lost their, lives at 
sea, or in rivers or harbours, from the undermentioned causes.

(Deaths on yachts and on vessels employed exclusively in rivers 
and inland navigation are not included.)

Number of Deaths.!

By Wreck By Accidents 
. othpr than Total.Class of Vessels. and 

Casualty. Wreck and 
Casualty.

Sailing. Steam. Sailing. Steam. Sailing. Steam. Total.

Vessels registered under 
Merchant Shipping Act:

Trading m ... 61 xx5 35 38 96 x53 249
Fishing ... x3 ... 2X 3 ’ 34 3 37

Vessels not so registered:
Trading . ... ...
Fishing .............. 27

...
3

...
30

...
30

Totals ... M. 101 US 69 41 160 186 816

Monthly Average for 1893 68 46 83 83 96 79 175

f Exclusive of deaths from disease, homicide, suicide and unknown causes.
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labour in the colonies.
(Monthly compiled by the Emigrants' Information

Offers1 Broadway, Westminstert S.W.i from official reports, 
answers from correspondents, and newspapers, mostly dated 
January and February last.)
Canada.—The bonuses which were given last year to 

settlers taking up land in the North-West, and British 
Columbia, were stopped on the first of this month. 
Several reports have been received from Canada in 
February and March. The majority of these show no 
demand for mechanics, but at St. John, in New 
Brunswick, there is stated to be a “ good demand for ship
wrights; and at Brantford, Ontario, “ a good demand for 
mechanicsgenerally.” With regard to farm labourers,“ a 
good man can always get work,” near Brantford, Ontario, 
but at Edmonton, Calgary and Battleford, in the North- 
West Territories, there is very little demand—except 
for a short time at harvest—for men without sufficient 
money to take up a homestead.

New South Wales.—The selling rate of coal at the 
Newcastle collieries has been reduced from ns. to 8s. a 
ton, and the hewing rate from 4s. 2d. to 3s. 2d. 
Some of the miners have, it is stated, struck work, 
owing to the refusal of the owners to allow them to share 
the work at the mines with some unemployed miners. 
The strike at some of the Southern collieries on the 
question of wages still continues. A report from Cooma 
(257 miles S.W. of Sydney), dated last January, states : 
“ There are rather more men offering for the insufficient 
work available; men who are sent out with the view of 
settling on the land, must have money to buy or lease 
it.”

Victoria.—An official report dated 29th December, 
last, states “during last month harvesting operations 
have greatly relieved the labour market.” Some of the 
men, however, returned to Melbourne as soon as their 
work was completed, apparently tired of a country life, 
and desirous of being in Melbourne during the Christmas 
holidays. Some of these have been asking the Govern
ment to provide work for them in or near town. Railway 
work is going on in the Mallee country, and in connection 
with the coal lines of Gippsland. The Department of 
Agriculture are promoting the establishment of seri
culture ; and also the manufacture of scents from flowers, 
by giving women practical instruction in that industry at 
the Government scent farm at Dunolly. Good reports 
are received from the village settlements, but it is 
feared that the Leongatha labour colony will prove 
a failure, partly because private subscriptions to meet 
the Government grant have fallen off, and partly 
because the colony was situated in an unsuitable 
locality. Gold-mining continues to be prosecuted 
successfully in several directions, and a new field has 
been discovered in the Omeo district.

South Australia.—The demand for farm and station 
hands slightly improved at the beginning of this year, 
but there are still plenty of men on the spot waiting for 
engagements.

Queensland. — A report from Brisbane, dated 
January last, states that no improvement has taken 
place in the Building Trades, and that there is no 
demand for labour of any kind.

Western Australia.—The output from the gold 
mines in 1893 was nearly twice as much as in 1892. 
Many miners are doing well, but men without capital 
should not emigrate to the mines, as they are expensive 
both to reach and to live in.

Tasmania.—The direct steerage fare to Tasmania by 
New Zealand steamers has been reduced from £16 16s. 
to £*5  15s.

New Zealand.—The journal of the Department of 
Labour, dated 17th January last, states: “ The reports 
to hand from the various agents for the last month are 
very encouraging, work having been plentiful in the 
country, while the prospects for January are very good. 
Harvest will be in full swing, and this will give employ
ment to a large number of men. Grass-seed harvest 
will also take up a large number of hands. We hear 
also of various contracts to be let for road-making in 
various parts of the North Island. All police constables 

in the various country districts are agents of the Labour 
Department, and to them men should apply when in 
search of work.” With regard to town work, the Build
ing Trades have been busy or fairly busy at Gisborne, 
Masterton, Nelson, Christchurch, Dunedin, Napier, and 
Invercargill, but dull at Auckland and Wellington; 
the Iron and Engineering Trades have been dull at 
Auckland, Wellington, Dunedin and Wanganui, but 
have been fairly busy at Nelson, Christchurch and 
Invercargill. The direct steerage fare to New Zealand 
has been reduced from £*16  16s. to ^15 15s.

Natal. — A report from Pietermaritzburg, dated 
February, states, “ there is no demand for farm labour, 
but a few white men are kept in some places as overseers 
of coloured labour ; there is no demand for mechanics, 
and there is an excess of printers, bakers; and general 
labourers are principally coloured men; there is a good 
demand for general female servants and for governesses, 
but not for dressmakers; while laundresses can make 
6s. to ios. a day, working for themselves.”

EMIGRANTS’ INFORMATION OFFICE*  
The Report on the Emigrants’ Information Office for the year ended 
the 31 st December 1893,states that during the year 1893,3,287 personal 
inquirers called at the office, and 7,629 written applications were 
received from or on behalf of intending emigrants. Of the personal 
inquirers during the year about 24 per cent, were classed as general 
labourers, about 23.per cent, as mechanics, about 16 per cent, as 
clerks and shopmen, and 8 per cent, as .female domestic servants. 
The •*  miscellaneous ” list was larger than in 1892. As far as could 
be ascertained, less than 4 per cent, of the enquirers belonged to 
trade or friendly societies. The majority could pay the whole of 
their passage-money, and the number of those who kcould pay 
nothing at all was less than 10 per cent.

The lowest rates of passage to Canada at the end of the year 
were higher than in January 1893; to Australia they were lower; 
and to the Cape and Natal considerably lower. Very little assist
ance is now given to emigrati1.' by any of the Colonies. Assisted 
passages to Natal have been abolished, and free passages were for a 
short time at the end of the year temporarily suspended. The 
bonuses which the Dominion Government have been offering to 
settlers in Manitoba, the North-West Territories and British 
Columbia, will now be discontinued. The New Zealand Govern
ment, however, are reducing the rates of passage to emigrants 
recommended by the Agent-General and possessing fixed incomes 
or a capital of at least £100, with £50 additional for each child 
over twelve years. New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, 
and Tasmania, offer no assistance whatever, and that given by 
Western Australia is limited to single women and small capitalists.

The Unemployed in New Zealand.—According to the Journal 
of the New Zealand Department of Labour, the total number of 
persons assisted in December was 156, as compared with 298 in 
November. Eighty-four, of whom 67 were general labourers, were 
sent to Government Works.

Occupations. Number 
Assisted.

Number sent 
to Private 

Employment.

Number sent 
to Government 

Works.

General Labourers ... ... xx3 46 67
Bushmen.......................  . ••• 8 x 7
Building Trades......................... x7 8 9
Other Occupations x8 X7 1

Total, December 1893 ... x56 72 84

Total, November 1893 ... 298 79 219

Minor Trades and Handicrafts in Paris.f—Two sefs of re
ports are being issued by the French Labour Department m con
nection with its enquiry into wages and working hours in France. 
The first relates mainly to the greater industries, and last month s 
Gazette (p. 64) contained a notice of the first volume of that series, 
The second relates to the smaller industries, or crafts, as practised 
in workshops, retail stores, restaurants, &c., and its scope is limited 
to Paris and its suburbs. The first volume of the second series has 
now appeared. It relates to a group of trades connected with the 
preparation and supply of articles of food in Paris and its suburbs. 
The particular trades dealt with are those of bakers, confectioners, 
pastrycooks, cooks in hotels, clubs, restaurants, &c., butchers, tripe 
dealers, pork sellers, and dairymen. The system adopted has been 
that of minute enquiry into the conditions prevailing in a limited 
number of typical establishments belonging to each trade, ihe 
results are detailed in tabular form for each establishment examined, 
and are accompanied by a general account of the trade, showing 
approximately the number of employers and workmen, the facilities 
of the latter for attaining the position of the former, the importance 
of the establishments, and the conditions as regards wages, hours, 
sickness, accidents, friendly societies, and unions, &c. _________

♦ Report on the Emigrants’ Information Office for 1893. (C^—7,269.) Price id. 
t La Petite Industrie. Tome I. L’Alimentation h Paris. Office du Travail.
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LABOUR ABROAD.

FRANCE.
The following particulars/ We based on information 
supplied bythfe courtesy of the Office du Travail—

State of Employment in February,—In the Department 
of the Seine, reports from unions connected with the 
Building Trades, show great want of work, the plumbers, 
masons, painters and chimney repairers returning high 
percentages of unemployed members*  The letterpress 
printers ^report 15 per cent, of unemployed. The hatters 
report 24 per cent, unemployed, with a tendency to 
improve. Coach builders report 11 per cent, out of work, 
iron moulders 7 per cent., tinbox makers as much as 50 per 
cent. Surgical instrument makers are well employed 
with only 2-J- per cent, out of work.

* See introductory notes, p. 66.

Trade Disputes in February,—The number of fresh 
strikes which took place in February was 20, and, in 
addition, 12 strikes begun in the preceding month 
remained unsettled at the beginning of February. In 14 
of the fresh disputes, for which full particulars are given, 
1,760 persons were engaged; in none of these did the 
number exceed 400. The results are given for only 8 
strikes, of which half were unsuccessful, and half were 
compromised. Disputes were most ; frequent in the 
Textile Industry, the number being 7. Four of the 
strikes begun in January are reported as terminated. In 
the Case Of one the result is unknown, one succeeded, 
one failed, and one ended in a compromise.

Arbitration and Conciliation,—The Conciliation and 
Arbitration Law of December 1892 was resorted to on six 
occasions in February, As compared with seven in Janu
ary. In three cases, the initiative was taken by the 
operatives, and 'in-two cases ly the/t^s

The remaining case—a dispute among moulders—had 
been submitted during the previous, month to two 
arbitrators chosen by the parties, but the award had 
been repudiated by the workmen. In February, how
ever, negotiations were resumed, and the president of 
the civil tribunal nominated • three arbitrators, whose 
award put an end to the dispute. On February 24th 
the juge of Genolhac intervened in a miners’ 
dispute; a Board of Conciliation met on the 26th, and 
succe eded in settling the differences.

In the case of another dispute (of glass workers at 
Luneville)' in which the juge de paix intervened, the 
strikers have acquired possession of the establishment.

In two other cases the proffered intervention was 
refused by the employers, and the other case is still 
pending.

Conseil de prud'holmes.—On February 7th, the 
President of the Republic decreed the formation 
of a Conseil de prud'hommes at la Rochelle, 
composed of 12 members elected, half by 
employers and half by workmen belonging to the 
following groups of trades:—Building and cognate 
Trades (6 members), Shipbuilding, Metal and kindred 
Trades (4 members), Printing, Clothing, Food, Chemical 
and other miscellaneous Trades (2 members).

Co-operative Production,—There are 91 co-operative 
productive societies in France and . her Cplqnies (ex
clusive of fruit and milk societies). Of these 53 belong 
to the Consultative Chamber of Workmen’s Productive 
Associations, 61 are in Paris, and 30 in the Departments 
and Colonies. 36 of the Parisian societies and 3 of the 
others belong to the Building Trades.

Bankruptcies,—The number of failures and judicial 
liquidations, &c., in France was 116 in February 1894, 
compared with 124 in February 1893.

The Regulation of the Employment of Women and Children 
in France,—The district inspectors appointed to ad
minister the law of November 1892, regulating the em
ployment of women and children in factories and work
shops, have made their first report. The clauses of the 
law were not rigorously enforced until October 1st 
1893, anc^ the reports are made up to November 
15th. From a summary of these reports it appears 
that the prohibition of the employment of children 
under 13 has roused little opposition, except that 

a few glass, ^prks have, .asked permission to rstain 
in their 'employment' childreneiigaged before the 
passing of the law. The provision limiting the work
ing day to 10 hours for children under 16, to u 
hours a day and 60 hours a . week for young persons 
from 16 to 18, and to 11 hours a day for women has 
been followed by protests in every .district in all trades 
employing adults, young persons and children together. 
The manufacturers complain that they are practically 
obliged either to fix the. hours at 10 a day for all em
ployed, or to organise relays; of children And. young 
persons, or to dismiss children and. young persons 
altogether. This third course is often impossible, pwino- 
to the difficulty of obtaining enough adult labour. The 
first, in the opinion of the manufacturers, would entail 
increased cost of production and a reduction of wages, 
and the second makes the proper regulation of the 
work-room difficult, removes the children from the 
control of their parents, and likewise makes, it difficult 
to secure conformity with the law. There/has been 
but little opposition to the provision prohibiting the 
employment of women and of young-persons and 
children at night work, except from a few newspaper 
printing offices, wool carding works and small indus
tries. With reference to the exceptions, allowed in 
various industries, the factory inspectors -lay' great 
stress on the great difficulty in enforcing the law if they 
have a great variety of details to superintend.

The following particulars relating to January are based 
on information published in the February number of 
the Bulletin of the French Labour Department */

State of Employment —jDepartment of Seine.—Of eight trade utiions 
belonging to this department which furnished information, four 
reported a large proportion of their members as unemployed on 

January 15th. These were the Slaters,' Plumbers and' Zinc- 
workers’ Union, 50 per cent;; the Hatters’ Union,7 35 per ?cent.; 
the Tin Solderers’ Union, 30 per Cent. ; and the Paris Cooks’ 
Union, 24 per cent. In the case of the first three the 
large percentage was due to the slack season. The -General 
Union of Engine Drivers, with 4,000 members, had ^scarcely any 
unemployed, there being always a demand for efficient men; The 
compositors reported 15 per cent., the carriage builders 10 per 
cent., and the iron moulders 6 per cent, as idle.

Nimes.—Competition with Germany is said to be driving the 
Hosiery Industry into the rural districts, where labour is: cheaper 
than in the towns. There are now only about 500 hosiery workers 
at Nimes, although there were 1,000 five years ago. It has almost 
ceased in St. Jean-du-Gard, where.it once flourished.

The Silk Industry is said to be suffering through competition with 
Italy and Japan. Silk spinning has nearly , disappeared in the 
canton of Bagnols. There are now only two spinning mills, while 
20 years ago they numbered 30. In the department of Ardeche, 
too, silk spinning is in a state of decline owing to low prices.

The Straw Hat Trade of Bourg-de-P^age, at present a domestic 
industry, is undergoing a crisis, owing to. new machinery and other 
causes. Workers fear that its conversion into a factory industry 
would throw the men out of work, and that tfieir places would be 
filled by women and children. Wages are low.

Trade Disputes.—Twenty-six fresh Strikes were recorded during 
January, compared with 17 in December, while xi' strikes pre
viously begun were still in progress at the beginniiig^oi th^ 'month- 
In 17 of the fresh strikes, for which full particulars/Vvefe forth
coming, 2,605 persons were involved. In one case, 1,566 weavers at 
Beauvois (Nord), struck against reduced wages, but agreed to a 
compromise on the following day. - The results are recorded-for 
only 12 strikes, of which four are said to have succeeded, one to 
have ended in a compromise, and the rest to have failed, Of the n 
strikes continued from previous months, five were reported as 
having terminated, four in favour of the employers, the result of 

one being unknown.
Arbitration and Conciliation.—The means provided by the law of 

December 1892, for conciliation and arbitration, were resorted to on 
seven occasions during January. In four cases the initiative was 
taken by the operatives, in two by the County Court judges, and 

in one instance by employers and workers jointly. The latter was 
the only successful attempt at conciliation.

The working printers of Algiers and Lille recently endeavoured to 
adopt the system of joint permanent boards Of conciliation, such as 
exist in the Printing Industry of Paris and other large cities. The 
master printers of Lille, however, declined to adopt the proposal.
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♦In Bavaria the maximum age is 13.

' t In , *Boys an^ aB surfacemen included.
account branc”es of industry in Germany the system exists of payment on 

u 01 wages or earnings, and a settling-up day once a month. 

Higher Council of Labour.—The question of furthering a system 
of people’s Loan Institutions was discussed by the Higher Council 
of Labour on the 22nd January.. The Council was opposed to 
Trade Unions assuming the. functions of loan societies, and among 
its recommendations were; a State subvention, the authorising of 
ordinary savings bankstto invest part of their funds with co-opera
tive credit or productive associations, and the authorising of the 
Bank of France,to discount bills presented by co-operative associa
tions of well-known solvency. ' -

GERMANY.
The following particulars are based on notes received 
from Mi|. T. R. Mulvany^ H.M. Consul at Dusseldorf, 
under date of March 2nd :

Arbitration,—The" moulders; dispute at Ntirnberg, • 
mentioned in last month’s Gaze^te^ and due to the pro-; 
posed introduction of piece-work, has been; settled 
through the intervention of the Board of Arbitration— 
the first case tin which.it was appealed to since its- 
establishment in 1891. The iritroductidn of piece-work 
was agreed to, provided the old rate of daily pay was 
guaranteed/ even: though a less amount were earned by 
piece-work in a 10-hours shift. If a greater amount be 
earned it isc to be paid in full. Overtime is . to be'paid 
25 per cent, extra, wages paid in full every pay day, dr 
end of the week.-f A committee is to be constituted of 
equal numbers of employers and employed, to settle in 
future ah complaints or disputes. Agreements ate to 
be registered, and copies furnished to the Board of 
Arbitration, And to the Employers’ and Workmen’s 
Unions. 1

Disputes,—The moulders of Augsburg struck in 
sympathy with those of Niirnberg, and on February 
26th a fresh strike broke out in .a milbplaht establish
ment of that town, owing;: as alleged, -to/ the employers 
having acted at variance with, the terms of arbitration.

The stone-cutters at a Berlin establishment have 
struck for the abolition of piece-work, and for a 
minimum wage of 6s. a day; They are supported- by 
those in work belonging to the trade in Berlin, who are 
contributing 6 per cent, of their wages for this purpose 
and for the support of the men oh strike in Frankfurt- 
on-Main (see last month’s Gazette). Strikes of Car
penters and papermakers are also reported from Berlin.

At a meeting held on February 13th, it was stated 
that 48 cabdrivers who were engaged in the recent cab
strike in Berlin were out of work, and it was resolved to 
continue to assist them*

At Hof a strike of wheelwrights for 5 per cent, 
increase of wages was concluded on the employers 
promising to introduce in 11-hours shift; the needle
makers at a factory are out against a proposed' id per 
cent, reduction of wages. -

At Burg about 60 out of 150 workpeople in a boot 
factory have struck for io to 40 per cent, increase in 
^ages;j and for a thorough cleansing of the workshops, 
lhe gjlders of Burg are also on strike, on a wages 
question. .

Itzehoe the. coopers at a cement factory are on 
strike on a question of wages, and at Barmen the

" paiht’ers At a stove factory have been discharged for 
refiising to agree to a 25 per cent, reduction in pay.

The strike of tanners in Magdeburg against a. reduc
tion of wages, reported in the December Gazette,.has 
been settled in fAvour of the men.

... Child Labour in Factories.—From April 1st next cjiilden*  under 14*  
years of age may no longer be employed; in. factories or in work
shops using steam or other power. This is due to a recent amend
ment of the Industrial Code, by which children subject to school 
■attendance are prohibited altogether from employment in factories 
or workshops of the kind described. The operation of the amend- 

. meht was deferred as regards those already so employed, and the 
period of transition expires oh March 31st. Another amend
ment, by which the intervals of rest for young, persons (14 to 16 
years of age) working in factories were altered, comes into opera
tion at the Same tim.e.—Sozialpolitisches Centralblatt.

Miners' Certificates of Competency.-—The following are among, 
regulations which the mining authorities of the State have decided 
to introduce in the Rhenish-Westphalian coal district:—

Persons under 16, and those who, up to the age of 60,, have 
never worked in the mines, arejo be prohibited from7 doing so in 
future.

In order to act As chief hewer (stallman), a man must have com
pleted his 21st year; must have Worked at least three years in the 
mines, and at Jeast One year under a certificated hewer.

Gangs of headway drivers, hewers, timberers, &c., engaged ait the 
sagie jQb must be in charge of a’certificated hewer.Lso^a^oZ/fiscfos 
Centralblatt,

The Unemployed.—A thousand workers in the Government Salt
works of Anhalt were employed only five days a week dhring the 
slack period. (December1 and January) to avoid discharging any of 
the meh, and full time was resumed on February 3.—ibid.

The town authorities of Konigsberg, Gorlitz, Zwickau, Crim
mitschau and Braunschweig have voted sums for' relief works 
In Goflitz 300 of tifie unemployed will be engaged on earthworks 
at about 2|d. an hour; At Zwickau ioo men .will be employed, on 
Street improvements and sewer making. Tn Crimmitschau stone_ 
breaking will employ a small number, and "in Braunschweig. ^2,500 
is to be spent in sewer construction, on which the unemployed 
will be eng8.ged.^-Bla tter fur Sozi'ale Praxis,

BELGIUM.

The following is a summary of information supplied 
by Mr. Adam, Secretary of H.M. Legation at Brussels, 
under date of -February 28th

The strike, of shoemakers in Veryiers, 
reported in last month’s Gazette, came to an end on 
the 19th of February. Some slight concessions, had 
been obtained from the employers on the 14th, at a 
meeting Arranged by. the burgomaster, between two 
delegates of the men and twd of the employers/ and 
these were laid before the workmen’s union. The 
strike had lasted eight weeks.

A settldiilent of the Sprimont quarrymen’s strike Is 
likely to follpw from recent, , action of the . Belgian 
Government. On the 16th February the Due d’Ursel, 
who had been appointed Special Commissioner ; by the 
Government, met the. quarry owners to discuss the 
situation; and a further meeting was arranged, to which 
the quarrymen’s delegates .5yere also in.yi.ted; On the 
26th and 27th February, the local Council of Industry 
and Labour met, under the presidency of the Royal 
Commissioner. The representatives of the workmen 
numbered 16 and those, of the quarry owners 14.

The employers recognised the quarrymen’s rights to 
form a union, but it was agreed that all disputes should 
be referred to the Council of Industry and Labour*

Various amendments io the regulations at present in 
force in the? quarries were discussed. The principal 
difficulty raised had reference to the old custom 
of bidding’ for. the stone To be worked, which 
the workmen could not be induced to give up*  The 
Due d'Ursel eventually .decided, as arbitrator, that work 
should be resumed on March 1st, and that’ bids should 
be allowed for 60 per cent, of the whole amount of stone 
to be worked. The workmen obtained a reduction of 
the working day from 14 to 13 hours, including intervals.

Coal Mining.—The subjoined table gives sdme of the chief results: 
of the working of coal mines in Franca for the ten years ended; 

1892:—-. 1 ' / ‘ r ', ' ________ ■___________ ;, •

Annual.output (in 
British tons).

Value per 
British ton 
' at-pit’s 

mouth.

Wages.

Years.
Average 

number of 
Miners 

Employed. Total; Per
Miner.

Total paid-: 
per ton of 

output;

Average per 
Miner*  per 
annum.

1883 113,000
Toes.;

20,991,060
Tons.

186
: . s. d.

9 ni
s. d.
4 9i

£ s. d:
45 . A P

1'884 109,000 19,762'000 181 9 ioi 4 9t 42 18 4
1885 102,000 •I9,i97;ooo - J88- / 9 4i 4 4a 41 13 7 >
1886 102,000 ■ 19,590,600 192 . 8 nf . 4 4 41 19 2 ■
■1887 103,000 20,946,000 .203 8 6 4 if 42 13 7
1888 105,000 - 22,240,060 212 .. 8 3 . < 4 oi. 43 7 2
1889 ; nojooo 23,913,000 21/ 8 4’ 4 3 44 16 6. ;
1890 122,000 25,664,000 209 9 4 6i 48 4 so
18^1/ 132,000 25,607,600 194 10 7 4 ipi 48-2 5
1892 133,000’ 25,758,000 194 9 H 4 Hi 48 16 id
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It is generally believed that these terms will be 
accepted by the quarrymen’s union.

The strikehas been in progress since November 25th, 
and it is said to have caused a very sensible fall in 
prices, especially of food products, throughout the 
district.

Liigt Gunmakers.—A meeting of the local branch of 
the Council of Industry and Labour met at Liege on 
February 5th, to consider means for improving the 
condition of workmen in the’Gunmakers*  Trade. Pro
posals for the organisation and distribution of trade 
unions among the various classes of workmen, and for 
the establishment of a board of arbitration between 
them and their employers, were approved by the 
Employers’ Syndicate. That body also decided to 
hand over a portion of the profits of the Proving and 
Marking Board tor 1893, for distribution among gun
smiths out of work.

HOLLAND.
Royal Commission on Labour.—Mr. C. L. des Graz, one 

of the Secretaries of H.M.’s Legation at the Hague, under 
date of February 23rd, has transmitted copy of the final 
report of the Netherlands Royal Commission on Labour, 
together with a translation of its chief recommenda
tions.

Among the objects for which it advises the introduc
tion of Bills into Parliament are :—

The framing of regulations in the interest of the 
health and safety of workers in factories, workshops 
and building works, and their enforcement by inspectors.

The licensing of certain classes of manufactories and 
workshops by the local authorities, and submission of 
building plans to them for approval.

The regulation of the working hours of railway 
workers, with the fixing of a maximum of 14 hours a 
day (including intervals of rest), or of 80 hours in seven 
days, with provisions for intervals and holidays.

The institution of Chambers of Labour, with equal 
representation of employers and workers, for promoting 
good relations between them, and for advising the 
authorities on labour questions.

The amendment of the law regulating the status of 
associations, and as regards the mutual relations of 
employers and workers, with special reference to fines, 
control of workers’ funds, terms of notice, &c.

The restriction of some forms of “ truck,” and the 
abolition of abuses in the payment of wages ; the latter 
to be paid at least weekly, and not in public-houses.

The regulation of school attendance and the provision 
by the Communes of facilities for evening or other school 
attendance . on the part of young persons who are 
employed in factories, etc., conditionally upon such 
attendance.

The insurance of workpeople against accidents tb be 
made obligatory for employers and promoted bv the 
State.

The condemnation and removal by the Communes 
of insanitary or unsafe buildings, the amendment of the 
Poor Laws with a view to promoting the co-operation of 
the various relief agencies, and the regulation of pawn
shops.

The Commission recommends the consideration of 
measures for preventing excessive hours of work and 
night work, and advises immediate action in this direc
tion as regards bakeries, and the loading and unloading 
of ships. It recommends the simplification of law pro
ceedings arising out of differences between employers and 
workers, the drawing up of a scheme of compulsory old 
age insurance, and the observance of Sunday as far as 
possible as a day of rest.

SWITZERLAND.
H.M. Consul at Zifrich has transmitted a report under 

date of February 28th, based on notes by Herr Greulich, 
the Swiss Workmen’s Secretary. The following is a 
summary of the report:—

Female Factory Inspectors.—The united Workwomen’s 
Unions and Women’s Leagues of the canton of Zurich 

have addressed a petition to the Government praying 
that the enforcement of the recent Cantonal Law for 
the protection of female and child workers (see January 
Gazette) should be entrusted to female factory 
inspectors. The petition has been refused for the 
present.

Agitation in Building Trades.—A movement hi favour 
of a nine hours day and higher wages - is to be 
inaugurated this spring by the Building Trade Unions 
throughout Switzerland. The prospects of success in 
this movement are, however,considered doubtful; firstly 
owing to the strong resistance likely to be offered by the 
master-builders, as the ten hours day has not yet been 
universally applied, or where applied has been very 
recently introduced ; secondly, owing to the competition 
caused by the large influx of foreign masons, especially 
Italians and Tyrolese, who cross the Alps in spring to 
earn a living in Switzerland ; and thirdly, owing to the 
opposition of the small master-craftsmen, who declare 
that a nine hours day would ruin the small crafts.

State of Employment.—There are a great number of 
■unemployed in the Building Trades, in spite of the fact 
that much building is in progress. The embroidery 
workers of East Switzerland have decided to form a 
fund for insuring against distress caused by want of 
employment. The fund will be managed by the 
members themselves, and the public authorities and 
private persons will be asked to subscribe. The 
premiums paid by members are to be moderate, and all 
embroiderers, whether members of the Union or not, will 
be eligible to join.

Regulation of Crafts.—On March 4th the Swiss people 
were to decide by Referendum the question of giving the 
Confederation power to establish general regulations 
for crafts, which have hitherto been subject to Cantonal 
regulation only.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.
The following information is based on a Report from 
Sir E. Monson, H.M. Ambassador at Vienna, dated 
February 20th:—

Disputes.—A strike of 400 colliers in Ostrau in 
Moravia, for reduced hours and increased pay broke out 
on February yth, but was settled after three days without 
outside intervention. At Maffersdorf, near Reichen- 
berg, 1,200 Workmen, engaged in a carpet factory, 
struck, owing to the dismissal of 24 workmen who 
were organising a wage movement. About 200 still 
remain at work, and the matter has been referred for 
decision to the Government Commissioner. On 
January 13th the workpeople belonging to the American 
Indiarubber Factory at Breitensee, near Vienna, 
numbering 413, struck for increased Wages, and 25 per 
cent, extra for overtime. They refused the employers' 
offer of a minimum weekly wage, and ■ were all 
dismissed, but Were allowed to resume work on 
January 29th, certain concessions being made to them. 
Several small strikes occurred in iron foundries, but 
they were speedily settled ; in one case the men 
obtained a rise of rod. per week in wages.

Gas workers.— On January 23rd the men of the Vienna 
section of the Imperial Continental Gas Association— 
an English Company—handed in a memorandum to 
the directors proposing a better regulation of wages. 
For men engaged out of doors, 2s. 6d. to 3s. a day was 
proposed ; for stokers, 3s. to 3s. 4d. a day; and for 
skilled workmen,. 3s. 2d. to 3s. 6d. a day. Only the 
lamplighters’ wages were to be raised, viz., to 2s. 6d. 
a day. After referring the matter to London the 
directors agreed to the proposed changes, except that 
relating to the lamplighters.

Railway Workers.—It appears that a joint committee 
is to be chosen, partly by the directors and partly by 
the men, of the Southern Railway—one of the few 
private railways in Austria—to consider the question 
of wages and promotion. Wages are said to have 
remained the same for the last 40 years, while the cost 
of living has greatly increased.

Workmen’s Meetings.—On February 12th a meeting of 
printers was held in Vienna, at which a resolution was 
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spectively. The various grades were attained by annual increments 
of id. a day until the maximum of is. gd. a day was reached. 
These rates have now been raised io per cent.—Arbiter Zeitung.

SPAIN.
Dock Strike at Santander.— Details of a strike of 

mariners, chiefly fishermen, belonging to the port of 
Santander, are furnished in a series of reports trans
mitted under dates of February 1st, 3rd, and 10th by 
Lieut. C. S. Smith, H.M. Consul at Bilbao. It was begun 
on January 28th by the mariners, owing to the issue 
of regulations for improving the pilotage service, and 
directed towards the proper manning of the pilot boats. 
The quay labourers, with whom the mariners form an 
Amalgamated Union, joined the strike to show their 
sympathy. At first some inconvenience resulted, and 
three British steamers which called at the port for iron 
ore had to proceed to Bilbao for freight. Later on the 
strike was rendered of little effect owing to the intro
duction of outside labour, and on the 10 th February 
was reported as terminated. During the strike the 

. men were receiving is. yd. a day for maintenance from 
the funds of the Union.

UNITED STATES. 
CHICAGO DISTRICT.

The following information is based on a report by 
Col. J. Hayes Sadler, H.M. Consul at Chicago, dated 
February 26th:—

State of Employment.—Distress among the unemployed 
at Chicago is general, and constant calls are made on 
the charitably disposed to relieve the numerous cases of 
actual destitution and want. The same condition exists 
throughout this district, though the distress may not be 
so marked as in Chicago itself.

The Illinois Steel Company at South Chicago, which 
closed down in the autumn of last year, has started one 
of its blast furnaces, giving employment to 100 men, 
and it is expected that another Will soon be started 
in a few days; ,, „

Changes of Wages and Hours.—In last month s Gazette 
an account was given of the' order obtained in the 
United States Court, at Milwaukee, prohibiting a strike 
against the reduced wages scale On the North ■ Pacific. 
Railway. At Denver; Colorado, two judges have refused 
to grant a similar petition for the reduction of the wages 
of organised workmen. Probably, however, the order 
of the judge at Milwaukee,'practically insisting that the 
question at issue should be peacefully settled, has 
influenced the. arrangement. The scale reducing the 
average rate of wages by 7J per cent, has been accepted 
by the men, and the company has conceded modinca- 
tions of the. rules governing hours of work and pay for 
overtime.. Among these modifications it is conceded 
that overtime caused by delay through a wreck or other 
cause is to be paid for j and a day’s work for an engineer 
is to be a- roo mile run or io hours.

Disputes.—A strike among union carpenters employed 
by the contractors on the Stock Exchange Building at 
Chicago occurred On February 16th, and some, trouble 
has arisen. It seems to have originated in a ques
tion as to an agreement regarding wages, and on a 
resolution of the contractors to employ an additional 300 
men in laying down flooring boards, and to reduce the 
scale for such work to is. ijd, per hour, while the men 
demanded a minimum of is. s|d. per hour. The con
tractors offered arbitration, which has been refused by 
the men. The contractors engaged some non-union 
men, some of whom-have been assaulted by the strikers. 
The contractors have appealed to the Mayor for pro
tection. No arrangement seems at present probable, 
and some 200 or 250 men of nine other trades employed 
on the building have now.struck in sympathy.

Arbitration.—The joint Board of Arbitration between 
the bricklayers and stonemasons and the Chicago Masons 
and Builders’ Association, with a judge as umpire, has 
completed an arrangement of working rules, for 1694. 
The wages remain the same as for the last five years, 
namely, 2S. id. an hour; It was stated that the^modern 
mode of building, and the crowded condition of the

nassed In favour, of, a nine-hours working day and a .1 
minimum wage of 25s. a week. On February 16th, at < 
a meeting of waiters and potboys m Vienna, resolutions 
were passed in favour of one fixed day’s rest a week. It 
was stated that 16 or 17 hours was the usual duration of 
work per day, and that Out of 3,600 wine and coffee
house proprietors, hardly 200 allowed one holiday a 
week'to their servants.

The Unemployed.—Several meetings Of the unemployed 
have been held in . Vienna since the beginning of the 
year. On several Occasions, when they demonstrated^ 
near the Palace, the police had to appear.

HUNGARIAN FACTORY LAW.
Mr. Milbanke, H.M. Consul-General for . Hungary, 

under date •of March 2nd, has forwarded a summary 
of a law recently passed by^the Hungarian Parliament, 
for the protection of workmen employed in factories 
and for the supervision of factories by inspection,

The Act prescribes the duties of employers with 
regard to the disposition, working and fencing of 
machinery, (Ventilation and lighting, the using of 
respirators where poisonous substances are dealt with, 
the provision, of bandages and medicaments required 
in case of accidents, and provision against fire.

The Minister is empowered, to introduce further 
precautionary measures beyond those already men
tion in the Law. .

The’ Inspectors whose duty it is to enforce the-Law 
are appointed by tfip Minister. Of Commerce; They 
are bound to visit every factory and larger industrial 
establishment at least once a year, they must ascertain 
particulars of .any accidents that may have occurred, 
whether the workmen are insured- against accident, and 
certain other information on matters bearing, on the 
conditions of labour. _ _ ,

With certain reservations for obviating the disclosure 
of business secrets, the inspectors are empowered to 
visit all parts of an industrial establishment at any 
time, and have compulsory powers of acquiring informa
tion from employers or workmen.

The inspector must point out to the employer any 
defects,, .and .advise him as. to .their remedy. If this 
advice is not followed the matter is referred to the 
proper authorities.

After every visit a minute must be drawn up by the 
inspector and forwarded to the Minister of Commerce, 
giving the result of the enquiries.

The inspectors have, also to keep a record of ail 
factories and larger industrial establishments, to collect 
statistics regarding the condition and wages of work
men, to superintend apprentice schools,, and to report 
on these matters to the Minister of Commerce.

Employers or workmen who fail to comply with the 
provisions of the Act will be liable to a fine not ex
exceeding 100 fl. (about £"8 10s.). The fine may be 
raised to, 300 fl. if bodily injury has been caused by 
their breach of the Act, provided the offence does not 
come tinder the criminal law.

Further fines are imposed on employers obstructing 
the inspector in the discharge of his duties.

The Act, however, does not affect other existing 
laws (civil or criminal) regarding the responsibilities 
of employers of labour in case of accidents.

TeciiikaZ Schools in Bohemia.—In addition tb several large 
schools for general technical instruction, controlled by the 
Education Department, such as exist in Prague, Reichenberg, and 
Filsen, there are in Bohemia 47 fprtinlnal schools for individual 
trades, established by the Ministry of Commerce, and supported by 
an annual expenditure of £23,000. Of the latter,. 16 are for weav
ing ; seven for basket making; six for wood working; two each for 
glass, metal working, and lace making; three for pottery; and 
three for the musical training of musical instrument makers. The 
others include schools for braziers, engravers, and bronze workers; 
for sculpture and stone cutting, and for precious stone working.— 
Handels Museum.

Increased Wages for Government Salt Workers.—The Minister of 
Finance has sanctioned a 10 per cent; increase in the wages of the 
Government salt workers of Salzkammergut, in accordance with, a 
provision allowing such increase in ‘times of high food prices. 
Fhe wages of salt workers;were fixed , in 1872 in'four different, 
□lasses, beginning at is., >is. 3d., is. 6d., and is. 8d. a day ire-
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LbQur market, entailed an.average loss to the,employed 
0150 per cent, of working days.

PHILADELPHIA-DISTRICT.

Capt. R. C. Clipperton, H.M. Consul at Philadelphia, 
reports as follows, under date of February 26th _

1 a t^provement. noticed in the various in
dustries last month still continues, and a far more hope
ful feeling and increasing confidence pervade the 

market. In the meantime prices continue to 
fall fairly in proportion to the reduction of wages, and 
with the fall of prices the quantity of merchandise 
exported has risen in even greater proportion.

Charitable relief and employment on public works at 
one dollar per day is still being offered to thousands of; 
destitute persons in various to^ns..

Iron and Steel.—Many of the mills are resuming in the 
Iron and Steel Industries, and although dissatisfaction 
with the reduced wages is occasionally manifested, and 
m some instances has resulted in strikes, no great 
difficulty appears to exist in securing men willing to 
work at the terms offered.

Mines.—Great destitution still prevails in the coal 
mine districts, although some collieries have resumed 
operations. The Mansfield rioters were promptly 
arrested for the burning and pillaging committed last 
months and were sentenced to terms of imprisonment 
ranging from a few months to two years.,

GZass.—The condition qf the various Glass Industries 
remains generally satisfactory, and the labour is well 
organised, while a good feeling appears to unite the 
employers and the employed. Suggestions of definite 
co-operation are numerous, especially in the Window
glass Industry, but are not regarded with especial 
favour by the workers.

Pottery.—The Pottery Industry is experiencing a severe 
struggle against theproposed wholesale reduction of wages 
to an English;level, plus the import duty; and strikes 
are very prevalent.

Stone Quayties.—The Cut Stone Contractors and 
Quarrymen’s Association, of Alleghany, co. Pa. has 
disbanded, after three year’s existence. The stone
cutters of that district have determined not to accept a 
reduction of wages if one is offered ; the present scale 
expies in June. The anticipated revival of business for 
the spring has not yet commenced.

The Secretary of the .United States Treasury issued, 
on January 30th, a circular.. giving instructions for the 
more stringent enforcement of the Alien Contract 
Labour Laws;

MOTIVE POWER IN SMALL WORKSHOPS 
IN FRANCE.

Sir J. A. Crowe. H.M. Comrfiercial Attach^ in Paris, 
reporting under date of 26th February on the distribution 
of motive power for the purpose of small industries in 
certain parts of France, states that hitherto Lyons has 
had at its disposal steam motive power equal to'13^000 
horse-power, and 1,006 horse-power has befen obtained in 
addition by gas motors. Very little of this has, however, 
been at. the disposal of .weavers, who need motors of 
small power, and being unable to obtain them in town 
have been forced to emigrate into the country. Lyons 
is now preparing to establish works on a large scale to 
produce, by means of a canal, a waterfall capable of 
yielding a force of 12,000 horse-power to be distributed 
in the-form of electric energy- to the dwellings of subb 
scribers. An Act of Parliament for this purpose was 
obtained in July 1892’, and the promoters of the 
new canal hope to be able to distribute even 
to one loom the power at present got by hand; 
At St. Etienne-three electrical companies exist from 
whiph motive power can be purchased, but their opera
tions have been chiefly" confined to lighting. , One of; 
the companies, however, has 28 subscribers to whom it 
distributes motive power amounting to 36 horse-power, 
in small motors. The other two companies have 114 
subscribers, to whom motive power is communicated in 
a similar way. It is apparent that St. Etienne is only 
beginning to develop what may become a large business 
in the distribution of motive-power.

MINNESOTA LABOUR BUREAU*
The law creating the Minnesota Bureau of Labour Statistics makes 
it one of the duties of that Bureau “ to visit and examine factories 
and Workshops, and other places, where people are employed at 
any kind of labour; to examine into the methods of protection from 
danger to employes and unsanitary .conditions in and around the 
establishments, and make a record thereof.” The Third Biennial 
Report of the Bureau for 1891 and 1892 gives an account of the 
system of inspection adopted and the success attending it, and 
examines at length the dangers incurred in various occupations, and 
the safeguards which should be adopted, the laws relating to 
Employers’ Liability, and the extent to which employers and work
men insure themselves against accident. The Penal Code of Min
nesota renders an employer liable to indictment for manslaughter 
in case death to a workman results from his want of care or fore
sights The. provision is a dead letter, since in ordinary cases of 
death by machinery the penalty is greater than the act merits. 
Such Employers’ Liability laws as are in force are hot self-operat
ing ; Employers’ Liability Insurance Companies are organized 
with great capital, and their effect is to make it more difficult for 
injured .workmen to recover damages, and in, cases where there has 
been contributory negligence nd relief is afforded by law. The 
Report contrasts the German accident insurance system with that 
of America and England, and.exhibits tables to. show that the 
expenses of working are less under the German system than in the 
American insurance companies. The second part of the Report 
gives fhe history of inveritibns in flour-making machinery and the 
prices of wheat, flour, &c. The third part on Trade Unions,' shows 
the working of the more important American Trade Unions, such 
as those of the Cigar Makers, the German-American Printers, the 
Machinery Moulders of North America, and the Operative Plas
terers of the United States and Canada. The fourth part deals 
with Mortgage Foreclosures and Land Values in Minnesota.

NEW OFFICIAL RUSSIAN TRADE AND 
LABOUR JOURNAL.!

Current : information regarding the progress of legislation ar.d 
economics in. Russia will henceforward be more accessible to 
those unacquainted with Russian, through the publication of a 
monthly “Bulletin ” by the Minister of Finance, in, .the French 
language: The first number deals exclusively with commercial and 
financial questions, but in future issues it is intended to deal, among 
other .matters, with such questions as the relations between/em
ployers and workers, factory inspection, female -and child labour, 
.savings! banks, &c. It promises to deal , with the facts as given in 
official documents and statistics, and will refrain from all expres
sions of opinion.

PRINCIPAL CONTENT^ QF BOARD OF TRADE JOURNAL 
FOR MARCH 1894.

Board of Trade. Notices. State of the Skilled Labour Market, &c. 
Imports of Hay into the United Kingdom. Russian Commercial 
Relations with Central Asia. Development of Norwegian Industries. 
The Foreign Trade of Germany in 1893. The Industrial Condition 
of Germany. Cattle Breeding in the German South West African 
Protectorate. Coffee Leaf Disease in Central Africa; Production 
of Tin and Terne Plates in the United States. The use 01 
Crude Petroleum in the United States. The Resources ol 
Uruguay..; Castor Oil Production in British India. Proposed New 
Commercial'Treaty between Russia and Germany. Tariff Changes 
and Customs Regulations. Extracts frorii Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports. General Trade Notes. Recent Trade Blue Books. Pro
ceedings of Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom. 
Quarantine and Post Office Notices. Statistical Tables and List oi 
Diplomatic, Consular, and Colonial Office Reports.

The Board of Trade Journal may be purchased either directly or 
through any bookseller, from Eyre and Spqttiswoode, East Harding- 
Street, Fleet-street, E.C., or John .Menzies and Co., 12 Hanover- 
Street, Edinburgh, and 90 West Nite-street, Glasgow or Hodges, 
Figgis, and Co., 104 Grafton-street, Dublin. Price 6d.

Changes in Address of Factory Inspectors.—The following 
alterations have occurred in the address of Factory Inspector*  
published on page 204 of the December issue of the Gazette :L

J. Hilditch, Esq. (new address), 17 Cunliffe-st, Rhosddu 
Wrexham.

R. Tinker, Esq. (new address), Bentley-house, Mosesgate, Boltor.

♦ Third Biennial Report of. the Bureau of' Labour Statistics of the State of Min
nesota, 1891—1892, Minneapolis, 1893.

f Bulletin Russe de Statistique Finan ciere et.de Legislation St. Petersbourg. 
Imprimerie du Ministere des Finances. (V. Kirchbaum) 1894.
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AUTOMATIC “PEAT BUST”

DRY0L08ET
Perfect Sanitation and 

Health. No Dirt, no Smell; 
no Gases, no Feveri, no 
Cholera. Should be adop
ted in every House, Man
sion, Cottage and Hospital 

in the Country.
v « Partioulars to
F. E. CLOTTEN, 258 High Holborn, London.

SPLENDID OPENING FOR YOUNG
MEN

and PENSIONS FOR LIFE on 
(£om:Pdsting Service.

ROYAL N AVY.
Vscancies for smart acti ve Boys to train as Seamen 

Age 15 to I6J, . For-Stokers (previous experience not 
necessary). A§e. 19 to 25. Wages £30 to £91. Free 
rations and lodging. £3 10s. for outfit, etc. Higher 
wages for Armourers, Blacksmiths, Coopers, and 
other trades.

ROYAL MARINES.
The special advantages 'of this Corps render it a 

very favourite Service for smart healthy lads from vj 
to 23. Short periods of foreign service, and always 
return to the same Barracks.

The large increase of the Royal Navy and Royal 
Mannes affords exceptional opportunities for quick 
promotion to those who join at the present time.
Full Particulars—Admiralty Recruiting Office, 

22 Spring Gardens, Charing Cross.

No. X4 h the simplest and best constructed Chair for carrying Invalids up os down stairs.
No. 19.—Ward s Three-wheel Victoria Bath Chair, with hood and glass snntter.
No. 210.—The back of thia Chair is made to recline to any angle, and, with log-seat fitted, an Invalid may lie at 

full length.
No. 46.—Ward’s Reading Stand for holding a book over chair, couch, cc bed.

THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE WORLD FOR SALE OR HIRE.
Established over ISO Years.

31 to 37 Qursitor Street, (Chancery Fvane

No. xx^-Ward’s Improved Recumbent Chafrl ffie most luxurious InvaSd’’ Ward’s Cee-Spring Perambulators, 

No. xo.—Ward’s Invalid Couch, the most perfect ever made for confirmed large'stook of^Dhildren’l Perambi 
Na^Wmg^propelllngCh^.mkybeu^dwltbeMeby.child -

ot elgbt

JOHN WARD, 246 & 247 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON.

WARD
Invalid Chair Manufacturer,

246 & 247 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON,
, '(Latfe of Leicester Square)

To the Qaeeo and t^oyel Family.
UTALOQUE P08T FREE.

GEORGE ^FtTrTTT.T.,
88 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.O.,

manufactures

SILK BANNERS
Aad all requisites for Trade Unions, Friendly 

Societies, Clubs, Schools, &o., &c. 7
Sttul for muttnOtd Cntntegtu, Pott Fru.

esn aad hwpeet D*Mreorcering.  Telegraphic Address—“TurilX, IxnmmC*

aGRAN_TS 0F LAND IN CANADA— 
the w1®? JftS1 Settlers in Manitoba and

or territories. Land also granted free
fouiriAa<nairai£®?yat terms in other provinces— 

001 Quebec, Nova Scotia, 
AddIv I^nce Edward Islan<£—

. illustrated pamphlets, reports 
to ^t£t£Wtd^®gates’i fuI1 informa-
•StsLSESSiSf 'emulation*,  investment of 
K dimSSr SiSS’ (including form labourers 
WhoohWa*e*’ °°8t “ring, 
FRXlS tn S’ <s»"LIED GRATIS AND POST 
i» Victnriathc> Hl?Hr Co>MM1,sloI,M Canada,
n.w2cton?.,Street’ London, S.W.. qc to Mr. Taww *5 Water Street, Liverpool. * J

na X4>

No. xo.

WfclCE ONE I»ENNY MONTHLY.

THE LONDON PHONOGRAPHER.
An Independent Journal devoted to Typewriting and Shorthand. !

PUBLISHERS:—

YEALE, CHIFFERIEL & Co, Ltd., 31-37 Cursitor Streep Chancery Lane, London, E.C.
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